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ECML/PKDD-2003: 1st European Web Mining Forum 
[EWMF 2003] 

The Web presents a key driving force for a large spectrum of applications in which a user 
interacts with a company, a governmental authority, a non-governmental organization, or 
another non-profit institution. The application providers should combine knowledge about 
user expectations and Web semantics, in order to form personalised, user-friendly, and 
business-optimal services. Enabling methodologies include data mining, text mining, and 
ontology learning. Recipient technologies include user profiling, usage analysis, ontology 
extraction for the Semantic Web, intelligent search and recommendation systems based on 
user preferences, page content, and site semantics.  

The EWMF'03 workshop is organised by the KDNet interest group Web Mining Forum on 
knowledge discovery from and about the Web. It aims to bring together various perspectives 
on Web mining and stress the synergy effects between Web usage mining, Web content 
mining and Web intelligence, and of Semantic Web Mining. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the members of the Program Committee and 
the secondary reviewers for their great assistance in reviewing the submitted publications.  

By Bettina Berendt, Andreas Hotho, Dunja Mladenic, Maarten van Someren, Myra 
Spiliopoulou, Gerd Stumme, July 2003  
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Mining Web sites using wrapper induction, named 
entities and post-processing 

Georgios Sigletos1,2, Georgios Paliouras1,  
Constantine D. Spyropoulos1, Michalis Hatzopoulos2 

1 Institute of Informatics and Telecommunications, NCSR “Demokritos”,  
P.O. BOX 60228, Aghia Paraskeyh, GR-153 10, Athens, Greece 

{sigletos, paliourg, costass}@iit.demokritos.gr
2 Department of Informatics and Telecommunications, University of Athens,  

TYPA Buildings, Panepistimiopolis, Athens, Greece 
{sigletos, mike}@di.uoa.gr

Abstract. This paper presents a novel method for extracting information from 
collections of Web pages across different sites. Our method uses a standard 
wrapper induction algorithm and exploits named entity information. We 
introduce the idea of post-processing the extraction results for resolving 
ambiguous facts and improve the overall extraction performance. Post-
processing involves the exploitation of two additional sources of information: 
fact transition probabilities, based on a trained bigram model, and confidence 
probabilities, estimated for each fact by the wrapper induction system. A 
multiplicative model that is based on the product of those two probabilities is 
also considered for post-processing. Experiments were conducted on pages 
describing laptop products, collected from many different sites and in four 
different languages. The results highlight the effectiveness of our approach. 

1   Introduction 

Wrapper induction (WI) [7] aims to generate extraction rules, called wrappers, by 
mining highly structured collections of Web pages that are labeled with domain-
specific information. At run-time, wrappers extract information from unseen 
collections and fill the slots of a predefined template. These collections are typically 
built by querying an appropriate search form in a Web site and collecting the response 
pages, which commonly share the same content format. 

A central challenge to the WI community is Information Extraction (IE) from 
pages across multiple sites, including unseen sites, by a single trained system. Pages 
collected from different sites usually exhibit multiple hypertext markup structures, 
including tables, nested tables, lists, etc. Current WI research relies on learning 
separate wrappers for different structures. Training an effective site-independent IE 
system is an attractive solution in terms of scalability, since any domain-specific page 
could be processed, without relying heavily on the hypertext structure.  

In this paper we present a novel approach to IE from Web pages across different 
sites. The proposed method relies on domain specific named entities, identified within 
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Web pages. Those entities are embedded within the Web pages as XML tags and can 
serve as a page-independent common markup structure among pages from different 
sites. A standard WI system can be applied and exploit the additional textual 
information. Thus, the new system relies more on page-independent named-entity 
markup tags for inducing delimiter-based rules for IE and less on the hypertext 
markup tags, which vary among pages from multiple sites. 

We experimented with STALKER [10], which performs extraction from a wide 
range of Web pages, by employing a special formalism that allows the specification 
of the output multi-place schema for the extraction task. However, information 
extraction from pages across different sites is a very hard problem, due to the multiple 
markup structures that cannot be described by a single formalism. In this paper we 
suggest the use of STALKER for single-slot extraction, i.e. extraction of isolated facts 
(i.e. extraction fields), from pages across different sites. 

A further contribution of this paper is a method for post-processing the system’s 
extraction results in order to disambiguate facts. When applying a set of single-slot 
extraction rules to a Web page, one cannot exclude the possibility of identical or 
overlapping textual matches within the page, among different rules. For instance, 
rules for extracting instances of the facts cd-rom and dvd-rom in pages describing 
laptop products may overlap or exactly match in certain text fragments, resulting in 
ambiguous facts. Among these facts, the correct choice must be made. 

To deal with the issue of ambiguous facts, two sources of information are explored: 
transitions between facts, incorporated in a bigram model, and prediction confidence 
values, generated by the WI system. Deciding upon the correct fact can be based on 
information from either the trained bigram model and/or the confidence assigned to 
each predicted fact. A multiplicative model that combines these two sources of 
information is also presented and compared to each of the two components.  

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we outline the 
architecture of our approach. Section 2.1 briefly describes the named entity 
recognition task. Section 2.2 reviews STALKER and in Section 2.3 we discuss how 
STALKER can be used under the proposed approach to perform IE from pages across 
different sites. In Section 3 we discuss the issue of post-processing the output of the 
STALKER system in order to resolve ambiguous facts. Section 4 presents 
experimental results on datasets that will soon be publicly released. Related work is 
presented in Section 5. Finally we conclude in Section 6, discussing potential 
improvements of our approach. 

2   Information Extraction from multiple Web sites 

Our methodology for IE from multiple Web sites is graphically depicted in Figure 1. 
Three component modules process each Web page. First, a named-entity recognizer 
(NER) that identifies domain-specific named entities across pages from multiple sites. 
A trained WI system is then applied to perform extraction. Finally, the extraction 
results are post-processed to improve the extraction performance. 
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Fig. 1. Generic architecture for information extraction from multiple Web sites 

2.1   Named entity recognition  

Named entity recognition (NER) is an important subtask in most language 
engineering applications and has been included as such in all MUC competitions, e.g. 
[8]. NER is best known as the first step in the IE task, and involves the identification 
of a set of basic entity names, numerical expressions, temporal expressions, etc. The 
overall IE task aims to extract facts in the form of multi-place relations and NER 
provides the entities that fill the argument slots. NER has not received much attention 
in Web IE tasks.  

We use NER in order to identify basic named entities relevant to our task and thus 
reduce the complexity of fact extraction. The identified entities are identified within 
Web pages as XML tags and serve as a valuable source of information for the WI 
system that follows and extracts the facts. Some of the entity names (ne), numerical 
(numex) and temporal (timex) expressions, used in the laptop domain are shown in 
Table 1, along with the corresponding examples of XML tags. 

Table 1. Subset of named entities for the laptop domain 

Entity Entity Type Examples of XML tags 
Ne Model, Processor <ne type=Model>Presario</ne> 

<ne type=Processor>Intel Pentium </ne> 
Numex Capacity, Speed <numex type=Speed>300 MHz </numex> 

<numex type=Capacity>20 GB </numex> 
Timex Duration <timex type=Duration>1 year </timex> 

 

2.2   The STALKER wrapper induction system 

STALKER [10] is a sequential covering rule learning system that performs single-slot 
extraction from highly-structured Web pages. Multi-slot extraction –i.e. linking of the 
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isolated facts- is feasible through an Embedded-Catalog (EC) Tree formalism, which 
may describe the common structure of a range of Web pages. The EC tree is 
constructed manually, usually for each site, and its leaves represent the individual 
facts. STALKER is capable of extracting information from pages with tabular 
organization of their content, as well as pages with hierarchically organized content. 

Each extraction rule in STALKER consists of two ordered lists of linear landmark 
automata (LA’s), which are a subclass of nondeterministic finite state automata. The 
first list constitutes the start rule, while the second list constitutes the end rule. Using 
the EC tree as a guide, the extraction in a given page is performed by applying –for 
each fact- the LA’s that constitute the start rule in the order in which they appear in 
the list. As soon as a LA is found that matches within the page, the matching process 
terminates. The process is symmetric for the end rule. More details on the algorithm 
can be found in [10]. 

2.3   Adapting STALKER to multi-site information extraction 

The EC tree formalism used in STALKER is generally not applicable for 
describing pages with variable markup structure. Different EC trees need to be 
manually built for different markup structures and thus different extraction rules to be 
induced. In this paper, we are seeking for a single domain-specific trainable system, 
without having to deal with each page structure separately. The paper focuses on the 
widely-used approach of single-slot extraction. Our motivation is that if isolated facts 
could be accurately identified, then it is possible to link those facts separately on a 
second step. We therefore specify our task as follows: 

For each fact, try to induce a list iteration rule as depicted in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Simplification of the EC tree. A list iteration rule is learned for each fact and applies to 
the whole content of a page, at run-time 

The EC tree depicted in Figure 2 has the following interpretation: a Web page that 
describes laptop products consists of a list of instances of the fact Manufacturer (e.g. 
“Compaq”), a list of instances of the fact ModelName (e.g. “Presario”), a list of Ram 
instances (e.g. “256MB”), etc. The system, during runtime, exhaustively applies each 
rule to the content of the whole page. This simplified EC tree is independent of any 
particular page structure. The proposed approach relies on the page-independent 
named entities to lead to efficient extraction rules. 

Since each extraction rule applies exhaustively within the complete Web page, 
rather than being constrained by the EC tree, we expect an extraction bias towards 
recall, i.e., overgeneration of extracts for each fact. The penalty is a potential loss in 
precision, since each rule applies to text regions that do not contain relevant 
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information and may return erroneous instances. Therefore we seek a post-processing 
mechanism capable of discarding the erroneous instances and thus improving the 
overall precision. 

3   Post-processing the extraction results 

In single-slot IE systems, each rule is applied independently of the others. This may 
naturally cause identical or overlapping matches among different rules resulting in 
multiple ambiguous facts for those matches. We would like to resolve such 
ambiguities and choose the correct fact. Choosing the correct fact and removing all 
the others shall improve the extraction precision. 

3.1   Problem specification 

In this paper we adopt a post-processing approach in order to resolve ambiguities 
in the extraction results of the IE system. More formally, the task can be 
described as follows:  

1. Let D be the sequence of a document’s tokens and Tj (sj, ej) a fragment of that 
sequence, where sj and ej are the start and end token bounds respectively. 

2. Let I = {ij | ij: Tj → factj} be the set of instances extracted by all the rules, where 
factj is the predicted fact associated with instance Tj.  

3. Let DT be the list of all distinct text fragments Tj, appearing in the extracted 
instances in I. Note that T1(s1, e1) and T2(s2, e2) are different, if either s1 ≠ s2 or e1 ≠ 
e2. The elements of DT are sorted in ascending order of sj. 

4. If for a distinct fragment Ti in DT, there exist at least two instances ik and il so that 
ik: Ti→ factk and il : Ti → factl, k ≠ l, then factk and factl are ambiguous facts for Ti.  

5. The goal is to associate a single fact to each element of the list DT. 

To illustrate the problem, if for the fragment Tj(24, 25)=“16 x” in a page 
describing laptops, there are two extracted instances ik and il, where factk = 
dvdSpeed and factl = cdromSpeed, then there are two ambiguous facts for Ti. One 
of them must be chosen and associated with Tj. 

3.2   Formulate the task as a hill-climbing search 

Resolving ambiguous facts can be viewed as a hill-climbing search in the space of all 
possible sequences of facts that can be associated with the sequence DT of distinct 
text fragments. 

This hill-climbing search can be formulated as follows:  
1. Start from a hypothetical empty node, and transition at each step j to the next 

distinct text fragment Tj of the sorted sequence DT. 
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2. At each step apply a set of operations Choose (factk). Each operation associates Tj 
with the factk predicted by an instance ik = {Tj → factk}. A weight is assigned to 
each operation, based on some predefined metric. The operation with the highest 
weight is selected at each step. 

3. The goal of the search is to associate a single fact to the last distinct fragment of 
the sorted list DT, and thus return the final unambiguous sequence of facts for DT. 

To illustrate the procedure, consider the fictitious token table in Table 2(a), which is 
part of a page describing laptop products. 

Table 2.  (a) Part of a token table of a page dscribing laptops. (b) Instances extracted by 
STALKER. (c) The tree of all possible fact paths (d) The extracted instances after the 
disambiguation process 

Tj (sj, ej) factk 
T1 (33, 34) Processor 

Speed 
T2 (36, 37) Ram 
T2 (36, 37) Hard Disk 

capacity 
T3 (39, 40) Hard Disk 

Capacity 

(b) 

… 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 …
… 1,6 GHz / 1 GB / 80 GB …

(a) 
 

T1

T2T2

T3 T3

Processor Speed

Ram
Hard Disk
Capacity

Hard Disk
Capacity

Hard Disk
Capacity

Start Node

 
(c) 

 
Tj (sj, ej) factk 

T1 (33, 34) Processor 
Speed 

T2 (36, 37) Ram 
T3 (39, 40) Hard Disk 

Capacity 

(d) 

Table 2(b) lists the instances extracted by STALKER for the token table part of Table 
2(a). The DT list consists of the three distinct fragments T1, T2, T3. Table 2(c) shows 
the two possible fact sequences that can be associated with DT. After the processor 
speed fact prediction for T1, two operations apply for predicting a fact for T2: The 
choose (Ram) and choose (hard disk capacity) operations, each associated with a 
weight, according to a predefined metric. We assume that the former operation returns 
a higher weight value and therefore Ram is the chosen fact for T2. The bold circles in 
the tree show the chosen sequence of facts {Processor speed, Ram, Hard disk 
capacity} that is attached to the sequence T1 T2 T3. Table 2(d) illustrates the final 
extracted instances, after the disambiguation process. 

In this paper we explore three metrics for assigning weights to the choice 
operations:  

1. Confidence values, estimated for each fact by the WI algorithm.  
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2. Fact-transition probabilities, learned by a bigram model.  
3. The product of the above probabilities, based on a simple multiplicative model.  

Selecting the correct instance, and thus the correct fact, at each step and discarding 
the others, results in improving the overall precision. However, an incorrect choice 
harms both the recall and the precision of a certain fact. The overall goal of the 
disambiguation process is to improve the overall precision while keeping recall 
unaffected. 

3.3   Estimating fact confidence  

The original STALKER algorithm does not assign confidence values to the extracted 
instances. In this paper we estimate confidence values by calculating a value for each 
extraction rule, i.e. for each fact. That value is calculated as the average precision 
obtained by a three-fold cross-validation methodology on the training set. According 
to this methodology, the training data is split into three equally-sized subsets and the 
learning algorithm is run three times. Each time two of the three pieces are used for 
training and the third is kept as unseen data for the evaluation of the induced 
extraction rules. Each of the three pieces acts as the evaluation set in one of the three 
runs and the final result is the average over the three runs. 

At runtime, each instance extracted by a single-slot rule will be assigned the 
precision value of that rule. For example, if the text fragment “300 Mhz” was 
matched by the processor speed rule, then this fragment will be assigned the 
confidence associated with processor speed. The key insight into using confidence 
values is that among ambiguous facts, we can choose the one with the highest 
estimated confidence. 

3.4   Learning fact transition probabilities 

In many extraction domains, some facts appear in an almost fixed order within each 
page. For instance, a page describing laptop products may contain instances of the 
processor speed fact, appearing almost immediately after instances of the processor 
name fact. Training a simple bigram model is a natural way of modeling such 
dependencies and can be easily implemented by calculating ratios of counts 
(maximum likelihood estimation) in the labeled data as follows: 

∑
∈

→

→
=→

Kj
jic

jicjiP
)(

)()( , 
(1) 

where the nominator counts the transitions from fact i to fact j, according to the 
labeled training instances. The denominator counts the total number of transitions 
from fact i to all facts (including self-transitions). We also calculate a starting 
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probability for each fact, i.e. the probability that an instance of a particular fact is 
the first one appearing in the labeled training pages.   

The motivation for using fact transitions is that between ambiguous facts we could 
choose the one with the highest transition probability given the preceding fact 
prediction. To illustrate that, consider that the text fragment “16 x” has been identified 
as both cdromSpeed and dvdSpeed within a page describing laptops. Assume also that 
the preceding fact prediction of the system is ram. If the transition from ram to 
dvdSpeed has a higher probability, according to the learned bigram, than from ram to 
cdromSpeed, then we can choose the dvdSpeed fact. If ambiguity occurs at the first 
extracted instance, where there is no preceding fact prediction available, then we can 
choose the fact with the highest starting probability. 

3.5   Employing a multiplicative model 

A simple way to combine the two sources of information described above is through a 
multiplicative model, assigning a confidence value to each extracted instance ik : Ti → 
factk, based on the product of the confidence value estimated for factk and the 
transition probability from the preceding instance to factk. Using the example of Table 
2 with the two ambiguous facts ram and hard disk capacity for the text fragment T2, 
Table 4 depicts the probabilities assigned to each fact by the two methods described 
in sections 3.3 and 3.4 and the multiplicative model. 

Table 3. Probabilities assigned to each of the two ambiguous facts of the text fragment T2 of 
Table 2 

T2 (36, 37) = “1 GB” WI-Confidence Bigram Multiplicative 
Ram 0,7 0,3 0,21 
Hard disk capacity 0,4 0,5 0,20 

Using the WI confidence values, the ram is selected. However, using bigram 
probabilities, the hard disk capacity is selected. We also experimented with a model 
that averages the two probabilities, rather than multiplying them.  However the 
experiments led to worse results. 
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4   Experiments 

4.1   Dataset description 

Experiments were conducted on four language corpora (Greek, French, English, 
Italian) describing laptop products. The corpora were collected in the context of 
CROSSMARC1.  

Approximately 100 pages from each language were hand-tagged using a Web 
page annotation tool [14]. The corpus for each language was divided into two 
equally sized data sets for training and testing. Part of the test corpus was 
collected from sites not appearing in the training data. The named entities were 
embedded as XML tags within the pages of the training and test data, as 
illustrated in Table 1. A separate NER module was developed for each of the four 
languages of the project.  

A total of 19 facts were hand-tagged for the laptop product domain. The pages 
were collected from multiple vendor sites and demonstrate a rich variety of structure, 
including tables, lists etc. Examples of facts are the name of the manufacturer, the 
name of the model, the name of the processor, the speed of the processor, the ram, etc. 

4.2   Results 

Our goal was to evaluate the effect of named entity information to the extraction 
performance of STALKER and compare the three different methods for resolving 
ambiguous facts.  

We, therefore, conducted two groups of experiments. In the first group we 
evaluated STALKER on the testing datasets for each language, with the named 
entities embedded as XML tags within the pages. Table 4 presents the results. The 
evaluation metrics are micro-average recall and micro-average precision [12] over all 
19 facts. The last row of Table 4 averages the results over all languages. 

Table 4. Evaluation results for STALKER in four languages 

Language Micro Precision (%) Micro Recall (%) 
Greek 60,5 86,8 
French 64,1 93,7 
English 52,2 85,1 
Italian 72,8 91,9 
Average 62,4 89,4 

The exhaustive application of each extraction rule to the whole content of a page 
resulted, as expected, in a high recall, accompanied by a lower precision. However, 
named-entity information led a pure WI system like STALKER to achieve a bareable 
                                                           
1 http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/skel/crossmarc. Datasets will soon be available on this site.  
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level of extraction performance across pages with variable structure. We also trained 
STALKER on the same data without embedding named entities within the pages. The 
result was an unacceptably high training time, accompanied by rules with many 
disjuncts that mostly overfit the training data. Evaluation results on the testing corpora 
provided recall and precision figures below 30%. 

In the second group of experiments, we evaluated the post-processing methodology 
for resolving ambiguous facts that was described in Section 3. Results are illustrated 
in Table 5. 

Table 5. Evaluation results after resolving ambiguities 

Language Micro Precision (%) Micro Recall (%) 
 WI-Conf. Bigram Mult. WI-Conf. Bigram Mult. 
Greek 69,3 73,5 73,8 76,9 81,6 81,9 
French 77,0 78,9 79,4 82,1 84,1 84,6 
English 65,9 67,5 68,9 74,4 76,2 77,5 
Italian 84,4 83,8 84,4 87,6 87,0 87,6 
Average 74,2 75,9 76,6 80,3 82,2 82,9 

Comparing the results of Table 4 to the results of Table 5, we conclude the 
following:  

1. Choosing among ambiguous facts, using any of the three methods, achieves an 
overall increase in precision, accompanied by a lower decrease in recall. Results 
are very encouraging, given the difficulty of the task. 

2. Using bigram fact transitions for choosing among ambiguous facts achieves better 
results that using confidence values. However, the simple multiplicative model 
outperforms slightly the two single methods. 

To corroborate the effectiveness of the multiplicative model, we counted the number 
of correct choices made by the three post-processing methods at each step of the hill-
climbing process, as described in section 3.2. Results are illustrated in Table 6. 

Table 6. Counting the ambiguous predictions and the correct choices 

Language Distinct 
Ti 

Ambiguous 
Ti 

Corrected 
(WI-Conf.) 

Corrected 
(Bigram) 

Corrected 
(Mult.) 

Greek 549 490 251 331 336 
French 720 574 321 364 374 
English 2203 1806 915 996 1062 
Italian 727 670 538 458 483 
Average 1050 885 506 537 563 

The first column of Table 6 is the number of distinct text fragments Ti, as defined in 
section 3.1, for all pages in the testing corpus. The second column counts the Ti with 
more than one –ambiguous- facts (e.g. the T2 in Table 2). The last three columns 
count the correct choices made by each of the three methods. 

We conclude that by using a simple multiplicative model, based on the product of 
bigram probabilities and STALKER-assigned confidence probabilities we make more 
correct choices than by using either of the two methods individually. 
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5   Related Work 

Extracting information from multiple Web sites is a challenging issue for the WI 
community. Cohen and Fun [3] present a method for learning page-independent 
heuristics for IE from Web pages. However they require as input a set of existing 
wrappers along with the pages they correctly wrap. Cohen et al. [4], also present one 
component of a larger system that extracts information from multiple sites. A 
common characteristic of both the aforementioned approaches is that they need to 
encounter separately each different markup structure during training. In contrast to 
this approach, we examine the viability of trainable systems that can generalize over 
unseen sites, without encountering each page’s specific structure.  

An IE system that exploits shallow linguistic pre-processing information is 
presented in [2]. However, they generalize extraction rules relying on lexical units 
(tokens), each one associated with shallow linguistic information, e.g., lemma, part-
of-speech tag, etc. We generalize rules relying on named entities, which involve 
contiguous lexical units, and thus providing higher flexibility to the WI algorithm. 

An ontology-driven IE system from pages across different sites is presented in [5]. 
However, they rely on hand-crafted (provided by an ontology) regular expressions, 
along with a set of heuristics, in order to identify single-slot facts within a document. 
On the other hand, we try to induce such expressions using wrapper induction. 

All systems mentioned in this section experiment with different corpora, and thus 
cannot easily be comparatively evaluated.  

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presented a methodology for extracting information from Web pages 
across different sites, which is based on using a pipeline of three component modules: 
a named-entity recognizer, a standard wrapper induction system, and a post-
processing module for disambiguating extracted facts. Experimental results showed 
the viability of our approach. 

The issue of disambiguating facts is important for single-slot IE systems used on 
the Web. For instance, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [11] are a well-known 
learning method for performing single-slot extraction [6], [13]. According to this 
approach, a single HMM is trained for each fact. At run-time, each HMM is applied 
to a page, using the Viterbi procedure, to identify relevant matches. Identified matches 
across different HMMs may be identical or overlapping resulting in ambiguous facts. 
Our post-processing methodology can thus be particularly useful to HMM extraction 
tasks. 

Bigram modeling is a simplistic approach to the exploitation of dependencies 
among facts. We plan to explore higher-level interdependencies among facts, using 
higher order n-gram models, or probabilistic FSA, e.g. as learned by the Alergia 
algorithm [1]. Our aim is to further increase the number of correct choices made for 
ambiguous facts, thus further improving both recall and precision. Dependencies 
among facts shall be also investigated in the context of multi-slot extraction.  
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A bottleneck in existing approaches for IE is the labeling process. Despite the 
use of a user-friendly annotation tool [14], the labeling process is a tedious, time-
consuming and error-prone task, especially when moving to a new domain. We 
plan to investigate active learning techniques [9] for reducing the amount of 
labeled data required. On the other hand, we anticipate that our labeled datasets 
will be of use as benchmarks for the comparative evaluation of other current 
and/or future IE systems.  
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Abstract. As the web usage patterns from clients are getting more
complex, simple sessionizations based on time and navigation-oriented
heuristics have been restricted to exploit various kinds of rule discovery-
ing methods. In this paper, we present semantic session reconstruction
based on semantic outliers from web log data. Above all, web directory
service such as Yahoo is applied to enrich semantics to web logs, as cat-
egorizing them to all possible hierarchical paths. In order to detect the
candidate set of session identifiers, semantic factors like semantic mean,
deviation, and distance matrix are established. Eventually, each seman-
tic session is obtained based on nested repetition of top-down partition-
ing and evaluation process. For experiment, we applied this ontology-
oriented heuristics to sessionize the access log files for one week from
IRCache. Compared with time-oriented heuristics, more than 48% of ses-
sions were additionally detected by semantic outlier analysis. It means
that we can conceptually track the behavior of users tending to easily
change their intentions and interests, or simultaneously try to search
various kinds of information on the web.

1 Introduction

As the concern for searching relevant information from the web has been ex-
ponentially increasing, the very large amount of log data have been generated
in web servers. There are several types of web logs such as server access logs,
referrer logs, agent logs, and client-side cookies. Thus, many applications have
been focusing on various ways to analyze them in order to recognize the usage
patterns of users and discover other meaningful patterns [2]. For example, on-line
newspaper on the web [6], web caching [7], and supporting user web browsing
[8], [20] can be told as the domains relevant to analyzing web log data.

In this paper, among the whole steps of web user profiling mentioned in [3],
we have taken the session identification for segmenting web log data in consid-
eration. There are mainly two kinds of sessionization heuristics for partitioning
each user activity into sequences of entries corresponding to each user visit.
First, time-oriented heuristics consider temporal boundaries such as a maxi-
mum session length or maximum time allowable for each pageview [4]. Second,
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navigation-oriented heuristics such as HITS, PageRank, and DirectHit take the
linkage between pages into account [5].

However, knowledge that is extractable from sessions identified by those
heuristics is limited like frequent and sequential patterns represented by URLs.
It means that web logs has to be sessionized with semantic enrichment based on
ontology in order to find out more potential and meaningful information like a
user’s preference and intention. As shown in Fig. 1, blocks are requests from a
user and their shapes are means the concepts related with requested URLs.

T
Session

Circle

Session

Triangle

Session

Rectangle

Fig. 1. Streaming Logs

More importantly, web caching(or proxy) servers have to track streaming
URL requests from multiple clients, because they have to increase predictability
for prefetching web content that is expected in next request.

Enriching web logs with their corresponding semantic information has been
attempted in some studies [9], [20]. Typically, there are two kinds of approaches
which are the information extraction and information dimensions mapping URLs
to set of concepts as a feature vector and a specific value, respectively. While
both of them apply keywords extracted from an URL’s web page to perform
semantic enrichment, we present conceptualizing an URL information itself by
using web directory and introduce representing conceptualized URLs as tree-like
information.

In this paper, we describe the conceptualization of web logs based on web
directory, and then sessionize them by detecting semantic outliers. Thereby, in
the following section, general types of web logs and their data models will be
introduced. Sect. 3 will address how to handle url conceptualization against prob-
lems of web directory (Sect. 3.1) and how to determine semantic relationships
between URLs for detecting semantic outliers (Sect. 3.3). We show semantic
sessionization of the streaming web logs and verify our ontology-oriented heuris-
tics approach in the Sect. 4 and Sect. 5, respectively. Finally, Sect. 6 makes a
conclusion of this study and mention future work.
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2 Data Model of Web Log and Problem Statement

There are several standard data models of web logs such as NCSA, W3C ex-
tended, and IRCache1 format. In this paper we have focused on the IRCache
format, which is the NLANR web caching project [1].

Table 1. The Data Format of IRCache Log Files

Fields Description

Timestamp The time when the client socket is closed. (millisecond)
Elapsed Time The elapsed time of the request, in milliseconds.
Client Address A random IP address identifying the client.

Log Tag The Log Tag describing how the request was treated
locally (hit, miss, etc)

HTTP Code The HTTP status code
Size The number of bytes written to the client.

Request Method The HTTP request method.
URL The requested URL.

User Ident Always ’-’ for the IRCache logs.
Hierarchy Data A description of how and where the requested and Hostname
and Hostname object was fetched.
Content Type The Content-type field from the HTTP reply.

Each IRCache log file consists of ten basic fields, as shown in the Table 1,
and for instance, some records of a log file are as follows.
1048118411.784 214655 165.246.31.128 TCP MISS/503 1568 GET http://www.intelligent.pe.kr/a.html - NONE/- text/html

1048118421.159 238 218.53.200.251 TCP MISS/304 261 GET http://www.antara.co.id/images/spacer.gif - DIRECT/202.155.27.190 -

There are, generally, some problems to analyze these web logs such as their
anonymity, rotating IP addresses connections through dynamic assignment of
ISPs, missing references due to caching, and inability of servers to distinguish
among different visits. Therefore, we note the problem statements concentrated
for semantic sessionization in this paper, as follows.

– Weakness of IP address field as session identifier. The same IP address
field in a web logs (within the time window or not) can not guarantee that
those requests are caused by only one user, and reversely, requests from
the different IPs can be generated by a particular user. As independent of
temporal difference, the sequential or contiguous logs whose IP addresses are
equivalent can be more partitioned or more agglomerated.

– Simultaneous user requests based on multiple intention. An user
can request more than an URL “at the same time” by using more than a

1 This project was administered by the University of California San Diego, in coop-
eration with the San Diego Supercomputer Center and the National Laboratory for
Applied Network Research.
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web browser. It means we have to consider multiple intention of users by
classifying mixed logs according to the corresponding semantics.

Each request consists of timestamp, IP address, and URL fields, as shown
in Table 2. URL field is divided into base url and reminder, which are the host
name of web server and the rest part of full URL, respectively. Then, we assume
that each URL is semantically characterized by its base URL.

Table 2. Example

Timestamp IP Address URL(BaseURL + Reminder)

<t1, t2, t3, t4> ip1 <b url1+r1, b url1+r2, b url1+r3, b url2+r4>
<t5> ip2 <b url1+r5>

<t6, t7, t8> ip1 <b url2+r6, b url1+r7, b url3+r7>

For example, we are given a web log composed of eight requests ordered by
timestamps from t1 to t8. We denote the URL set of sequential requests by
< . . ., b urli+rj , . . . > mapped to the timestamps < . . ., ti, . . . >. These logs
are partitioned with respect to an IP address ipi. After partitioning, we compare
semantic distance between base URLs in a set of requests, because we regard
a semantic session as the sequence of URL having similar semantics. In other
words, we investigate if an user’s intention is retained or not.

3 Ontology-Oriented Heuristics for Sessionization

In order to semantically recognize what an URL is about, we try to categorize
a requested URL based on ontology. Such ontologies are applied with web di-
rectories. We therefore can retrieve the tree-like conceptualized URLs, and then
measure the similarity between them.

Outlier, generally, is a data object which are glossly different from or inconsis-
tent with the remaining set of data [15]. In order to detect outliers, cluster-based
and distance-based algorithms have been introduced [17], [16], [18], [19].

Meanwhile, semantic outlier of streaming web log data in this paper means
a particular URL request whose semantic distance with previous sequence logs
is over prefined semantic threshold. Thereby, we define these semantic measure-
ment such as semantic mean and semantic distance. Based on semantic outliers
detected by these quantified values, semantic sessionization is conducted.

3.1 URL Conceptualization Based on Web Directories

An ontology, a so-called semantic categorizer, is an explicit specification of a
conceptualization [10]. It means that ontologies can play a role of enriching se-
mantic or structural information to unlabeled data. Web directories like Yahoo2

2 Yahoo. http://www.yahoo.com
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and Cora3 can be used to describe the content of a document in a standard and
universal way as ontology [11]. Besides, web directory is organized as a topic
hierarchical structure which is an efficient way to organize, view, and explore
large quantities of information that would, otherwise, be cumbersome [13].

In this paper we assume that all URLs can be categorized by a well-organized
web directory service. There are, however, some practical obstacles to do that,
because most of web directories are forced to manage a non-generic tree struc-
ture in order to avoid a waste of memory space caused by redundant informa-
tion [12]. For example, some websites for the category Computer Science:Artificial
Intelligence:Constraint Satisfaction:Laboratory can also be in the category Educa-
tion:Universities:Korea:Inha University:Laboratory. We briefly note that problems
with categorizing an URL with web directory as an ontology are the following:

– The multi-attributes of an URL. An URL can be involved in more
than a category. The causal relationships between categories makes their
hierarchical structure more complicated. As shown in Fig. 2 (1), an URL
can be included in some other categories, named as A or B.

B P

A

A

B P

C

P

(1) (2)

Fig. 2. (1) The multi-attribute of URLs; (2) The subordinate relationship between two
categories

– The relationship between categories. A category can have more than
a path from root node. As shown in Fig. 2 (2), the category C can be a
subcategory of more than one like P. Furthermore, some categories can be
semantically identical, even if they have different labels.
• Redundancy between semantically identical categories
• Subordination between semantically dependent categories

In order to simply handle these problems, we categorize each URL to all
possible categories causally related with itself. Therefore, an URL urli is catego-
rized to a category set Category(urli), and the size of this category set depend
on the web directory. Each element of a category set is represented as a path
from the root to the corresponding category on web directory. In Table 2, let the
base URLs {b url1, b url2, b url3} semantically enriched to {<a:b:d, a:b:f:k>,

3 Cora. http://cora.whizbang.com
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<a:c:h>, <a:b:f:j>}. The leftmost concept “a” is indicating the root of web di-
rectory and these base URLs are categorized to <d, k>, <h>, and <j>, respec-
tively. In particular, due to multi-attribute of base URL b url1, Category(b url1)
is composed of two different concepts.

3.2 Preliminary Notations and Definitions

We define semantic factors measuring the relationship between two log data.
All possible categorical and ordered paths for the requested URL, above all, are
obtained, after conceptualizing this URL by web directory. Firstly, the semantic
distance is formulated for measuring the semantic difference between two URLs.
Let an URL urli categorized to the sets {pathi|pathm

i ∈ Category(urli),m ∈
[1, . . . ,M ]} where M is the number of total categorical paths. As simply extend-
ing Levenshtein edit distance [21], the semantic distance ∆¦ between two URLs
urli and urlj is given by

∆¦[urli, urlj ] = arg
M,N

min
m=1,n=1

min
(
(Lm

i − L
(m,n)
C ), (Ln

j − L
(m,n)
C )

)

exp(L(m,n)
C )

(1)

where Lm
i , Ln

j , and L
(m,n)
C are the lengths of pathm

i , pathn
j , and common part of

both of them, respectively. As marking paths representing conceptualized URLs
on trees, we can easily get this common part overlapping each other. ∆¦ compares
all combination of two sets (|pathi| × |pathj |) and returns the minimum among
values in the interval [0, 1], where 0 stands for complete matching. Exponent
function in denominator is used in order to increase the effect of L

(m,n)
C . Second

factor is to aggregate URLs during a time interval. Thereby, semantic distance
matrix D∆¦ is given by

D∆¦(i, j) =




. . . . . . . . .

. . . ∆¦[urlti , urltj ] . . .

. . . . . . . . .


 (2)

where the predefined time interval T is the size of matrix and diagonal elements
are all zero. Based on D∆¦ , the semantic mean µ¦ is given by

µ¦(t1, . . . , tT ) =
2

∑T
i=1

∑T
j=i D∆¦(i, j)

T (T − 1)
(3)

where D∆¦(i, j) is the (i, j)-th element of distance matrix. This is the mean value
of upper triangular elements except diagonals. Then, with respect to the given
time interval T , the semantic deviation σ¦ is derived as shown by

σ¦(t1, . . . , tT ) =

√
2

∑T
i=1

∑T
j=i (D∆¦(i, j)− µ¦(t1, . . . , tT ))2

T (T − 1)
(4)

These factors are exploited to quantify the semantic distance between two
random logs and statistically discriminate semantic outliers such as the most
distinct or the N distinct data from the rest in the range of over pre-fixed
threshold, with respect to given time interval.
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3.3 Semantic Outlier Analysis for Sessionization

When we try to segment web log dataset, log entries are generally time-varying,
more properly, streaming. In case of streaming dataset, not only semantic factors
in a given interval but also the distribution of the semantic mean µ¦ is needed for
sessionization. This will be described in the Sect. 4. We, hence, simply assume
that a given dataset is time-invariant and its size is fixed in this section.

In order to analyze semantic outlier for sessionization, we regard the minimize
the sum of partial semantic deviation µ¦ for each session as the most optimal
partitioning of given dataset. Thereby, the principle session identifiers PSI =
{psia|a ∈ [1, . . . , S − 1], psia ∈ [1, . . . , T − 1]} is defined as the set of boundary
positions, where the variables S and T are the required number of sessions and
the time interval, respectively.

The semantic outlier analysis for sessionizing static logs SOAS as objective
function with respect to PSI is given by

SOAS(PSI) =
S∑

i=1

µ¦i (5)

where µ¦i means partial semantic deviation of ith segment. In order to minimize
this objective function, we scan the most distinct pairs, in other words, the
largest value in the semantic distance matrix D∆¦ , as follows:

∆¦
MAX [Ta, Tb] = arg

T
max

i=1,j=1
D∆¦(i, j) (6)

where arg maxT
i=1 is the function returning the maximum values during a given

time interval [Ta, Tb]. When we obtain D∆¦(p, q) as the maximum semantic dis-
tance, we assume there must be at least a principle session identifier between pth

and qth URLs. Then, the initial time interval [Ta, Tb] is replaced by [Tp, Tq], and
the maximum semantic distance in reduced time interval is scanned, recursively.
Finally, when two adjacent elements are acquired, we evaluate this candidate psi
by using SOAS(psi). If this value is less than σ¦, this cadidate psi is inserted in
PSI. Otherwise, this partition by this candidate psi is cancelled. This session-
ization process is top-down approaching, until the required number of sessions
S is found. Furthermore, we can also be notified the oversessionization, which is
a failure caused by overfitting sessionization, detected by the evaluation process
SOAS(PSI).

As an example, let a URL entry composed of two sessions SA and SB in two
cases, as shown in Fig. 3. We assume that the semantic distances between A(i)s
(or B(i)s) is much less than between each other.

In the first case (Case 1), due to the maximum distance ∆¦[A(1), B(1)] in the
initial time interval [1, 6], time interval is reduced to [2, 5], and then, ∆¦[A(2), B(0)]
in updated time interval determines that psi3 can be a candidate. Finally, the
evaluation σ¦[1, 3] + σ¦[4, 6] < σ¦[1, 6] makes a candidate psi3 inserted to PSI.
This case is clear to find the cadidate psi and prove this sessionization to be
validate.
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Case 1:

Case 2: A(0) A(1) A(2) B(1) B(2)

A(0) A(1) A(2) B(0) B(1) B(2)

SA SB

S
A

S
B

B(0)

1 2 3 4 5 6Time stamps

Fig. 3. Top-down approaching sessionization. The four largest semantic distances
∆¦[A(1), B(1)], ∆¦[A(2), B(2)], ∆¦[A(2), B(0)], and ∆¦[A(2), B(1)] are 0.86, 0.85, 0.81,
and 0.79, respectively. We want to segement them into two sessions.

More complicatedly, in second case (Case 2), a heterogeneous request B(0) is
located in the session SA. The first candidate psi3 is generated by ∆¦[B(0), A(2)]
in time interval firstly refined by ∆¦[A(1), B(1)]. By the evaluation σ¦[1, 3] +
σ¦[4, 6] ≥ σ¦[1, 6], however, this candidate psi3 is removed. Finally, because the
second candidate psi4 by ∆¦[A(2), B(1)] meets the evaluation σ¦[1, 4]+σ¦[5, 6] <
σ¦[1, 6], a candidate psi4 can be into PSI.

According to the required number of sessions, this recursion process can be
executed.

4 Session Identification from Streaming Web Logs

Actually, on-line web logs are continuously changing. It is impossible to consider
not only the existing whole data but also streaming data. We define the time
window W as the pre-determined size of considerable entry from the most recent
one. Every time new URL is requested, this time window have to be shifted. In
order to semantic outlier analysis of streaming logs, we focus on not only basic
semantic factors but also the distribution of the semantic mean with respect to
time window, µ¦(W (T )).

As extending SOAS , the objective function for analyzing semantic outlier of
dynamic logs SOAD is given by

SOAW (i)

D (PSI) =
S∑

k=1

µ¦k|W (i) (7)

where the W (i) means that the time window from ith URL is applied. We want
to minimize this SOAD(PSI) by finding the most proper set of principle session
identifiers. The candidate psii is estimated by the difference between the se-
mantic means of contiguous time windows and predefined threshold ε, as shown
by ∣∣∣µ¦(W (i))− µ¦(W (i−τ))

∣∣∣ ≥ ε (8)

where τ is the distance between both time windows and assumed to be less
than the size of time window |W |. Similar to the evaluation process of SOAS ,
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once a candidate psii is obtained, we evaluate it by comparing SOAW (i)

D and
SOAW (i−1)

D . Finally, we can retrieve PSI to sessionize streaming web logs. In
case of streaming logs, more particularly, a candidate psi meeting the evaluation
process can be appended into unlimited size of PSI.

5 Experiments and Discussion

For experiments, we collected the sanitized access logs from sv.us.ircache.net, one
of web cache servers of IRCache. These files were generated for seven days from
20 March 2003 to 26 March 2003. Raw data consist of 11 attributes, as shown in
the Table 1, and about 9193000 entries. The total size of them is about 1.2 GB.

We verified sessionizing process proposed in this paper on a PC with a 1.2
GHz CPU clock rate, 256 MB main memory, and running FreeBSD 5.0. During
data cleansing, logs whose URL field is ambiguous (wrong spelling or IP address)
are removed, as referring to web directory.

We compared two sessionizations based on time oriented and ontology ori-
ented heuristics, with respect to the number of segmented sessions and the rea-
sonability of association rules extracted from them. In case of ontology-oriented
sessionization, fields related with time such as “Timestamp” and “Elapsed Time”
were filtered. Time-oriented heuristics simply sessionized log entries between two
sequential requests whose difference of field “Timestamp” is more than 20 mil-
liseconds with respect to the same IP address. On the other hand, for ontology-
oriented heuristics, the size of time window W was predefined as 50.

Table 3. The number of sessions by time-oriented heuristics and ontology-oriented
heuristics (static and dynamic logs) from logs for seven days (20-36 March 2003).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time-oriented 1563 1359 1116 877 1467 1424 1384

Ontology-oriented 907 923 692 421 807 783 844
(Static logs, SOAS) (58%) (68%) (62%) (48%) (55%) (55%) (61%)
Ontology-oriented 983 1051 939 683 1118 827 1105

(Dynamic logs, SOAD) (63%) (77%) (84%) (78%) (76%) (58%) (80%)

Common Session Boundary 47% 51% 49% 48% 57% 32% 74%

The numbers of sessions generated in both cases are shown in Table 3. Time-
oriented heuristics esimate denser sessionization than two ontology-oriented ap-
proaches. It means that ontology-oriented heuristics based on SOAS or SOAD,
generally, can make URLs requested over time gap semantically connected each
other. They, SOAS or SOAD, decreased the number of sessions to, overall,
58.14% and 73.71%, respectively, compared to time-oriented heuristics. Even
though ontology-oriented heuristics searched fewer sessions, the rate of common
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session boundaries (the number of common sessions matched with time-oriented
heuristics over the number of sessions of SOAD) is average 51.1%. It shows
that more than 48% of sessions not segmented by time-oriented heuristics can
be detected by semantic outlier analysis. While time oriented sessionization is
impossible to recognize patterns of users who is easily changing their prefer-
ences or simultaneously trying to search various kinds of information on the
web, ontology-oriented method can discriminate these complicated patterns.

We also evaluated the reasonability of the rules extraced from three kinds
of session sequences. According to the standard least recently used (LRU), we
organized the expected set of URLs, which means the set of objects that cache
server has to prefetch. The size of this set is constantly 100.

Table 4. Evaluation of the reasonability of the extracted ruleset (hit ratio (%))

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time-oriented 0.06 0.32 0.46 0.41 0.51 0.52 0.49

Static logs, SOAS 0.05 0.45 0.66 0.72 0.76 0.74 0.75
Dynamic logs, SOAD 0.05 0.46 0.52 0.67 0.70 0.75 0.72

As shown in Table 4, we measured the two hit ratios by both of their ses-
sionizations for seven days. The maximum hit ratios in three sequences were ob-
tained 0.52, 0.76, and 0.75, respectively. Ontology-oriented sessionization SOAS

acquired about 24.5% improvement of prefetching performance, compared with
time-oriented. Moreover, we want to note that the difference between SOAS and
SOAD. For the first three days, the hit ratio of SOAS was higher than that of
SOAD by over 5%. Because of streaming data, SOAD showed the difficulty in
initializing the ruleset. After initialization step, however, the performances of
SOAS and SOAD were converged into a same level.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In order to mine useful and significant association rules from web logs, many
kinds of well-known association discoverying methods have been developed. Due
to the domain specific properties of web logs, sessionization process of log en-
tries is the most important in a whole step. We have proposed ontology-oriented
heuristics for sessionizing web logs. In order to provide each requested URL
with the corresponding semantics, web directory service as ontology have been
applied to categorize this URL. Especially, we mentioned three practical prob-
lems for using real non-generic tree structured web directories like Yahoo. After
conceptualizing URLs, we measured the semantic distance matrix indicating the
relationships between URLs within the predefined time interval. Additionally,
factors like semantic mean and semantic deviation were formulated for easier
computation.
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We considered two kinds of web logs which are stationary and streaming.
Therefore, two semantic outlier analysis approaches SOAS and SOAD were
introduced based on semantic factors. Through the evaluation process, the de-
tected cadidate semantic outliers were tested whether their sessionization is rea-
sonable or not. According to results of our expements, investigating semantic
relationships between web logs is very important to sessionize them. Classifying
semantic sessions, 48% of total sessions, brought about 25% higher prefetching
performance, campared with time-oriented sessionization. Complex web usage
patterns seemed to be meaninglessly mixed along with “time” can be analyzed
by ontology.

In future work, we have to consider bottom-up approaching sessionization
to cluster sessions divided by top-down approaching. As exploiting semantic
sessionization proposed in this paper to the web proxy server, more practically,
we will study association rule mining on various web caching architecture [14],
in order to improve the predicability of content prefection.

Acknowledgement. This work was supported by INHA UNIVERSITY Re-
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'LPLWULRV 3LHUUDNRV�� *HRUJLRV 3DOLRXUDV
�
� &KULVWRV 3DSDWKHRGRURX��

9DQJHOLV .DUNDOHWVLV
�
� 0DULRV 'LNDLDNRV�

� ,QVWLWXWH RI ,QIRUPDWLFV DQG 7HOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQV� 1&65 �'HPRNULWRV��

����� $J� 3DUDVNHYL� *UHHFH
^GSLH� SDOLRXUJ� YDQJHOLV`#LLW�GHPRNULWRV�JU
� 'HSDUWPHQW RI $UFKLYH 	 /LEUDU\ 6FLHQFHV� ,RQLDQ 8QLYHUVLW\

������ &RUIX� *UHHFH
SDSDWKHRGRU#LRQLR�JU

� 'HSDUWPHQW RI &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH� 8QLYHUVLW\ RI &\SUXV

&<����� 1LFRVLD� &\SUXV
PGG#XF\�DF�F\

$EVWUDFW� 7KLV SDSHU SUHVHQWV WKH FRQFHSW RI :HE &RPPXQLW\ 'LUHFWRULHV� DV D

PHDQV RI SHUVRQDOL]LQJ VHUYLFHV RQ WKH :HE� WRJHWKHU ZLWK D QRYHO PHWKRGRORJ\

IRU WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKHVH GLUHFWRULHV E\ GRFXPHQW FOXVWHULQJ DQG XVDJH PLQ�

LQJ PHWKRGV� 7KH FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV DUH H[WUDFWHG ZLWK WKH XVH RI WKH &RPPX�

QLW\ 'LUHFWRU\ 0LQHU� D VLPSOH FOXVWHU PLQLQJ DOJRULWKP ZKLFK KDV EHHQ H[�

WHQGHG WR DVFHQG D FRQFHSW KLHUDUFK\� DQG VSHFLDOL]H LW WR WKH QHHGV RI XVHU

FRPPXQLWLHV� 7KH LQLWLDO FRQFHSW KLHUDUFK\ LV JHQHUDWHG E\ D FRQWHQW�EDVHG

GRFXPHQW FOXVWHULQJ PHWKRG� &RPPXQLWLHV DUH FRQVWUXFWHG RQ WKH EDVLV RI XV�

DJH GDWD FROOHFWHG E\ WKH SUR[\ VHUYHUV RI DQ ,QWHUQHW 6HUYLFH 3URYLGHU� 7KHVH

GDWD SUHVHQW D QXPEHU RI SHFXOLDULWLHV VXFK DV WKHLU ODUJH YROXPH DQG VHPDQWLF

GLYHUVLW\� ,QLWLDO UHVXOWV SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH SDSHU LOOXVWUDWH WKH XVH RI WKH PHWKRG�

RORJ\ DQG SURYLGH DQ LQGLFDWLRQ RI WKH EHKDYLRU RI WKH QHZ PLQLQJ PHWKRG�

� ,QWURGXFWLRQ

7KH K\SHUJUDSKLFDO DUFKLWHFWXUH RI WKH :HE KDV EHHQ XVHG WR VXSSRUW FODLPV WKDW WKH

:HE ZLOO PDNH ,QWHUQHW�EDVHG VHUYLFHV UHDOO\ XVHU�IULHQGO\� +RZHYHU� DW LWV FXUUHQW

VWDWH� WKH :HE KDV QRW DFKLHYHG LWV JRDO RI SURYLGLQJ HDV\ DFFHVV WR RQOLQH LQIRUPD�

WLRQ� %HLQJ DQ DOPRVW XQVWUXFWXUHG DQG KHWHURJHQHRXV HQYLURQPHQW LW FUHDWHV DQ LQ�

IRUPDWLRQ RYHUORDG DQG SODFHV REVWDFOHV LQ WKH ZD\ XVHUV DFFHVV WKH UHTXLUHG LQIRUPD�

WLRQ�

2QH DSSURDFK WRZDUGV WKH DOOHYLDWLRQ RI WKLV SUREOHP LV WKH RUJDQL]DWLRQ RI :HE

FRQWHQW LQWR WKHPDWLF KLHUDUFKLHV� DOVR NQRZQ DV :HE GLUHFWRULHV� $ :HE GLUHFWRU\�

VXFK DV <DKRR� >��@ RU WKH 2SHQ 'LUHFWRU\ 3URMHFW �2'3� >��@� DOORZV :HE XVHUV WR

ORFDWH LQIRUPDWLRQ WKDW UHODWHV WR WKHLU LQWHUHVWV� WKURXJK D KLHUDUFK\ QDYLJDWLRQ SURF�

HVV� 7KLV DSSURDFK VXIIHUV WKRXJK IURP D QXPEHU RI SUREOHPV� 7KH PDQXDO FUHDWLRQ

DQG PDLQWHQDQFH RI WKH :HE GLUHFWRULHV OHDGV WR OLPLWHG FRYHUDJH RI WKH WRSLFV WKDW DUH

FRQWDLQHG LQ WKRVH GLUHFWRULHV� VLQFH WKHUH DUH PLOOLRQV RI :HE SDJHV DQG WKH UDWH RI
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H[SDQVLRQ LV YHU\ KLJK� ,Q DGGLWLRQ� WKH VL]H DQG FRPSOH[LW\ RI WKH GLUHFWRULHV LV FDQ�

FHOLQJ RXW DQ\ JDLQV WKDW ZHUH H[SHFWHG ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ RYHUORDG SURE�

OHP� L�H�� LW LV RIWHQ GLIILFXOW IRU D SDUWLFXODU XVHU WR QDYLJDWH WR LQWHUHVWLQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ�

$Q DOWHUQDWLYH VROXWLRQ LV WKH SHUVRQDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH VHUYLFHV RQ WKH :HE� :HE 3HU�

VRQDOL]DWLRQ >��@ IRFXVHV RQ WKH DGDSWDELOLW\ RI :HE�EDVHG LQIRUPDWLRQ V\VWHPV WR WKH

QHHGV DQG LQWHUHVWV RI LQGLYLGXDOV RU JURXSV RI XVHUV DQG DLPV WR PDNH WKH :HE D

IULHQGOLHU HQYLURQPHQW� 7\SLFDOO\� D SHUVRQDOL]HG :HE VLWH UHFRJQL]HV LWV XVHUV� FRO�

OHFWV LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKHLU SUHIHUHQFHV DQG DGDSWV LWV VHUYLFHV� LQ RUGHU WR PDWFK WKH

XVHUV¶ QHHGV� $ PDMRU REVWDFOH WRZDUGV UHDOL]LQJ :HE SHUVRQDOL]DWLRQ LV WKH DFTXLVL�

WLRQ RI DFFXUDWH DQG RSHUDWLRQDO PRGHOV IRU WKH XVHUV� 5HOLDQFH WR PDQXDO FUHDWLRQ RI

WKHVH PRGHOV� HLWKHU E\ WKH XVHUV RU E\ GRPDLQ H[SHUWV� LV LQDGHTXDWH IRU YDULRXV UHD�

VRQV� DPRQJ ZKLFK WKH DQQR\DQFH RI WKH XVHUV DQG WKH GLIILFXOW\ RI YHULI\LQJ DQG

PDLQWDLQLQJ WKH UHVXOWLQJ PRGHOV� $Q DOWHUQDWLYH DSSURDFK LV WKDW RI :HE 8VDJH 0LQ�

LQJ >��@� ZKLFK XVHV GDWD PLQLQJ PHWKRGV WR FUHDWH PRGHOV� EDVHG RQ WKH DQDO\VLV RI

XVDJH GDWD� L�H�� UHFRUGV RI KRZ D VHUYLFH RQ WKH :HE LV XVHG� :HE XVDJH PLQLQJ SUR�

YLGHV D PHWKRGRORJ\ IRU WKH FROOHFWLRQ DQG SUHSURFHVVLQJ RI XVDJH GDWD� DQG WKH FRQ�

VWUXFWLRQ RI PRGHOV UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH EHKDYLRU DQG WKH LQWHUHVWV RI XVHUV >��@�

,Q WKLV SDSHU� ZH SURSRVH D VROXWLRQ WR WKH SUREOHP RI LQIRUPDWLRQ RYHUORDG� E\

FRPELQLQJ WKH VWUHQJWKV RI :HE 'LUHFWRULHV DQG :HE 3HUVRQDOL]DWLRQ� LQ RUGHU WR

DGGUHVV VRPH RI WKH DERYH�PHQWLRQHG LVVXHV� ,Q SDUWLFXODU ZH IRFXV RQ WKH FRQVWUXF�

WLRQ RI XVDEOH :HE GLUHFWRULHV WKDW FRUUHVSRQG WR WKH LQWHUHVWV RI JURXSV RI XVHUV�

NQRZQ DV XVHU FRPPXQLWLHV� 7KH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI XVHU FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV ZLWK WKH DLG

RI :HE 8VDJH 0LQLQJ KDV VR IDU RQO\ EHHQ VWXGLHG LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI VSHFLILF :HE VLWHV

>��@� 7KLV DSSURDFK LV H[WHQGHG KHUH WR D PXFK ODUJHU SRUWLRQ RI WKH :HE� WKURXJK WKH

DQDO\VLV RI XVDJH GDWD FROOHFWHG E\ WKH SUR[\ VHUYHUV RI DQ ,QWHUQHW 6HUYLFH 3URYLGHU

�,63�� 7KH ILQDO JRDO LV WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI FRPPXQLW\�VSHFLILF :HE 'LUHFWRULHV� :HE

&RPPXQLW\ 'LUHFWRULHV FDQ EH HPSOR\HG E\ YDULRXV VHUYLFHV RQ WKH :HE� VXFK DV

:HE SRUWDOV� LQ RUGHU WR RIIHU WKHLU VXEVFULEHUV D PRUH SHUVRQDOL]HG YLHZ RI WKH :HE�

7KH PHPEHUV RI D FRPPXQLW\ FDQ XVH WKH FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRU\ DV D VWDUWLQJ SRLQW IRU

QDYLJDWLQJ WKH :HE� EDVHG RQ WKH WRSLFV WKDW WKH\ DUH LQWHUHVWHG LQ� ZLWKRXW WKH UH�

TXLUHPHQW RI DFFHVVLQJ YDVW :HE GLUHFWRULHV� ,Q WKLV PDQQHU� WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ RYHUORDG

LV UHGXFHG� ZKLOH DW WKH VDPH WLPH WKH VHUYLFH RIIHUV DGGHG YDOXH WR LWV FXVWRPHUV�

7KH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRULHV ZLWK XVDJH PLQLQJ UDLVHV D QXPEHU RI

LQWHUHVWLQJ UHVHDUFK LVVXHV� ZKLFK DUH DGGUHVVHG LQ WKLV SDSHU� 7KH ILUVW FKDOOHQJH LV WKH

DQDO\VLV RI ODUJH GDWDVHWV LQ RUGHU WR LGHQWLI\ FRPPXQLW\ EHKDYLRU� ,Q DGGLWLRQ WR WKH

KHDY\ WUDIILF H[SHFWHG DW D FHQWUDO QRGH� VXFK DV DQ ,63� D SHFXOLDULW\ RI WKH GDWD LV WKDW

WKH\ GR QRW FRUUHVSRQG WR KLWV ZLWKLQ WKH ERXQGDULHV RI D VLWH� EXW UHFRUG RXWJRLQJ

WUDIILF WR WKH ZKROH RI WKH :HE� 7KLV IDFW OHDGV WR WKH LQFUHDVHG GLPHQVLRQDOLW\ DQG WKH

VHPDQWLF LQFRKHUHQFH RI WKH GDWD� L�H�� WKH :HE SDJHV WKDW KDYH EHHQ DFFHVVHG� ,Q

RUGHU WR DGGUHVV WKHVH LVVXHV ZH FUHDWH D WKHPDWLF KLHUDUFK\ RI WKH :HE SDJHV E\ H[�

DPLQLQJ WKHLU FRQWHQW� DQG DVVLJQ WKH :HE SDJHV WR WKH FDWHJRULHV RI WKLV KLHUDUFK\� $Q

DJJORPHUDWLYH FOXVWHULQJ DSSURDFK LV XVHG WR FRQVWUXFW WKH KLHUDUFK\ ZLWK QRGHV UHSUH�

VHQWLQJ FRQWHQW FDWHJRULHV� $ FRPPXQLW\ FRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRG WKHQ H[SORLWV WKH FRQ�

VWUXFWHG KLHUDUFK\ DQG VSHFLDOL]HV LW WR WKH LQWHUHVWV RI SDUWLFXODU FRPPXQLWLHV� 7KH

EDVLF GDWD PLQLQJ DOJRULWKP WKDW KDV EHHQ GHYHORSHG IRU WKDW SXUSRVH� WKH &RPPXQLW\

'LUHFWRU\ 0LQHU �&'0�� LV DQ H[WHQVLRQ RI WKH FOXVWHU PLQLQJ DOJRULWKP� ZKLFK KDV
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EHHQ XVHG IRU WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI VLWH�VSHFLILF FRPPXQLWLHV LQ SUHYLRXV ZRUN >��@� 7KH

QHZ PHWKRG SURSRVHG KHUH LV DEOH WR DVFHQG DQ H[LVWLQJ GLUHFWRU\ LQ RUGHU WR DUULYH DW

D VXLWDEOH OHYHO RI VHPDQWLF FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ RI WKH LQWHUHVWV RI D SDUWLFXODU FRPPXQLW\�

7KH UHVW RI WKLV SDSHU LV RUJDQL]HG DV IROORZV� 6HFWLRQ � SUHVHQWV H[LVWLQJ DS�

SURDFKHV WR :HE SHUVRQDOL]DWLRQ ZLWK XVDJH PLQLQJ PHWKRGV WKDW DUH UHODWHG WR WKH

ZRUN SUHVHQWHG KHUH� 6HFWLRQ � SUHVHQWV LQ GHWDLO RXU PHWKRGRORJ\ IRU WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ

RI :HE FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRULHV� 6HFWLRQ � SURYLGHV UHVXOWV RI WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI WKH

PHWKRGRORJ\ WR WKH XVDJH GDWD RI DQ ,63� )LQDOO\ VHFWLRQ � VXPPDUL]HV WKH PRVW LQWHU�

HVWLQJ FRQFOXVLRQV RI WKLV ZRUN DQG SUHVHQWV SURPLVLQJ SDWKV IRU IXWXUH UHVHDUFK�

� 5HODWHG :RUN

,Q UHFHQW \HDUV� WKH H[SORLWDWLRQ RI XVDJH PLQLQJ PHWKRGV IRU :HE SHUVRQDOL]DWLRQ KDV

DWWUDFWHG FRQVLGHUDEOH DWWHQWLRQ DQG D QXPEHU RI V\VWHPV XVH LQIRUPDWLRQ IURP :HE

VHUYHU ORJ ILOHV WR FRQVWUXFW XVHU PRGHOV WKDW UHSUHVHQW WKH EHKDYLRU RI WKH XVHUV� 7KHLU

GLIIHUHQFHV DUH LQ WKH PHWKRG WKDW WKH\ HPSOR\ IRU WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI XVHU PRGHOV� DV

ZHOO DV LQ WKH ZD\ WKDW WKLV NQRZOHGJH� L�H�� WKH PRGHOV� LV H[SORLWHG� &OXVWHULQJ PHWK�

RGV� H�J� >�@� >��@ DQG >��@� FODVVLILFDWLRQ PHWKRGV� H�J� >��@� DQG VHTXHQWLDO SDWWHUQ

GLVFRYHU\� H�J� >��@� KDYH EHHQ HPSOR\HG WR FUHDWH XVHU PRGHOV� 7KHVH PRGHOV DUH

VXEVHTXHQWO\ XVHG WR FXVWRPL]H WKH :HE VLWH DQG UHFRPPHQG OLQNV WR IROORZ� 8VDJH

GDWD KDV DOVR EHHQ FRPELQHG ZLWK WKH FRQWHQW RI :HE SDJHV LQ >��@� ,Q WKLV DSSURDFK

FRQWHQW SURILOHV DUH FUHDWHG XVLQJ FOXVWHULQJ WHFKQLTXHV� &RQWHQW SURILOHV UHSUHVHQW WKH

XVHUV
 LQWHUHVWV IRU DFFHVVHG SDJHV ZLWK VLPLODU FRQWHQW DQG DUH FRPELQHG ZLWK XVDJH

SURILOHV WR VXSSRUW WKH UHFRPPHQGDWLRQ SURFHVV� $ VLPLODU DSSURDFK LV SUHVHQWHG LQ

>�@� &RQWHQW DQG XVDJH GDWD DUH DJJUHJDWHG DQG FOXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV DUH HPSOR\HG IRU

WKH FUHDWLRQ RI ULFKHU XVHU SURILOHV� ,Q >�@� :HE FRQWHQW GDWD DUH FOXVWHUHG IRU WKH FDWH�

JRUL]DWLRQ RI WKH :HE SDJHV WKDW DUH DFFHVVHG E\ XVHUV� 7KHVH FDWHJRULHV DUH VXEVH�

TXHQWO\ XVHG WR FODVVLI\ :HE XVDJH GDWD�

3HUVRQDOL]HG :HE GLUHFWRULHV� RQ WKH RWKHU KDQG� DUH PDLQO\ DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK VHU�

YLFHV VXFK DV <DKRR� >��@ DQG ([FLWH >�@� ZKLFK VXSSRUW PDQXDO SHUVRQDOL]DWLRQ E\

WKH XVHU� $Q LQLWLDO DSSURDFK WR DXWRPDWH WKLV SURFHVV� ZLWK WKH DLG RI XVDJH PLQLQJ

PHWKRGV� LV WKH 0RQWDJH V\VWHP >�@� 7KLV V\VWHP LV XVHG WR FUHDWH SHUVRQDOL]HG SRU�

WDOV� FRQVLVWLQJ SULPDULO\ RI OLQNV WR WKH :HE SDJHV WKDW D SDUWLFXODU XVHU KDV YLVLWHG�

RUJDQL]HG LQWR WKHPDWLF FDWHJRULHV DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH 2'3 GLUHFWRU\� )RU WKH FRQVWUXF�

WLRQ RI WKH XVHU PRGHO D QXPEHU RI KHXULVWLF PHWULFV DUH XVHG� VXFK DV WKH LQWHUHVW LQ D

SDJH RU D WRSLF� WKH SUREDELOLW\ RI UHYLVLWLQJ D SDJH� HWF� $Q DOWHUQDWLYH DSSURDFK LV WKH

FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI D GLUHFWRU\ RI XVHIXO OLQNV �ERRNPDUNV� IRU DQ LQGLYLGXDO XVHU� DV

DGRSWHG E\ WKH 3RZHU%RRNPDUNV V\VWHP >�@� 7KH V\VWHP FROOHFWV �ERRNPDUN� LQIRU�

PDWLRQ IRU D SDUWLFXODU XVHU� VXFK DV IUHTXHQWO\ YLVLWHG SDJHV� TXHU\ UHVXOWV IURP D

VHDUFK HQJLQH� HWF� 7H[W FODVVLILFDWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV DUH XVHG IRU WKH DVVLJQPHQW RI ODEHOV

WR :HE SDJHV� $Q LPSRUWDQW LVVXH UHJDUGLQJ WKHVH PHWKRGV LV WKH VFDODELOLW\ RI WKH

FODVVLILFDWLRQ PHWKRGV WKDW WKH\ XVH� 7KHVH PHWKRGV PD\ EH VXLWDEOH IRU FRQVWUXFWLQJ

PRGHOV RI ZKDW D VLQJOH XVHU XVXDOO\ YLHZV� EXW WKHLU H[WHQGLELOLW\ WR DJJUHJDWH XVHU

PRGHOV LV TXHVWLRQDEOH� )XUWKHUPRUH� WKH UHTXLUHPHQW IRU D VPDOO VHW RI SUHGHILQHG

FODVVHV FRPSOLFDWHV WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI ULFK KLHUDUFKLFDO PRGHOV�
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,Q FRQWUDVW WR H[LVWLQJ ZRUN� WKLV SDSHU SURSRVHV D QRYHO PHWKRGRORJ\ IRU WKH FRQ�

VWUXFWLRQ RI :HE GLUHFWRULHV DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH SUHIHUHQFHV RI XVHU FRPPXQLWLHV� E\

FRPELQLQJ GRFXPHQW FOXVWHULQJ DQG XVDJH PLQLQJ WHFKQLTXHV� $ KLHUDUFKLFDO FOXVWHU�

LQJ PHWKRG LV HPSOR\HG IRU GRFXPHQW FOXVWHULQJ XVLQJ WKH FRQWHQW RI WKH :HE SDJHV�

6XEVHTXHQWO\� WKH KLHUDUFK\ RI GRFXPHQW FDWHJRULHV LV H[SORLWHG E\ WKH :HE XVDJH

PLQLQJ SURFHVV DQG WKH FRPSOHWH SDWKV RI WKLV KLHUDUFK\ DUH XVHG IRU WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ

RI :HE FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRULHV� 7KLV DSSURDFK GLIIHUV IURP WKH UHODWHG ZRUN PHQWLRQHG

DERYH� ZKHUH WKH FRQWHQW RI WKH :HE SDJHV LV FOXVWHUHG LQ RUGHU WR HLWKHU HQKDQFH WKH

XVHU SURILOHV RU WR DVVLJQ :HE XVDJH GDWD WR FRQWHQW FDWHJRULHV�

7KH FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV DUH DJJUHJDWH XVHU PRGHOV� FRQVWUXFWHG ZLWK WKH XVH RI D

VLPSOH FOXVWHU PLQLQJ PHWKRG� ZKLFK KDV EHHQ H[WHQGHG WR DVFHQG D FRQFHSW KLHUDUFK\�

VXFK DV D :HE GLUHFWRU\� DQG VSHFLDOL]H LW WR WKH SUHIHUHQFHV RI WKH FRPPXQLW\� 7KH

FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH FRPPXQLWLHV LV EDVHG RQ XVDJH GDWD FROOHFWHG E\ WKH SUR[\ VHUYHUV

RI DQ ,QWHUQHW 6HUYLFH 3URYLGHU �,63�� ZKLFK LV DOVR D WDVN WKDW KDV QRW EHHQ DGGUHVVHG

DGHTXDWHO\ LQ WKH OLWHUDWXUH� 7KLV W\SH RI GDWD KDV D QXPEHU RI SHFXOLDULWLHV� VXFK DV LWV

ODUJH YROXPH DQG LWV VHPDQWLF GLYHUVLW\� DV LW UHFRUGV WKH QDYLJDWLRQDO EHKDYLRU RI WKH

XVHUV WKURXJKRXW WKH :HE� UDWKHU WKDQ ZLWKLQ D SDUWLFXODU :HE VLWH� 7KH PHWKRGRORJ\

SUHVHQWHG KHUH DGGUHVVHV WKHVH LVVXHV DQG SURSRVHV D QHZ ZD\ RI H[SORLWLQJ WKH H[�

WUDFWHG NQRZOHGJH� ,QVWHDG RI OLQN UHFRPPHQGDWLRQ RU VLWH FXVWRPL]DWLRQ� LW IRFXVHV RQ

WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI :HE FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRULHV� DV D QHZ ZD\ RI SHUVRQDOL]LQJ VHU�

YLFHV RQ WKH :HE�

� &RQVWUXFWLQJ :HE FRPPXQLW\ 'LUHFWRULHV

7KH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI :HE FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRULHV LV VHHQ KHUH DV WKH HQG UHVXOW RI D

XVDJH PLQLQJ SURFHVV RQ GDWD FROOHFWHG DW WKH SUR[\ VHUYHUV RI D FHQWUDO VHUYLFH RQ WKH

:HE� 7KLV SURFHVV FRQVLVWV RI WKH IROORZLQJ VWHSV�

• Data Collection and Preprocessing, comprising the collection and cleaning of the 
data, their characterization using the content of the Web pages, and the identifica-
tion of user sessions. Note that this step involves a separate data mining process for 
the discovery of content categories and the characterization of the pages. 

• Pattern Discovery, comprising the extraction of user communities from the data 
with a suitably extended cluster mining technique, which is able to ascend a the-
matic hierarchy, in order to discover interesting patterns.  

• Knowledge Post-Processing, comprising the translation of community models 
into Web community directories and their evaluation. 

$Q DUFKLWHFWXUDO RYHUYLHZ RI WKH GLVFRYHU\ SURFHVV LV JLYHQ LQ )LJXUH �� DQG GHVFULEHG

LQ WKH IROORZLQJ VHFWLRQV�

��� 'DWD &ROOHFWLRQ DQG 3UHSURFHVVLQJ

7KH XVDJH GDWD WKDW IRUP WKH EDVLV IRU WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH FRPPXQLWLHV DUH FRO�

OHFWHG LQ WKH DFFHVV ORJ ILOHV RI SUR[\ VHUYHUV� H�J� ,63 FDFKH SUR[\ VHUYHUV� 7KHVH GDWD

UHFRUG WKH QDYLJDWLRQ RI WKH VXEVFULEHUV WKURXJK WKH :HE� 1R UHFRUG RI WKH XVHU¶V

LGHQWLILFDWLRQ LV EHLQJ XVHG� LQ RUGHU WR DYRLG SULYDF\ YLRODWLRQV� +RZHYHU� WKH GDWD
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FROOHFWHG LQ WKH ORJV DUH XVXDOO\ GLYHUVH DQG YROXPLQRXV� 7KH RXWJRLQJ WUDIILF LV PXFK

KLJKHU WKDQ WKH XVXDO LQFRPLQJ WUDIILF RI D :HE VLWH DQG WKH YLVLWHG SDJHV OHVV FRKHUHQW

VHPDQWLFDOO\� 7KH WDVN RI GDWD SUHSURFHVVLQJ LV WR DVVHPEOH WKHVH GDWD LQWR D FRQVLV�

WHQW� LQWHJUDWHG DQG FRPSUHKHQVLYH YLHZ� LQ RUGHU WR EH XVHG IRU SDWWHUQ GLVFRYHU\�

7KH ILUVW VWDJH RI GDWD SUHSURFHVVLQJ LQYROYHV GDWD FOHDQLQJ� 7KH DLP LV WR UHPRYH

DV PXFK QRLVH IURP WKH GDWD DV SRVVLEOH� LQ RUGHU WR NHHS RQO\ WKH :HE SDJHV WKDW DUH

GLUHFWO\ UHODWHG WR WKH XVHU EHKDYLRU� 7KLV LQYROYHV WKH ILOWHULQJ RI WKH ORJ ILOHV WR UH�

PRYH GDWD WKDW DUH GRZQORDGHG ZLWKRXW D XVHU H[SOLFLWO\ UHTXHVWLQJ WKHP� VXFK DV

PXOWLPHGLD FRQWHQW� DGYHUWLVHPHQWV� :HE FRXQWHUV� HWF� 5HFRUGV ZLWK +773 HUURU

FRGHV WKDW FRUUHVSRQG WR EDG UHTXHVWV� RU XQDXWKRUL]HG DFFHVVHV DUH DOVR UHPRYHG�

7KH VHFRQG VWDJH RI GDWD SUHSURFHVVLQJ LQYROYHV WKH WKHPDWLF FDWHJRUL]DWLRQ RI

:HE SDJHV� WKXV UHGXFLQJ WKH GLPHQVLRQDOLW\ DQG WKH VHPDQWLF GLYHUVLW\ RI GDWD� 7\SL�

FDOO\� :HE SDJH FDWHJRUL]DWLRQ DSSURDFKHV� H�J� >�@ DQG >�@� XVH WH[W FODVVLILFDWLRQ

PHWKRGV WR FRQVWUXFW PRGHOV IRU D VPDOO QXPEHU RI NQRZQ WKHPDWLF FDWHJRULHV RI D

:HE GLUHFWRU\� VXFK DV WKDW RI <DKRR�� 7KHVH PRGHOV DUH WKHQ XVHG WR DVVLJQ HDFK

YLVLWHG SDJH WR D FDWHJRU\� 7KH OLPLWDWLRQ RI WKLV DSSURDFK ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH PHWKRG�

RORJ\ SURSRVHG KHUH� LV WKDW LW LV EDVHG RQ D GDWDVHW IRU WUDLQLQJ WKH FODVVLILHUV� ZKLFK LV

XVXDOO\ OLPLWHG LQ VFRSH� L�H�� FRYHUV RQO\ SDUW RI WKH GLUHFWRU\� )XUWKHUPRUH� D PDQX�

DOO\�FRQVWUXFWHG :HE GLUHFWRU\ LV UHTXLUHG� VXIIHULQJ IURP ORZ FRYHUDJH RI WKH :HE�

,Q FRQWUDVW WR WKLV DSSURDFK� ZH EXLOG D WD[RQRP\ RI :HE SDJHV LQFOXGHG LQ WKH ORJ

ILOHV� 7KLV LV UHDOL]HG E\ D GRFXPHQW FOXVWHULQJ DSSURDFK� ZKLFK LV EDVHG RQ WHUPV WKDW

DUH IUHTXHQWO\ HQFRXQWHUHG LQ WKH :HE SDJHV� (DFK :HE SDJH LV UHSUHVHQWHG E\ D

)LJ� �� 7KH SURFHVV RI FRQVWUXFWLQJ :HE &RPPXQLW\ 'LUHFWRULHV�

:::

8VHU &RPPXQLWLHV

3UR[\ 6HUYHU

3DWWHUQ 'LVFRYHU\

:HE &RPPXQLW\

'LUHFWRU\
3DJH &DWHJRULHV

/RJV

/RJV

SD

'DWD &ROOHFWLRQ

	

3UHSURFHVVLQJ

+LHUDUFKLFDO

'RFXPHQW

&OXVWHULQJ
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ELQDU\ IHDWXUH YHFWRU� ZKHUH HDFK IHDWXUH HQFRGHV WKH SUHVHQFH RI D SDUWLFXODU WHUP LQ

WKH GRFXPHQW� $ KLHUDUFKLFDO DJJORPHUDWLYH DSSURDFK >��@ LV HPSOR\HG IRU GRFXPHQW

FOXVWHULQJ� 7KH QRGHV RI WKH UHVXOWLQJ KLHUDUFK\ UHSUHVHQW FOXVWHUV RI :HE SDJHV WKDW

IRUP WKHPDWLF FDWHJRULHV� %\ H[SORLWLQJ WKLV WD[RQRP\� D PDSSLQJ FDQ EH REWDLQHG

EHWZHHQ WKH :HE SDJHV DQG WKH FDWHJRULHV WKDW HDFK SDJH LV DVVLJQHG WR� 0RUHRYHU�

WKH PRVW LPSRUWDQW WHUPV IRU HDFK FDWHJRU\ FDQ EH H[WUDFWHG� DQG EH XVHG IRU GHVFULS�

WLYH ODEHOLQJ RI WKH FDWHJRU\� )RU WKH VDNH RI EUHYLW\ ZH FKRRVH WR ODEHO HDFK FDWHJRU\

XVLQJ D QXPHULF FRGLQJ VFKHPH� UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH SDWK IURP WKH URRW WR WKH FDWHJRU\

QRGH� H�J� ���������� ZKHUH ��� FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH URRW RI WKH WUHH�

7KLV GRFXPHQW FOXVWHULQJ DSSURDFK KDV WKH IROORZLQJ DGYDQWDJHV� ILUVW D KLHUDUFKL�

FDO FODVVLILFDWLRQ RI :HE GRFXPHQWV LV FRQVWUXFWHG ZLWKRXW DQ\ KXPDQ H[SHUW

LQWHUYHQWLRQ RU RWKHU H[WHUQDO NQRZOHGJH� VHFRQG WKH GLPHQVLRQDOLW\ RI WKH VSDFH LV

VLJQLILFDQWO\ UHGXFHG VLQFH ZH DUH QRZ H[DPLQLQJ WKH SDJH FDWHJRULHV LQVWHDG RI WKH

SDJHV WKHPVHOYHV� DQG WKLUG WKH WKHPDWLF FDWHJRUL]DWLRQ LV GLUHFWO\ UHODWHG WR WKH SUHI�

HUHQFHV DQG LQWHUHVWV RI WKH XVHUV� L�H� WKH SDJHV WKH\ KDYH FKRVHQ WR YLVLW�

7KH WKLUG VWDJH RI SUHSURFHVVLQJ LQYROYHV WKH H[WUDFWLRQ RI DFFHVV VHVVLRQV� $Q DF�

FHVV VHVVLRQ LV D VHTXHQFH RI ORJ HQWULHV� L�H�� DFFHVVHV WR :HE SDJHV E\ WKH VDPH ,3

DGGUHVV� ZKHUH WKH WLPH LQWHUYDO EHWZHHQ WZR VXEVHTXHQW HQWULHV GRHV QRW H[FHHG D

FHUWDLQ WLPH LQWHUYDO� ,Q RXU DSSURDFK� SDJHV DUH PDSSHG RQWR WKHPDWLF FDWHJRULHV DQG

WKHUHIRUH DQ DFFHVV VHVVLRQ LV WUDQVODWHG LQWR D VHTXHQFH RI FDWHJRULHV� $FFHVV VHVVLRQV

DUH WKH PDLQ LQSXW WR WKH SDWWHUQ GLVFRYHU\ SKDVH� DQG DUH H[WUDFWHG DV IROORZV�

�� *URXSLQJ WKH ORJV E\ GDWH DQG ,3 DGGUHVV�

�� 6HOHFWLQJ D WLPH�IUDPH ZLWKLQ ZKLFK WZR UHFRUGV IURP WKH VDPH ,3 DGGUHVV FDQ EH

FRQVLGHUHG WR EHORQJ LQ WKH VDPH DFFHVV VHVVLRQ�

�� *URXSLQJ WKH :HE SDJHV �WKHPDWLF FDWHJRULHV� DFFHVVHG E\ WKH VDPH ,3 DGGUHVV

ZLWKLQ WKH VHOHFWHG WLPH�IUDPH WR IRUP D VHVVLRQ�

)LQDOO\� DFFHVV VHVVLRQV DUH WUDQVODWHG LQWR ELQDU\ IHDWXUH YHFWRUV� (DFK IHDWXUH LQ

WKH YHFWRU UHSUHVHQWV WKH SUHVHQFH RI D FDWHJRU\ LQ WKDW VHVVLRQ�

��� ([WUDFWLRQ RI :HE &RPPXQLWLHV

2QFH WKH GDWD KDYH EHHQ WUDQVODWHG LQWR IHDWXUH YHFWRUV� WKH\ DUH XVHG WR GLVFRYHU

SDWWHUQV RI LQWHUHVW� LQ WKH IRUP RI FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV� 7KLV LV GRQH E\ WKH &RPPXQLW\

'LUHFWRU\ 0LQHU �&'0�� DQ HQKDQFHG YHUVLRQ RI WKH FOXVWHU PLQLQJ DOJRULWKP� 7KLV

DSSURDFK LV EDVHG RQ WKH ZRUN SUHVHQWHG LQ >��@ IRU VLWH�VSHFLILF FRPPXQLWLHV�

&OXVWHU PLQLQJ GLVFRYHUV SDWWHUQV RI FRPPRQ EHKDYLRU E\ ORRNLQJ IRU DOO PD[LPDO

IXOO\�FRQQHFWHG VXEJUDSKV �FOLTXHV� RI D JUDSK WKDW UHSUHVHQWV WKH XVHUV¶ FKDUDFWHULVWLF

IHDWXUHV� L�H�� WKHPDWLF FDWHJRULHV LQ RXU FDVH� 7KH PHWKRG VWDUWV E\ FRQVWUXFWLQJ D

ZHLJKWHG JUDSK *�$�(�:$�:(�� 7KH VHW RI YHUWLFHV $ FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH GHVFULSWLYH

IHDWXUHV XVHG LQ WKH LQSXW GDWD� 7KH VHW RI HGJHV ( FRUUHVSRQGV WR IHDWXUH FR�

RFFXUUHQFH DV REVHUYHG LQ WKH GDWD� )RU LQVWDQFH� LI WKH XVHU YLVLWV SDJHV EHORQJLQJ WR

FDWHJRULHV ������� DQG ������� DQ HGJH LV FUHDWHG EHWZHHQ WKH UHOHYDQW YHUWLFHV� 7KH

ZHLJKWV RQ WKH YHUWLFHV :$ DQG WKH HGJHV :( DUH FRPSXWHG DV WKH IHDWXUH RFFXUUHQFH

DQG FR�RFFXUUHQFH IUHTXHQFLHV UHVSHFWLYHO\�

)LJXUH � VKRZV DQ H[DPSOH RI VXFK D JUDSK� 7KH FRQQHFWLYLW\ RI WKH JUDSK LV XVX�

DOO\ YHU\ KLJK� )RU WKLV UHDVRQ ZH PDNH XVH RI D FRQQHFWLYLW\ WKUHVKROG DLPLQJ WR UH�
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GXFH WKH HGJHV RI WKH JUDSK� 7KLV WKUHVKROG LV UHODWHG WR WKH IUHTXHQF\ RI WKH WKHPDWLF

FDWHJRULHV LQ WKH GDWD� ,Q RXU H[DPSOH LQ )LJXUH �� LI WKH WKUHVKROG LV ���� WKH HGJH

��������� �������� LV GURSSHG� 2QFH� WKH FRQQHFWLYLW\ RI WKH JUDSK KDV EHHQ UHGXFHG� DOO

PD[LPDO FOLTXHV RI WKH JUDSK DUH JHQHUDWHG� HDFK RQH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR D FRPPXQLW\

PRGHO� 2QH LPSRUWDQW DGYDQWDJH RI WKLV DSSURDFK LV WKDW HDFK XVHU PD\ EH DVVLJQHG WR

PDQ\ FRPPXQLWLHV� XQOLNH PRVW XVHU FOXVWHULQJ PHWKRGV�

&'0 HQKDQFHV FOXVWHU PLQLQJ VR DV WR EH DEOH WR DVFHQG D KLHUDUFK\ RI WRSLF FDWH�

JRULHV� 7KLV LV DFKLHYHG E\ XSGDWLQJ WKH ZHLJKWV RI WKH YHUWLFHV DQG WKH QRGHV LQ WKH

JUDSK� ,QLWLDOO\� HDFK FDWHJRU\ LV PDSSHG RQWR D VHW RI FDWHJRULHV� FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR LWV

SDUHQW DQG JUDQGSDUHQWV LQ WKH WKHPDWLF KLHUDUFK\� 7KXV� WKH FDWHJRU\

���������������� LV DOVR PDSSHG RQWR WKH IROORZLQJ FDWHJRULHV� ���� ������ ���������

������������� 7KH IUHTXHQF\ RI HDFK RI WKHVH FDWHJRULHV LV LQFUHDVHG E\ WKH IUHTXHQF\

RI WKH LQLWLDO FKLOG FDWHJRU\� 7KXV� WKH IUHTXHQF\ RI HDFK FDWHJRU\ FRUUHVSRQGV WR LWV

RZQ RULJLQDO IUHTXHQF\� SOXV WKH IUHTXHQF\ RI LWV FKLOGUHQ� 7KH XQGHUO\LQJ DVVXPSWLRQ

IRU WKH XSGDWH RI WKH ZHLJKWV LV WKDW LI D FHUWDLQ FDWHJRU\ H[LVWV LQ WKH GDWD� WKHQ LWV

SDUHQW FDWHJRULHV VKRXOG DOVR EH H[DPLQHG IRU WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH FRPPXQLW\

PRGHO� ,Q WKLV PDQQHU� HYHQ LI D FDWHJRU\ �RU D SDLU RI FDWHJRULHV� KDYH D ORZ RFFXU�

UHQFH �FR�RFFXUUHQFH� IUHTXHQF\� WKHLU SDUHQWV PD\ KDYH D VXIILFLHQWO\ KLJK IUHTXHQF\

WR EH LQFOXGHG LQ D FRPPXQLW\ PRGHO� 7KLV HQKDQFHPHQW DOORZV WKH DOJRULWKP WR VWDUW

IURP D SDUWLFXODU FDWHJRU\ DQG DVFHQG WKH WRSLF KLHUDUFK\ DFFRUGLQJO\� 7KH UHVXOW LV WKH

FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI D WRSLF WUHH� HYHQ LI RQO\ D IHZ QRGHV RI WKH WUHH H[LVW LQ WKH XVDJH GDWD�

7KH &'0 DOJRULWKP FDQ EH VXPPDUL]HG LQ WKH IROORZLQJ VWHSV�

6WHS �� &RPSXWH IUHTXHQFLHV RI FDWHJRULHV WKDW FRUUHVSRQG WR WKH ZHLJKWV RI WKH YHU�

WLFHV� 0RUH IRUPDOO\� LI
ija LV WKH YDOXH RI D IHDWXUH L LQ WKH ELQDU\ IHDWXUH YHFWRU M� DQG

WKHUH DUH 1 YHFWRUV� WKH ZHLJKW RI ZL IRU WKDW YHUWLFH LV FDOFXODWHG DV IROORZV�
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)LJ� �� $Q H[DPSOH RI D JUDSK IRU FOXVWHU PLQLQJ�
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6WHS �� &RPSXWH FR�RFFXUUHQFH IUHTXHQFLHV EHWZHHQ FDWHJRULHV WKDW FRUUHVSRQG WR

WKH ZHLJKWV RI WKH HGJHV� ,I j
ika LV D ELQDU\ LQGLFDWRU RI ZKHWKHU IHDWXUHV L DQG N FR�

RFFXU LQ YHFWRU M� WKHQ WKH ZHLJKW RI WKH HGJH ZLN LV FDOFXODWHG DV IROORZV�

.
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���

6WHS �� 8SGDWH WKH ZHLJKWV RI FDWHJRULHV� L�H� YHUWLFHV� E\ DGGLQJ WKH IUHTXHQFLHV RI

WKHLU FKLOGUHQ� 0RUH IRUPDOO\� LI ZS LV WKH ZHLJKW RI D SDUHQW YHUWH[ S DQG ZL LV WKH

ZHLJKW RI D FKLOG YHUWH[ L� WKH ILQDO ZHLJKW
pw′ RI WKH SDUHQW LV FRPSXWHG DV IROORZV�

���

This calculation is repeated recursively ascending the hierarchy of the Web directory. 
Similarly, the edge weights are updated, as all the parents and grandparents of the 
categories that co-occur in a session, are also assumed to co-occur.  

6WHS �� )LQG DOO WKH PD[LPDO FOLTXHV LQ WKH JUDSK RI FDWHJRULHV >�@�

��� 3RVW�3URFHVVLQJ DQG 0RGHO (YDOXDWLRQ

7KH GLVFRYHUHG SDWWHUQV DUH WRSLF WUHHV� UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV� L�H�� EH�

KDYLRUDO SDWWHUQV WKDW RFFXU IUHTXHQWO\ LQ WKH GDWD� 7KHVH PRGHOV DUH GLUHFWO\ XVDEOH DV

:HE FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRULHV� DQG FDQ EH GHOLYHUHG E\ YDULRXV PHDQV WR WKH XVHUV RI D

FRPPXQLW\� $ SLFWRULDO YLHZ RI VXFK D GLUHFWRU\ LV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH �� ZKHUH WKH FRP�

PXQLW\ GLUHFWRU\ LV ³VXSHULPSRVHG� RQWR WKH KLHUDUFK\ RI FDWHJRULHV� *UH\ ER[HV UHS�

UHVHQW WKH FDWHJRULHV WKDW EHORQJ WR D SDUWLFXODU FRPPXQLW\� ZKLOH ZKLWH ER[HV UHSUH�

VHQW WKH UHVW RI WKH FDWHJRULHV LQ WKH :HE GLUHFWRU\� (DFK FDWHJRU\ KDV EHHQ ODEHOHG

XVLQJ WKH PRVW IUHTXHQW WHUPV RI WKH :HE SDJHV WKDW EHORQJ WR WKLV FDWHJRU\� 7KH FDWH�

JRULHV �����´� ³�����´ DQG ³�����´ DSSHDU LQ WKH FRPPXQLW\ PRGHO� GXH WR WKH IUH�

TXHQF\ RI WKHLU FKLOGUHQ� )XUWKHUPRUH� VRPH RI WKHLU FKLOGUHQ� H�J� ³�������´ DQG

³�������´ �WKH VSRWWHG ER[HV� PD\ DOVR QRW EH VXIILFLHQWO\ IUHTXHQW WR DSSHDU LQ WKH

PRGHO� 1HYHUWKHOHVV� WKH\ IRUFH WKHLU SDUHQW FDWHJRU\� L�H�� ³�����´ LQWR WKH PRGHO�

∑+=′
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)LJ� �� $Q H[DPSOH RI D :HE FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRU\�
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+DYLQJ JHQHUDWHG WKH FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV� ZH QHHG WR GHFLGH RQ WKHLU GHVLUHG SURSHU�

WLHV� LQ RUGHU WR HYDOXDWH WKHP� )RU WKLV SXUSRVH� ZH XVH LGHDV IURP H[LVWLQJ ZRUN RQ

FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOLQJ DQG LQ SDUWLFXODU WKH PHDVXUH RI GLVWLQFWLYHQHVV >��@� :KHQ WKHUH

DUH RQO\ VPDOO GLIIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ WKH PRGHOV� DFFRXQWLQJ IRU YDULDQWV RI WKH VDPH

FRPPXQLW\� WKH VHJPHQWDWLRQ RI XVHUV LQWR FRPPXQLWLHV LV QRW LQWHUHVWLQJ� 7KXV� ZH

DUH LQWHUHVWHG LQ FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV WKDW DUH DV GLVWLQFW IURP HDFK RWKHU DV SRVVLEOH�

:H PHDVXUH WKH GLVWLQFWLYHQHVV RI D VHW RI PRGHOV 0 E\ WKH UDWLR EHWZHHQ WKH QXPEHU

RI GLVWLQFW FDWHJRULHV WKDW DUH FRYHUHG DQG WKH QXPEHU RI PRGHOV LQ 0� 7KXV� LI - WKH

QXPEHU RI PRGHOV LQ 0� $M WKH FDWHJRULHV XVHG LQ WKH M�WK PRGHO� DQG $’ WKH GLIIHUHQW

FDWHJRULHV DSSHDULQJ DW OHDVW LQ RQH PRGHO� GLVWLQFWLYHQHVV LV JLYHQ E\ HTXDWLRQ ��

.
||

'
)(

j
� jA

A
MenessDistinctiv =

���

7KH RSWLPL]DWLRQ RI GLVWLQFWLYHQHVV E\ D VHW RI FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV LQGLFDWHV WKH SUHV�

HQFH RI XVHIXO NQRZOHGJH LQ WKH VHW� $GGLWLRQDOO\� WKH QXPEHU RI GLVWLQFW FDWHJRULHV $’
WKDW DUH XVHG LQ D VHW RI FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV LV DOVR RI LQWHUHVW DV LW VKRZV WKH H[WHQW WR

ZKLFK WKHUH LV D IRFXV RQ D VXEVHW RI FDWHJRULHV E\ WKH XVHUV� 7KHVH WZR PHDVXUHV DUH

XVHG LQ WKH H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV SUHVHQWHG LQ WKH IROORZLQJ VHFWLRQ�

�� ([SHULPHQWDO 5HVXOWV

7KH PHWKRGRORJ\ LQWURGXFHG LQ WKLV SDSHU IRU WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI :HE FRPPXQLW\

GLUHFWRULHV KDV EHHQ WHVWHG LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI D UHVHDUFK SURMHFW� ZKLFK IRFXVHV RQ WKH

DQDO\VLV RI XVDJH GDWD IURP WKH SUR[\ VHUYHU ORJV RI DQ ,QWHUQHW 6HUYLFH 3URYLGHU� :H

DQDO\]HG ORJ ILOHV FRQVLVWLQJ RI ������� UHFRUGV� DQG WKH UHVXOWV DUH SUHVHQWHG KHUH�

,Q WKH VWDJH RI SUH�SURFHVVLQJ� GDWD FOHDQLQJ KDV EHHQ SHUIRUPHG DQG WKH UHPDLQLQJ

GDWD KDV EHHQ FKDUDFWHUL]HG XVLQJ WKH KLHUDUFKLFDO DJJORPHUDWLYH FOXVWHULQJ PHQWLRQHG

LQ VHFWLRQ ���� 7KH SURFHVV UHVXOWHG LQ WKH FUHDWLRQ RI ��� GLVWLQFW FDWHJRULHV� %DVHG RQ

WKHVH FKDUDFWHUL]HG GDWD� ZH FRQVWUXFWHG ����� XVHU VHVVLRQV� XVLQJ D WLPH�LQWHUYDO RI

�� PLQXWHV DV D WKUHVKROG RQ WKH ³VLOHQFH´ SHULRG EHWZHHQ WZR FRQVHFXWLYH UHTXHVWV

IURP WKH VDPH ,3� $IWHU PDSSLQJ WKH :HE SDJHV RI WKH VHVVLRQV WR WKH FDWHJRULHV RI

WKH KLHUDUFK\� ZH WUDQVODWHG WKH VHVVLRQV LQWR ELQDU\ YHFWRUV DQG DQDO\]HG WKHP E\ WKH

&'0 DOJRULWKP� LQ RUGHU WR LGHQWLI\ FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV� LQ WKH IRUP RI WRSLF WUHHV�

7KH UHVXOWLQJ PRGHOV ZHUH HYDOXDWHG XVLQJ WKH WZR PHDVXUHV WKDW ZHUH PHQWLRQHG LQ

VHFWLRQ ���� L�H� WKH GLVWLQFWLYHQHVV DQG WKH QXPEHU RI GLVWLQFW FDWHJRULHV� ZKLOH YDU\LQJ

WKH FRQQHFWLYLW\ WKUHVKROG� )LJXUHV � DQG � SUHVHQW WKH UHVXOWV RI WKLV SURFHVV�
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)LJXUH � VKRZV KRZ WKH GLVWLQFWLYHQHVV RI WKH UHVXOWLQJ FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV LQ�

FUHDVHV DV WKH FRQQHFWLYLW\ WKUHVKROG LQFUHDVHV� L�H�� DV WKH UHTXLUHPHQW RQ WKH IUH�

TXHQF\ RI RFFXUUHQFH�FR�RFFXUUHQFH EHFRPHV ³VWULFWHU´� 7KH UDWH RI LQFUHDVH LV KLJKHU

IRU VPDOOHU YDOXHV RI WKH WKUHVKROG DQG VWDUWV WR GDPSHQ GRZQ IRU YDOXHV DERYH ����

7KLV HIIHFW LV MXVWLILHG E\ WKH GHFUHDVH LQ WKH QXPEHU RI GLVWLQFW FDWHJRULHV� DV VKRZQ

LQ )LJXUH �� 1HYHUWKHOHVV� PRUH WKDQ KDOI RI WKH FDWHJRULHV KDYH IUHTXHQF\ RI RFFXU�

UHQFH JUHDWHU WKDQ ��� �WKUHVKROG ����� ZKLOH DW WKDW WKUHVKROG YDOXH WKH OHYHO RI GLV�

WLQFWLYHQHVV H[FHHGV ���� L�H� ��� RI WKH FDWHJRULHV WKDW DSSHDU LQ WKH PRGHO DUH GLV�

WLQFW� 7KHVH ILJXUHV SURYLGH DQ LQGLFDWLRQ RI WKH EHKDYLRU DQG WKH HIIHFWLYHQHVV RI WKH

FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOLQJ DOJRULWKP� $W WKH VDPH WLPH� WKH\ DVVLVW LQ VHOHFWLQJ DQ DSSURSUL�

DWH YDOXH IRU WKH FRQQHFWLYLW\ WKUHVKROG DQG D FRUUHVSRQGLQJ VHW RI FRPPXQLW\ PRGHOV�

7KH UHVXOWV DUH HQFRXUDJLQJ IRU WKH H[SORLWDWLRQ RI WKH SURSRVHG PHWKRGRORJ\�

�� &RQFOXVLRQV DQG )XWXUH :RUN

7KLV SDSHU KDV SUHVHQWHG D QRYHO PHWKRGRORJ\ IRU WKH SHUVRQDOL]DWLRQ RI :HE 'LUHF�

WRULHV ZLWK WKH DLG RI GRFXPHQW FOXVWHULQJ DQG :HE XVDJH PLQLQJ� 7KH FRQFHSW RI D

:HE FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWRU\ KDV EHHQ GHVFULEHG� FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR D XVDEOH GLUHFWRU\ RI

WKH :HE� FXVWRPL]HG WR WKH QHHGV DQG SUHIHUHQFHV RI XVHU FRPPXQLWLHV� 8VHU FRPPX�

QLW\ PRGHOV WDNH WKH IRUP RI WKHPDWLF KLHUDUFKLHV DQG DUH FRQVWUXFWHG E\ D FOXVWHU

PLQLQJ DOJRULWKP� ZKLFK KDV EHHQ H[WHQGHG WR WDNH DGYDQWDJH RI DQ H[LVWLQJ GLUHFWRU\�

DQG DVFHQG LWV KLHUDUFKLFDO VWUXFWXUH� 7KH LQLWLDO GLUHFWRU\ LV JHQHUDWHG E\ D GRFXPHQW

FOXVWHULQJ DOJRULWKP� EDVHG RQ WKH FRQWHQW RI WKH SDJHV DSSHDULQJ LQ DQ DFFHVV ORJ�

:H KDYH WHVWHG WKLV PHWKRGRORJ\ E\ DSSO\LQJ LW RQ DFFHVV ORJV FROOHFWHG DW WKH

SUR[\ VHUYHUV RI DQ ,63 DQG KDYH SURYLGHG LQLWLDO UHVXOWV� LQGLFDWLYH RI WKH EHKDYLRU RI

WKH PLQLQJ DOJRULWKP� 3UR[\ VHUYHU ORJV KDYH LQWURGXFHG D QXPEHU RI LQWHUHVWLQJ FKDO�

OHQJHV� VXFK DV WKHLU VL]H DQG WKHLU VHPDQWLF GLYHUVLW\� 7KH SURSRVHG PHWKRGRORJ\

KDQGOHV WKHVH SUREOHPV E\ UHGXFLQJ WKH GLPHQVLRQDOLW\ RI WKH SUREOHP� WKURXJK WKH

FDWHJRUL]DWLRQ RI LQGLYLGXDO :HE SDJHV LQWR WKH FDWHJRULHV RI D :HE GLUHFWRU\� DV

FRQVWUXFWHG E\ GRFXPHQW FOXVWHULQJ� ,Q WKLV PDQQHU� WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ FRPPXQLW\

PRGHOV WDNH WKH IRUP RI WKHPDWLF KLHUDUFKLHV�

7KH FRPELQDWLRQ RI WZR GLIIHUHQW DSSURDFKHV WR WKH SUREOHP RI LQIRUPDWLRQ RYHU�

ORDG RQ WKH :HE� L�H� WKHPDWLF KLHUDUFKLHV DQG SHUVRQDOL]DWLRQ� DV SURSRVHG LQ WKLV

SDSHU� LQWURGXFHV D SURPLVLQJ UHVHDUFK GLUHFWLRQ� ZKHUH PDQ\ QHZ LVVXHV DULVH� 9DUL�

RXV FRPSRQHQWV RI WKH PHWKRGRORJ\ FRXOG EH UHSODFHG E\ D QXPEHU RI DOWHUQDWLYHV�
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)RU LQVWDQFH� RWKHU PLQLQJ PHWKRGV FRXOG EH DGDSWHG WR WKH WDVN RI GLVFRYHULQJ FRP�

PXQLW\ GLUHFWRULHV DQG FRPSDUHG WR WKH DOJRULWKP SUHVHQWHG KHUH� 6LPLODUO\� GLIIHUHQW

PHWKRGV RI FRQVWUXFWLQJ WKH LQLWLDO WKHPDWLF KLHUDUFK\ FRXOG EH H[DPLQHG� )LQDOO\�

DGGLWLRQDO HYDOXDWLRQ LV UHTXLUHG� LQ RUGHU WR WHVW WKH UREXVWQHVV RI WKH PLQLQJ DOJR�

ULWKP WR D FKDQJLQJ HQYLURQPHQW DQG WKH XVDELOLW\ RI WKH UHVXOWLQJ FRPPXQLW\ GLUHFWR�

ULHV�

$FNQRZOHGJHPHQWV

7KLV UHVHDUFK KDV EHHQ SDUWLDOO\ IXQGHG E\ WKH *UHHFH�&\SUXV 5HVHDUFK &RRSHUDWLRQ

SURMHFW �:HE�&�0LQH� 'DWD 0LQLQJ IURP :HE &DFKH DQG 3UR[\ /RJ )LOHV��

5()(5(1&(6

�� $QGHUVRQ� &� 5� DQG (ULF +RUYLW]�� :HE 0RQWDJH� $ '\QDPLF 3HUVRQDOL]HG 6WDUW 3DJH� ,Q

3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH ��WK :::&RQIHUHQFH ����� ������

�� %URQ� &�� .HUERVFK� -�� $OJRULWKP ������ILQGLQJ DOO FOLTXHV RI DQ XQGLUHFWHG JUDSK� &RP�

PXQLFDWLRQV RI WKH $&0� ��� �� �������� ������

�� &KHQ� +�� 'XPDLV� 6� 7�� %ULQJLQJ RUGHU WR WKH ZHE� DXWRPDWLFDOO\ FDWHJRUL]LQJ VHDUFK

UHVXOWV� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI &+,
��� +XPDQ )DFWRUV LQ &RPSXWLQJ 6\VWHPV� �������� ������

�� &RROH\� 5�� :HE 8VDJH 0LQLQJ� 'LVFRYHU\ DQG $SSOLFDWLRQ RI ,QWHUHVWLQJ 3DWWHUQV IURP

:HE 'DWD� 3K�'� 7KHVLV� 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 0LQQHVRWD� �������

�� ([FLWH� KWWS���ZZZ�H[FLWH�FRP

�� +HHU� -�� &KL� (G +�� ,GHQWLILFDWLRQ RI :HE 8VHU 7UDIILF &RPSRVLWLRQ XVLQJ 0XOWL�0RGDO

&OXVWHULQJ DQG ,QIRUPDWLRQ 6FHQW� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH :RUNVKRS RQ :HE 0LQLQJ� 6,$0

&RQIHUHQFH RQ 'DWD 0LQLQJ� ������ ������

�� .DPGDU� 7�� -RVKL� $�� 2Q &UHDWLQJ $GDSWLYH :HE 6LWHV XVLQJ :HE/RJ 0LQLQJ� 75�&6����

��� 'HSDUWPHQW RI &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH DQG (OHFWULFDO (QJLQHHULQJ 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 0DU\ODQG�

%DOWLPRUH &RXQW\� ������

�� /L :�6�� 9X� 4�� &KDQJ� (�� $JUDZDO� '�� +DUD� <�� 7DNDQR� +�� 3RZHU%RRNPDUNV� $

6\VWHP IRU 3HUVRQDOL]DEOH :HE ,QIRUPDWLRQ 2UJDQL]DWLRQ� 6KDULQJ� DQG 0DQDJHPHQW� ,Q

3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH �WK ::: &RQIHUHQFH� ������

�� 0ODGHQLF� '�� 7XUQLQJ <DKRR LQWR DQ $XWRPDWLF :HE�3DJH &ODVVLILHU� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI

WKH ��WK (XURSHDQ &RQIHUHQFH RQ $UWLILFLDO ,QWHOOLJHQFH� �������� ������

��� 0REDVKHU� %�� &RROH\� 5�� 6ULYDVWDYD� -�� $XWRPDWLF SHUVRQDOL]DWLRQ EDVHG RQ :HE XVDJH

PLQLQJ� 75������� 'HSDUWPHQW RI &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH� 'H3DXO 8QLYHUVLW\� ������

��� 0REDVKHU� %�� &RROH\� 5�� 6ULYDVWDYD� -�� &UHDWLQJ $GDSWLYH :HE 6LWHV 7KURXJK 8VDJH�

%DVHG &OXVWHULQJ RI 85/V� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH ���� ,((( .QRZOHGJH DQG 'DWD

(QJLQHHULQJ ([FKDQJH :RUNVKRS� ������

��� 0REDVKHU� %�� +� 'DL� 7� /XR� <� 6XQJ� -� =KX�� ,QWHJUDWLQJ :HE 8VDJH DQG &RQWHQW

0LQLQJ IRU 0RUH (IIHFWLYH 3HUVRQDOL]DWLRQ� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH

RQ (�&RPPHUFH DQG :HE 7HFKQRORJLHV� *UHHQZLFK� 8.� �������� ������

��� 1JX� '� 6� :�� :X� ;�� 6LWH+HOSHU� $ /RFDOL]HG $JHQW WKDW +HOSV ,QFUHPHQWDO ([SORUDWLRQ

RI WKH :RUOG :LGH :HE� &RPSXWHU 1HWZRUNV DQG ,6'1 6\VWHPV� 7KH ,QWHUQDWLRQDO -RXUQDO

RI &RPSXWHU DQG 7HOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQV 1HWZRUNLQJ� ��� �� ��������� ������

��� 2SHQ 'LUHFWRU\ 3URMHFW �2'3�� KWWS���GPR]�RUJ

��� 3DOLRXUDV� *�� 3DSDWKHRGRURX� &�� .DUNDOHWVLV� 9� 6S\URSRXORV� &�'�� 'LVFRYHULQJ 8VHU

&RPPXQLWLHV RQ WKH ,QWHUQHW XVLQJ 8QVXSHUYLVHG 0DFKLQH /HDUQLQJ 7HFKQLTXHV�� ,QWHUDFW�

LQJ ZLWK &RPSXWHUV -RXUQDO� ����� �������� ������
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��� 3LHUUDNRV� '�� 3DOLRXUDV� *�� 3DSDWKHRGRURX� &�� 6S\URSRXORV� &�'�� :HE 8VDJH 0LQLQJ DV

D 7RRO IRU 3HUVRQDOL]DWLRQ� D VXUYH\ � 8VHU 0RGHOLQJ DQG 8VHU�$GDSWHG ,QWHUDFWLRQ� WR DS�

SHDU

��� 6SLOLRSRXORX� 1�� )DXOVWLFK� /� &�� :80� $ :HE 8WLOL]DWLRQ 0LQHU� ,Q ,QWHUQDWLRQDO :RUN�

VKRS RQ WKH :HE DQG 'DWDEDVHV� 9DOHQFLD� 6SDLQ� ������

��� 6ULYDVWDYD� -�� &RROH\� 5�� 'HVKSDQGH� 0�� 7DQ� 3� 7�� :HE 8VDJH 0LQLQJ� 'LVFRYHU\ DQG

$SSOLFDWLRQV RI 8VDJH 3DWWHUQV IURP :HE 'DWD� ,Q 6,*.'' ([SORUDWLRQV� �� �� ������

��� <DKRR� KWWS���ZZZ�\DKRR�FRP

��� <DQ� 7� :�� -DFREVHQ� 0�� *DUFLD�0ROLQD� +�� 'D\DO� 8�� )URP 8VHU $FFHVV 3DWWHUQV WR

'\QDPLF +\SHUWH[W /LQNLQJ� ,Q 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH �WK ::: &RQIHUHQFH� 3DULV� )UDQFH�

������

��� =KDR� <�� .DU\SLV� *�� (YDOXDWLRQ RI KLHUDUFKLFDO FOXVWHULQJ DOJRULWKPV IRU GRFXPHQW GDWD�

VHWV� ,Q &,.0� ������
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õ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î<÷dï ÕNö�Ó×qÝ¹Ö¦×qï ï Ö�ÖDÒDÐRîR×qÖ�Ù Ú��.ÐRï Ò�ÕNÏ�ÿ�ÉÙ Ò�ÕNÏ�á��þ�ß³þ�÷w÷wþTÎ��ÓÔ�Ï°Ôô�ô�ÐRÚ&Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜ7ÛNÙ ô�îÖ�ÕNÛ�Ù Ú�ó�Ù ÏDÖ¦Ò�ÖD×�êR×qÚÜTÔ�Ú�ÒDàNÖAáõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î õ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â.Þ°ådâ>ú|â���ÌDÉÌ¦þ�Í³Þ��Óâ>ã�Ì¦Ë�É�Þ¦÷dËwÍ�Ë³ú<ÞË ý þ³Í³Í�â��Óâ>Í�å³É|áË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎ!Ë³ÕNÖDÒDÏ¦ÐRï Ù ÐNÿ³÷dÐRÚNÐIÝ�Ð,ÐRÚNÝ«õ?Ï¦×qÚNô�à�å��Fö�Ô�Ý�Ù ×qÖ�Ù ÚÛNÐIô�ÒAáå ì Í�Ì¦ÉÌ¦ËlÎ¿å�ÕNÚ�Ù Ö�Ù ÐRÚ�×��NÛNÐIÒDÏ¦Ù ÐAÒD×qÖPÏ°×qÜ¿Ù Ò��IèIø®ÜWï Ú�Ý�Ù ÚNÐRÏ¦ÖHÙ Ú�����Ië áõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î,Ë³ï üI×qÏDÙ Ð�û Ö��?×qÏ¦ÐRï ÝNÐUÒDÔRÕNÏDÙ Ö�Ü ó�Ù ÏDÜ ï Ô�ÖD×qÖ � �UÜWï ÚÝNÙ ÚNÐRÏ¦ÖAá�ÓË³úNå�ËlÎ���ÐRï ÒDÐ¿Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏDÙ Ö�Ü®ÝÔAò³ÚmèNá ë Û�×qÏ¦ô�×qÚ�Òqá�ÓË³ú|Ì�Î?Ì°ÜWÛ�ÔAê�×qÏ¦Ù ÖDàN×qÝ�ÓÐRï Ù>ÛNï Õü�ÖLÙ Ú�Ò¦Ô�ÒDàN×TÌ°Ú�Ò¦×qÏDÚ×�Òqáõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�ÎH÷���÷!ú�Ì�Í�ä�Þ°å³þ ì ßÁã�âÁõ>ß³ËwÍ�÷!âÁå³þ Éå�Ë³ß>åõ�ß³þ��UÌ�ßwâ>ú�ËwÍ�ã¯Ì�Í ������� áõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î<ä�Ë ì ��þ�Í�ådÞ�ßwâdÉ ì úNå�Ë.å³É<áË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎlß>ådß�É�Þ ý ßwú ð�ÐIÏDÝØ��°Ô�Ù Ú�Ö
ò³Ù Ò�à¯õ<Ï°×qÚNô�à¶ò³Ù ÚN×�ÞÜWÐRîI×qÏqáË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎ|ådâ>Í³Í�Ì¦É�Þ�ßwâ!É ì úNå³É#þ�õ�É �³ã�Í³â��¯Ì�Í�ådâ>ßwÍ�ËwÞåwÌ¦þ³Í�Ëwú¹ådâ.Í³Í�Ì¦ÉÓå³þ ì ßwÍ�Ë	�Óâ.Í�åLáÉ�Ê<Ë�Ì�ÍaÎNõ?ÏDÐIÚ�ô�×WÜTÔ�Ö¦Ò�êNÙ Ö�Ù Ò¦×qÝ�ô�Ô�ÕNÚ�Ò�Ï°ØmÙ Ú �����Rë ÞwÖDÒDÕNÝØNáÉ�Ê<Ë�Ì�ÍaÎNõ?ÏDÐIÚ�ô�×WÜTÔ�Ö¦Ò�êNÙ Ö�Ù Ò¦×qÝ�ÝN×qÖ¦Ò�Ù ÚNÐIÒDÙ ÔRÚ¹Ù Ú �����Rë ÞwÖ¦Ò�ÕNÝØáõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î�Ê>ÐIÒDà×Wö�ÕØNÖ�å��;ô�àNÐRÚNÚ×qï>ó Ï¦ÔRÜ®ú|ÐRÚNÝNÜ¿ÐIÏDî<áì³í Î?Ì¦Ú�Ò¦×qÏ¦Ú�ÐAÒ�Ù Ô�ÚNÐIï.Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏDÙ Ö�Ü®Ö¦×�×qÚmüRÏ¦ÔAò³Ù Úü¿Ò�àNÏ°Ô�Õü�à#ØNÏ æ�
�
�
 áý â.ú�ä�Ì ì �¹Î<Ì°Ú�Ò¦×qÏDÚNÐAÒ�Ù Ô�ÚNÐRï!ÐRÚ�ÒDÙ Þ°ÝNÏ¦ÕNüRÖLÖ¦òdÔ�Ô�Û#Ú×�ÒDÖ �AæIç ÛN×�Ô�ÛNï ×�áõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î�õ?ÏDÐIÚNô�×WÒ¦ÔÓô�Ï¦ÐRô�îmÝÔAò³ÚÓÔ�Ú#ô�àNÙ ï Ý�Ö¦×��|áÉNþ ì ådðFËwõ�ß³Ì¦÷dËaÎ.õ?ÏDÐIÚ�ô�×¹öNÙ ÝNÖ�Ò¦Ô'öNÔ�Ô�Ö¦ÒmÉ|á Ëdó�Ï¦Ù ô�Ð
ÖDÐRï ×qÖAÿdö�Ù üÛNÏ°Ô��¦×qô�ÒDÖAáå ì Í�Ì¦ÉÌ¦ËlÎÊ>ßwâ!É�É�ã�ÌDä³âdÉå�Þdå>ÕNÚNÙ Ö�Ù ÐWÞwùRÐRÚ ��� á

÷ ì�ý ËaÎ?÷dÕNöNÐ�û Ö�Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜ®ÐRÏ¦ÏDÙ êRÐIï Öqÿ?Ù ÚNô�Ô�ÜT×lüRÏ¦ÔAò;Ù Ú �����Rë áä�â>ß	��ËwÍ!�aÎ#"#Ô�Ï¦ï Ý�Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏDÙ Ö�Ü ó ÐRÙ Ï«Ô�ÛN×qÚNÖ�ò³Ù Ò�à�×qÚ�êNÙ Ï¦ÔRÚ�ÜT×qÚ�ÒòdÔ�Ï¦ÏDÙ ×qÖAá��ËwúNå>ËlÎ���ÐIï ÒDÐ¿Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜFÝÔAò³Ú#è�á ë ÛN×qÏDô�×qÚ�ÒqáÉÊ<Ë³Ì°ÍaÎNõ?ÏDÐIÚNô�×¿ÜTÔ�Ö¦Ò³êNÙ ÖDÙ Ò¦×qÝ�ô�Ô�ÕNÚ�ÒDÏ¦ØmÙ Ú �����Ië ÞwÖ¦Ò�ÕNÝØá�#þ�ß³þ�÷w÷wþTÎ��ÓÔ�Ï°Ôô�ô�ÐIÚ&ÒDÔRÕ�Ï¦Ù Ö�ÜªÛ�Ù ô�îÖ�ÕNÛ�Ù Ú�ó�Ù Ï¦ÖDÒ�Ö¦×�ê�×qÚÜWÔRÚ�Ò�àNÖAáÉÊ<Ë³Ì°ÍaÎNõ?ÏDÐIÚNô�×¿ÜTÔ�Ö¦Ò³êNÙ ÖDÙ Ò¦×qÝ�Ý×qÖDÒDÙ ÚNÐIÒDÙ Ô�ÚmÙ Ú �����Rë Þ³ÖDÒDÕ�ÝØáì�í Î?Ì°Ú�ÒD×qÏ¦ÚNÐIÒDÙ ÔRÚ�ÐIï.Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜFÖ¦×�×qÚ�ü�Ï°ÔIò³Ù Úü�ÒDà�Ï°Ô�ÕüRà¹ØNÏ æ�
�
�
 á÷ ì�ý ËaÎNã�×qÖ�ÛNÙ ÒD× ì á É<á?×qÜTöNÐRÏ°üRÔ�ÿ<÷dÕ�öNÐIÚ#Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜ®ô�ï Ù ÜTö�Öqá��ËwúNå>ËlÎ���ÐIï ÒDÐ¿Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜFÝNÙ ÛNÖLöNÕÒLÐIÛ�ÛN×qÐRÏ¦ÖLÒ¦Ô�öN×TÏ¦×qô�ÔAê�×qÏ¦Ù Úü?áõ>ß³ËwÍ�÷!â³Î$�Óâ.Ê.Ö�ÝN×qÜWÐRÚNÝÓÕNÏ°üR×qÚ�Ò�ô�ï ÐIÜ¿Û�ÝÔIò³Ú¿Ô�ÚÓÖ¦×��ÓÒDÔRÕNÏDÙ Ö�Ü�áÉ%�³ß³Ì°ËlÎ æ á ø�ÜWÙ ï ï Ù ÔRÚ�ÒDÔRÕNÏDÙ ÖDÒDÖ�êNÙ Ö�Ù ÒD×qÝmÉ�ØNÏ¦Ù Ð¿Ù Ú �����Rë áß³þ!��ËwÍ�Ì°ËlÎPß³þ!�ÓË³Í�Ì°Ë å³þ Ê.ß³Ì���Ë>åwÌ¦Éâ ð�þ�ådâ>ú�É å³þßwâ!ù ì �³â>Í�Ë>ådâ�å³þ ì ß³Ì¦É �,áß³þ!��ËwÍ�Ì°ËlÎ'ßwÔ�ÜWÐRÚNÙ Ð�ÒDÔ&Û�Ï¦Ù êRÐAÒ�Ù ÖD× àÔRÒ¦×qï Ö�Ò¦Ô�Ï°×&�DÕê�×qÚNÐIÒ¦×ÒDÔRÕ�Ï¦Ù Ö�Ü�áÉ�þ ì ådð Ëwõ�ß³Ì¦÷dËlÎ!õ?ÏDÐIÚNô�×,öNÙ Ý�Ö¿ÒDÔ'öNÔ�Ô�Ö¦ÒmÉ<á Ëdó�Ï¦Ù ô�Ð
Ö�ÐRï ×qÖAÿdöNÙ üÛ�Ï°Ô��¦×qô�ÒDÖAá��ËwúNå>ËlÎ���ÐIï ÒDÐ¿Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜFÝNÏ°Ô�ÛNÖlèNá ç Û�×qÏ¦ô�×qÚ�ÒaÙ Ú�õ?×qöNÏ¦Õ�ÐIÏ¦Øá��Ë ì ß³Ì¦åwÌ ì É<Î!��ÐRÕNÏ¦Ù ÒDÙ ÕNÖ
Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏDÙ ÖDÒ4ÐRÏ¦ÏDÙ êRÐIï Ö
ÕNÛ � �HÛ�ô�Ò'Ù Ú¯é ������ �Náì ÉËlÎ?Ì°Ú�ÒD×qÏ¦ÚNÐIÒDÙ ÔRÚ�ÐIï.Ò¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù Ö¦Ò�ÖLÒ¦Ô ì á É<á<ÐAÒLÐIï ï Þ�ÒDÙ ÜT×làNÙ ü�à|áõ>ß³ËwÍ�÷!â³ÎT÷!Ô�ÜWÜWÙ ÖDÖ�Ù Ô�Ú�ÝNÏ¦ÐAó Ò�Ö'ÜT×qÐRÖ�ÕNÏ°×qÖ,Ò¦ÔHó�Ù ü�à�Ò4ô�à�Ù ï Ý¯Ö¦×��ÒDÔRÕ�Ï¦Ù Ö�Ü�áõ>ß³ËwÍ�÷!â³ÎP÷���÷!ú�Ì�Í�ä�Þ°å³þ ì ßÁã�âÁõ�ß³Ë³Í�÷!âÁå³þ Éå�Ëwß.åõ>ßwþ!�UÌ�ßwâ>ú�ËwÍ³ã¶Ì�Í ������� áõ>ß³ËwÍ�÷!â³Î?â ì ÛNÏ¦×qÛNÐRÏ°×qÖlÜT×qÐRÖDÕ�Ï°×qÖ³ÒDÔ�ó Ù üRà�ÒLô�à�Ù ï Ý�ÖD×��ÓÒ¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜ#á
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ì³í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö�ßwÔIØNô�×TÖ¦Ô�ÐRÏ¦Ö�ÔRÚ#ÐI×qÏ°ÔÓ×qÚü�Ù ÚN×qÖ�àÔ�ÛN×qÖAáì³í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö�ßwÔIØNô�×TÐIÝ�ÜWÙ Ò�Öw×qÚü�Ù Ú×Tó ÐRÙ ï ÕNÏ°×qÖ�ÞwÛNÐIÛ�×qÏ�áì³í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌDþ³Í�É�Þ¦ÉÒDÏ¦ÐRÝNÝNï ×WÖDÔRï Ý�Ù Ú�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö³ßwÔAØNô�×�áì³í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö�ßwÔIØNô�×TÖDÐAØNÖwÒ¦Ô�ÖD×qï ï ý ÏDÙ ÖDÒ¦Ô�ï>Ëw×qÏ¦ÔRÖ�ÛNÐRô�×�áì³í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌDþ³Í�É�Þ³É�Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝNÝNï ×qÖ�Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝ×qÝmÙ Ú ý Ï¦Ù ÒDÙ Ö�à#å�×qï ×qô�ÔRÜ#áì³í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌDþ³Í�É�Þ³É�Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝNÝNï ×qÖ�Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝ×qÝmÙ Ú#Ë³öNö�×�Ø�Í�ÐIÒDÙ Ô�ÚNÐRï�áì³í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌDþ³Í�É�Þ��.ÔRï ÐAÒ�Ù ï Ù Ò°Ø�ÒDÏ¦ÐRÝ×qÖaÖDÒDÏDÕNô�î�Ù Ú ì³í ×qÑÕNÙ Ò�Ù ×qÖAáì³í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌDþ³Í�ÉÞ ý á Ëlá å«ÛNÕÒ�Öqÿ|ô�ÐIï ï Ö�ÖDÔ�ï ÝÓó ÔRÏ�ÛNÏ°×qÜ¿Ù ÕNÜ#áì³í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌDþ³Í�É�Þ³ÉàNÔRÏ¦ÒLÛ�ÔRÖ�Ù Ò�Ù Ô�Ú#Ï°Ô�ï ï ×qÝ�ó ÔRÏ¦òdÐRÏ¦ÝmÙ Ú ý Ê.áì³í Î?Ë�Ù Ï�÷dÐRÚNÐRÝNÐ¿Ò¦Ô¿ó ï Ø#ÐA×qÏ¦ÔIÞ�×qÚü�Ù ÚN×TÒ¦Ô ý Ô�×qÙ Úü?áì³í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö�ßwÔIØNô�×TÖDÙ üRÚ�Ö�÷dàNÙ ÚNÐTÒ�Ï¦ÐRÙ ÚNÙ Úü�ÐAü�Ï°×�×qÜW×qÚ�Òqáì³í Î�Ê.ßwâ!ÉNÉ#ã�Ì¦ä�â!ÉNå«Þdõ>Ù ÚNÐRÚNô�Ù ÐRï>åwÙ ÜT×qÖwÞ³É�×qÛÒ æ áì³í Î�õ>þL÷ ì É�Þ ý Ï¦Ù ÒDÐRÙ Ú#ô�Ô�ÜWÜ¿Ù ÒDÖdÒDÔÓâ.ÕNÏ¦ÔAó�Ù ü�à�Ò¦×qÏlÐIÒ�ÐRÙ Ï�Ö�àÔIòláõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î?Ëw×qÏ°ÔRÞ�×qÚü�Ù Ú×Tó Ù Ï¦ÜWÖ�Ö¦×�×TÜWÔRÏ¦×a×��Nô�ï ÕNÖ�Ù ê�×aÖDÐRï ×aÛNÐRô�ÒDÖAáõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î��ÓÔRÚNÐRÏ¦ô�àmÔRÏDÝ×qÏ¦Ö�ó ÔRÕNÏLÜTÔ�Ï°×aË³Ù Ï¦öNÕ�Ö�ô�ÏDÐqó ÒqáÉÌ�Í�ä�ËwÊ!þ�ßwâ³Î?ßwÔRï ï ÖDÞ�ßwÔAØNô�×lÒ¦Ô�Ï¦ÐRÙ ÖD×a×qÚü�Ù Ú×TÛ�Ï°ÔIó Ù ï ×WÙ Ú�Ë³ÖDÙ ÐNáì³í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö�ßwÔIØNô�×aò³Ù ÚNÖ/.AèRè�ÜWï Ú ý ËHÔ�Ï¦Ý×qÏqáì³í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌDþ³Í�É�Þ¦÷dË³ú<ú
É�Ê.ßwâ.Ëwã�ÉNþ³ú|ã¶Ì�Í;Ì¦÷dÌ�áì³í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö�ßwÔIØNô�×aüI×�Ò�Ö/.Iè 
�
 ÜWï ÚÓå�Ï°×qÚ�Ò0� 
�
 Ô�Ï¦ÝN×qÏ�áõ�ß³ËwÍ�÷!â�Î�õ>þ�÷ ì É�Þ°Ë	�Óß«ÒDÔ�öNÕØ ý Ï¦Ð�1qÙ ï2�¦×�ÒDÖlÙ Ú3. � öNï Ú#ÔRÏDÝ×qÏ�á

ì�í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö³ßwÔAØNô�×TÖDÔ�ÐIÏDÖ�Ô�Ú#ÐI×qÏ°ÔÓ×qÚü�Ù Ú×qÖLàÔ�ÛN×qÖAáì�í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö³ßwÔAØNô�×TÖ�ÐqØNÖ�Ò¦ÔÓÖ¦×qï ï ý Ï¦Ù Ö¦ÒDÔRï>Ëw×qÏ°Ô�ÖDÛ�ÐIô�×�áì�í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌ¦þ�Í�É¿Þ¦É�Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝNÝNï ×¿Ö¦Ô�ï Ý#Ù ÚÓßwÔRï ï Ö�ßwÔAØNô�×�áì�í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö³ßwÔAØNô�×TÐRÝNÜ¿Ù ÒDÖ�×qÚü�Ù Ú×aó�ÐRÙ ï Õ�Ï°×qÖ�ÞdÛ�ÐIÛ�×qÏ�áì�í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌ¦þ�Í�É¿Þ�É�Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝNÝNï ×qÖLÒ�Ï¦ÐRÝ×qÝmÙ Ú#Ë³öNö�×�Ø�Í�ÐAÒ�Ù Ô�ÚNÐRï�áì�í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌ¦þ�Í�É¿Þ	�>Ô�ï ÐIÒDÙ ï Ù Ò°Ø¿Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝ×qÖlÖ¦Ò�Ï¦ÕNô�î�Ù Ú ì³í ×qÑÕNÙ ÒDÙ ×qÖqáì�í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌ¦þ�Í�É¿Þ�É�Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝNÝNï ×qÖLÒ�Ï¦ÐRÝ×qÝmÙ Ú ý Ï¦Ù Ò�Ù Ö�à�å�×qï ×qô�Ô�Ü�áì�í Î?þ�Ê.åwÌ¦þ�Í�É�Þ ì³í Ë³Õü�ÕNÖDÒ�ÖDÒ¦Ôô�î¿Ô�ÛÒ�Ù Ô�ÚNÖ�öNÕ�Ö¦ØÓÙ ÚÓÒ�àNÙ Ú�ÒDÏDÐIÝN×�áì�í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌ¦þ�Í�É�Þ ý á Ëlá å«ÛNÕÒDÖAÿ<ô�ÐRï ï Ö�ÖDÔRï ÝÓó ÔRÏ�ÛNÏ°×qÜ¿Ù ÕNÜ#áì�í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌ¦þ�Í�É¿Þ�ÉàÔ�Ï°ÒlÛNÔ�Ö�Ù ÒDÙ ÔRÚmÏ°Ô�ï ï ×qÝ#ó Ô�Ï°òwÐRÏ¦Ý#Ù Ú ý Ê>áì�í Î�Ê.ßwâ!ÉNÉ#ã�Ì¦ä�â!Éå�Þdõ>Ù ÚNÐIÚ�ô�Ù ÐRï>åwÙ ÜW×qÖwÞ³É�×qÛÒ æ áì�í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö³ßwÔAØNô�×TÖ�Ù ü�ÚNÖl÷dàNÙ Ú�ÐTÒDÏDÐIÙ ÚNÙ ÚNüÓÐIü�Ï°×�×qÜT×qÚ�ÒAáì�í Î?Ë³Ù Ï�÷dÐRÚNÐRÝNÐWÒDÔWó�ï Ø�ÐI×qÏ°ÔRÞ�×qÚü�Ù Ú×¿Ò¦Ô ý Ô�×qÙ Úü�áì�í Î<þ�Ê.åwÌ¦þ�Í�É¿Þ¦÷dËwú|ú'É�Ê>ßwâ!Ëwã¶É�þ³ú|ã¯Ì°Í;Ì¦÷dÌ�áì�í Î�õ>þL÷ ì É¿Þ ý Ï¦Ù Ò�ÐIÙ Ú#ô�Ô�ÜWÜWÙ ÒDÖdÒDÔ¿â!ÕNÏ°ÔIó Ù üRà�ÒD×qÏlÐAÒlÐIÙ Ï�Ö�àÔAòláÉNÌ�Í�ä�ËwÊ!þ�ßwâ³Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö¦Þ�ßwÔIØNô�×lÒ¦Ô�Ï¦ÐRÙ ÖD×a×qÚü�Ù Ú×TÛNÏ¦ÔAó�Ù ï ×WÙ Ú�Ë�ÖDÙ ÐNáõ>ß³ËwÍ�÷!â³Î<Ëw×qÏ°ÔRÞ�×qÚü�Ù Ú×aó�Ù ÏDÜWÖ³ÖD×�×TÜTÔ�Ï°×a×��Nô�ï ÕNÖ�Ù ê�×aÖDÐRï ×aÛNÐRô�ÒDÖAáì�í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö�Ö�ÐqØNÖ�ô�ï ÔRÖD×aÒ¦ÔÓÖ�ÐIï ×aÔAówÖ¦ÒD×qÐIÜFÛNÔAòd×qÏ�ÕNÚNÙ Ò�Öqáì�í Î�ßwÔ�ï ï Ö¦Þ�ßwÔIØNô�×lÖ�àNÐRÏ°×qÖlÕNÛ#ÐRÖ�Ý�Ù êNÙ ÝN×qÚNÝ#Ï¦ÐRÙ ÖD×qÝ|áì�í Î<É�ÒD×qÐIÜFÛNÔAòd×qÏLàNÙ Ò�Ö³ßwÔ�ï ï Ö¦Þ�ßwÔIØNô�×aØR×qÐRÏ�Û�Ï°ÔIó Ù ÒDÖAá
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ì³í Î�"m×TÜWÐqØÓöN×aÔ�ï ÝN×qÏ�Ò�àNÐIÚ#ò!×aÒ�àNÙ Ú�î<ÿ?ÖDô�Ù ×qÚ�ÒDÙ Ö¦ÒLÖDÐAØNÖqáì³í Î<þ�ï ÝN×qÖ¦ÒDÞ�×�êR×qÏ�Ö¦ÒDÔRÚN×TÒ¦Ô�Ô�ï Ö�ó Ô�ÕNÚNÝ¹Ù Ú�Ëdó�Ï¦Ù ô�ÐNá÷dËwÍ�Ëwã�ËaÎAõ�â.Ë.å ì ßwâ>Þ�Ê>ÔAò'òdÔAò«ÐaÏ°×�ÒDÕ�Ï¦ÚÓÒ¦Ô�÷dÐIÚNÐRÝNÙ ÐIÚ�Ì°ÚNÝNÙ ÐIÚÒDÏ¦ÐRÝNÙ ÒDÙ Ô�Ú|áß6"�ËwÍ�ã�ËlÎ?õ>â.Ë>å ì ßwâ«Þ�Éô�àÔ�Ô�ïdÙ ÖLßwòwÐIÚNÝ�ÐNû Ö�ü�Ï¦Ù ÖDï Ø#ÜT×qÜWÔRÏDÙ ÐRïÒ¦Ô�üI×qÚÔô�Ù Ý×�áÉ�Ê<Ë�Ì�ÍaÎ?ÉÛNÐRÚNÙ ÖDà#Ö�ô�Ù ×qÚ�Ò�Ù ÖDÒDÖ�ó Ù ÚNÝ#Û�ÔRÖ�ÖDÙ öNï ×TÚN×�ò;àÕNÜWÐRÚÓÖDÛ�×qô�Ù ×qÖAáý Ë³Í�ä³ú�Ëwã�â!É�ðTÎ ý ÐRÚüRï ÐIÝN×qÖDàNÙ�ÜW×qÚ�ô�ÐRÖ¦Ò�Ï¦ÐIÒ¦×qÝsö�Ø7�¦×qÐRï Ô�ÕNÖò³Ù ê�×qÖqáý Ë³Í�ä³ú�Ëwã�â!É�ðTÎdõ>â.Ë>å ì ßwâ¶Þ ý ÐIÚü�ï ÐRÝ×qÖ�àPÖ¦Ò�Ï¦ÕüRü�ï ×qÖ#ÒDÔ'×qÚNÝó ï ×qÖDà�Ò�Ï¦ÐRÝ×�áì³í Î ì�í Ï°×qÖD×qÐRÏ¦ô�à×qÏ¦ÖLó�Ù Ú�Ý�öNÙ Ô�ï ÔRüRÙ ô�ÐIï.ï Ù ÚNî�Ò¦Ô�ÐIÚNÔRÏ¦×��NÙ Ð�áì³í Î<ÉNô�Ù ×qÚ�ÒDÙ Ö¦Ò�Ö�Ò�Ï¦ÐRô�× � ÿ 
�
�
 Þ�ØNÏ°Þ�Ô�ï ÝmÖDîR×qï ×�ÒDÔRÚ�û Ö�îÙ Ú|á��þ/�<Ë	� ý Ì¦é ì â³Î³åwàNÙ ×�ê�×qÖ�ï ×qÐqê�×8�ÓÔ�1qÐIÜTö�Ù ô�ÐRÚ�ÐRÙ ÏDÛNÔ�Ï°Ò,Ù Ú�ÒDà×ÝNÐIÏDî<áÉÌ�â>ßwß³Ë ú|âdþ³Í³â�Î,Éï Ðqê�×�û ÖPÖDÔRÚNü öNÏDÙ Úü�Ö3Ëdó�Ï¦Ù ô�ÐIÚ�Ë�ÜT×qÏ¦Ù ô�ÐIÚüRÏDÐIÚNÝ�ÜWÐ�àÔRÜW×�áì ÉËlÎ ý Ô�Ú×qÖLÜWÐqØ�öN×TÔIódõ>ï Ô�Ï¦Ù ÝNÐWÒD×�×qÚNÖlÜWÙ ÖDÖ�Ù Úü ��� ØR×qÐRÏ¦ÖAáË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎlß>ådß�É�Þ°åwÌ9��â.ú�Ì�Í³â!ÉÞ°å�ÔÝNÐqØ¶Ù Ú¯ð�Ù ÖDÒ¦Ô�Ï°Ø¶Þmã�×qôæ ø?áì³í Î?Ë�öNÔ�Ï¦Ù ü�Ù Ú�ÐIï.Ò¦×qï ï Ö ý ÏDÙ ÒDÐRÙ Ú#Ò¦Ô�Ï°×�Ò�ÕNÏ¦Ú,ÐIÚ�ô�×qÖ¦ÒDÔRÏqû Ölà×qÐRÝ|á÷!ð�ËwãTÎ4õ�â!Ë>å ì ßwâ Þ ý ï Ù ÚNÝ&÷dàNÐRÝNÙ ÐRÚ[Ò¦×�×qÚNÐIüI× Û�Ù ÐRÚNÙ ÖDÒ®Ù ÖÖ¦ØNÜTö�ÔRï|ÔIówàÔRÛ�×�áì ÉËlÎ ý ÏDÐ�1qÙ ï>Ù Ú�Ö¦×qô�ÒLà×qï ÛNÖLÛNÏ¦ÔIÒD×qô�ÒlËwó ÏDÙ ô�ÐRÚmô�ÐRÖDÖ�ÐqêRÐWô�Ï°Ô�ÛNÖAáä³ßwâ.â!÷!â³Îlõ�â!Ë>å ì ßwâ Þ�Ê.àNÙ ï Ù Û;ÔAó��ÐIô�×qÝÔ�Ú|û Ö4Ò¦Ô�ÜTöPÏ°×�ê�×qÐRï ÖÖ¦×qô�Ï¦×�ÒDÖAáË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎ%�³â!Ëwßwâ>Í�ã;Þ��ÓÙ Ö°ó�Ù Ò�Ö³ò³Ù ÒDàÓü�Ï¦ÕNÝüR×qÖLòd×qÏ°×lØ�×qÐIÏqû Öò!Ô�Ï¦ÖDÒ�îÙ ï ï ×qÏ¦ÖAáì ÉËlÎ�õ<ÕNÚ×qÏDÐIï�ó Ô�Ï�Ö�Ù �Þ�Ø�×qÐRÏ°Þ�Ô�ï ÝÓÖDÒDÏ¦ÐRÚü�ï ×qÝ¹Ù Úm÷!Ô�ï Ô�Ï¦ÐRÝÔ�àÔ�ÜT×�áý ð ì å�ËwÍaÎõ�â!Ë>å ì ßwâ«Þ³Éï ×�×qÛ�Ø ý àÕÒ�ÐIÚ#ÐAòwÐIîR×qÚNÖwÒDÔÓÒ¦Ô�ÕNÏ¦Ù ÖDÜ#á

É�þ ì ådð;Ë³õ�ß³Ì¦÷dËlÎ�ßw×�ê�×qÏ¦×qÝ¹Ö�îÕNï ï�ÔAó�É<á Ëdó ÏDÙ ô�ÐÓîÙ ÚNüÓÙ ÖLÉNô�ÔIÒDÒDÙ Ö�àòdÔ�ÜWÐRÚ|û ÖAáâdä���Ê.åLÎ�â.üIØNÛÒL×��NÛN×qÏ¦ÒDÖlÝNÙ ü�ÕNÛmô�ÐIÚNô�×qÏLÙ ÚmÐIÚNô�Ù ×qÚ�Ò�Ö�îÕNï ï°áý â.ú�ä�Ì ì �,Î�Ê>ÔRï Ù ô�×TÖDÔRÕNÚ�ÝÓó Ù ÚNÐRï�ò³àNÙ Ö¦Ò�ï ×lÔRÚmÖDîÕNï ï�îÙ ô�î�Þ°ÐRöNÔ�ÕÒqáâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎNã�Ô�ÚÔRÏDÖ�Û�ï ×qÝüR×#. æ á è¿öNÙ ï ï Ù Ô�Ú�ó Ô�Ï³â.ÒDàNÙ ÔRÛNÙ ÐNáâdä���Ê.åLÎú|ÔRÚ×qï Ø¿â.üIØNÛNÒwò³Ù ÝÔIò«ÝNÙ üRÖwÕNÛ�ÖwÝ×qÐIÝÓàÕNÖ�öNÐRÚNÝ|û ÖwÖDîÕNï ï�áâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎ.â>Ò�àNÙ Ô�ÛNÙ Ð
×qô�ÔRÚNÔRÜaØ«Ö¦×�ÒÓÒ¦Ô
ü�Ï°ÔIòlÿ³ô�×qÚ�ÒDÏ¦ÐRïaöNÐRÚNîR×qÏÖ�ÐqØNÖAáâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎ�â>Ò�àNÙ Ô�ÛNÙ Ð ó�ÐIÏDÜ ÛNÏ¦ÔÝNÕNô�ÒDÙ ÔRÚ ÚÔRÒUÐqó ó ×qô�ÒD×qÝQö�ØÝ�Ï°Ô�ÕüRà�ÒAáâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎNâ>ÒDà�Ù Ô�ÛNÙ Ð�Ö¦×�×qîÖ�Ò¦ÔÓÏ°×qÚN×�üIÔRÒDÙ ÐAÒD×¿ß³ÕNÖ�Ö�Ù ÐRÚ#ï Ô�ÐIÚ�Öqáù�ËwÊ|ËwÍaÎ:"'àNÐRï ×qÖAÿ«àNÙ ÛNÛNÔ�ÖAÿ«ô�ÔAò³Ö®Ö�àNÐRÏ°× ÐRÚNô�×qÖDÒ¦Ô�ÏFÞ�ù�ÐIÛNÐRÚÏ¦×qÖ¦×qÐRÏ¦ô�à|áË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎNß>ådß�ÉÞ ý Ï¦ÔRîR×qÏ�ô�Ï°Ô�ÖDÖD×qÖ ��
 Û�ô�ÒLÔAódã�Ù ÖDô�ÔIêR×qÏ¦Øáâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎNâ>ÒDà�Ù Ô�ÛNÙ Ð�ÖDÐAØNÖwó�Ù ÚNÐRÚNô�Ù ÐIï.Ö¦×qô�ÒDÔRÏlÕNÚNÝN×qÏ¦Ý×�ê�×qï Ô�ÛN×qÝ�áì�í Î<Éô�Ù ×qÚ�ÒDÙ Ö¦Ò�Ö�ÛNÕ�ÖDà#ö�ÐIô�î�ÝNÐIÒ¦×aÔIó!×qÐRÏ¦ï Ù ×qÖDÒLàÕ�ÜWÐRÚNÖqûN×qÏDÐNáË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎNß>ådß�ÉÞ�ã�Ù Ö�ô�ÔAê�×qÏ¦Ø�Ö�ÐqØNÖ³ó Ô�Ï¦Ü¿Ö�Ú×�òPÔ�Ù ï�ÐRï ï Ù ÐRÚNô�×�áâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎRâ.ÒDàNÙ ÔRÛNÙ ÐWÐRô�àNÙ ×�ê�×qÝÓÏ°×qô�Ô�Ï¦Ý#ô�×qÏ¦×qÐIï>àNÐIÏ¦ê�×qÖ¦Ò�Ù Ú ����� è�áâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎNâ>ÒDà�Ù Ô�ÛNÙ Ð�ÖDÐAØNÖ�ÖDÔRï Ý8. � öNï Ú�ÐAÒlÐRÕNô�ÒDÙ ÔRÚNÖLÙ Ú �Ië ;�� �Náâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎNâ>ÒDà�Ù Ô�ÛNÙ Ð�ÚNÐRÜT×qÖ�ÚN×�ò;ÐAü�Ï¦Ù ô�ÕNï Ò�ÕNÏ°×�ÜWÙ Ú�Ù ÖDÒ¦×qÏ�áâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎNâ>ÒDà�Ù Ô�ÛNÙ Ð�ÐIÛ�ÛN×qÐRï Ö�ó Ô�Ï0. æ öNÙ ï ï Ù ÔRÚ�Ù Ú�ó Ô�Ï°×qÙ üRÚ¹ÐIÙ Ý|áâ!ådð�Ì¦þ�Ê.Ì°ËaÎNâ>ÒDà�Ù Ô�ÛNÙ Ð�û Ö��¦Õ�Ö¦Ò�Ù ô�×WÜ¿Ù ÚNÙ Ö¦ÒD×qÏwÏ°×qÖ�Ù ü�ÚNÖqáË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎNß>ådß�ÉÞ�Ê.Ï°×qÜ¿Ù ×qÏ³Û�ï ÐRÚNÖ�Ò�ÐIï îÖ³ò³Ù ÒDà�ãLÙ Ö�ô�ÔAê�×qÏ°ØáË ì Éådß³Ëwú�Ì°ËlÎNß>ådß�É�ÞwãLÙ Ö�ô�ÔAê�×qÏ°ØÓÏ°×&�¦×qô�ÒDÖlÊ!Ï°×qÜ¿Ù ×qÏ�ö�Ù Ý|á
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ì�í Î ý Ï¦Ù Ò¦Ô�ÚmÖ�Õ×qÖ³ÔIê�×qÏ³Ò¦×qï ×�êNÙ ÖD×qÝ#Ö�ÕNÙ ô�Ù Ý×TöNÙ Ý�áì ÉËlÎ?Ë³ÜW×qÏ¦Ù ô�ÐIÚ�ÓÔ�öNÙ ï ×WÉÐAÒD×qï ï Ù Ò¦×¿ÚNÐIÜW×qÖ�÷!õ>þTáì ÉËlÎN÷!ØNöN×qÏ¦Ù ÐIÚ�þ�ÕÒDÛ�ÔRÖDÒ³Ö�àÕÒDÖwÏ¦×qÐIï|ÝÔ�Ô�Ï¦Ö�ÐRÖ!ÔRÚ�ï Ù ÚN×LÖ�ÐIï ×qÖdÖ¦Ô�ÐIÏqáÍ�â.ådð³â.ßwú|Ë³Í³ãLÉ<Î�Ì�Í�ådâ.ßC��Ì�â�"
Þ�Êdþ³ú%�Lä³ß³Ë	� ÉË���É�õ.Ì�úC�Ê.ú�ËwÍ¯þ�Í;ådß³Ë³÷ í áÍ�â.ådð³â.ßwú|Ë³Í³ãLÉ<Î<Ì�Í�ådâ>ßC��Ì°â�"
Þ�Ê�Ô�ï Ø�ä�Ï¦ÐRÜ�ÖDÐAØNÖdó Ù ï Ü�ÛNï ÐIÚÓÔ�ÚÒ�Ï¦ÐRô�î<áì ÉËlÎ�Íaá �aáNÔIó ó�Ù ô�Ù ÐIï.Ö¦×�×qÖWû � �aó�Ù ï Ü�ÿNå��;ÛNÏ¦Ô�Ý�ÕNô�ÒDÙ ÔRÚ,ü�ÐIÙ ÚNÖqáì ÉËlÎ�Ê�×qô�î�÷!Ô�ÜWÜ�á�Éô�àÔ�Ô�ï ÖAÿ2��Ù ô�à|á ÿ?Ë³ÐWÞ	��Ô�ÔÝØ|û Öqáå>Ë³Ì�"�ËwÍaÎ?÷dàNÙ ÚNÐWÝ�Ù Ï°×qô�ÒDÔRÏqÿ�ÜTÔAêNÙ ×LÖDòd×�×qÛ�å�ÐRÙ òwÐIÚ�û Ö�<�þ�Ö�ô�ÐRÏ¦Ö?<NáÌ°Í³ãLþ�Í³â!ÉNÌ°ËlÎNÌ°ÚNÝÔ�Ú×qÖ�Ù Ð�û Ö�ó Ù ï Ü�àÔ�ÛN×qÖlÛNÙ ÚNÚ×qÝ�Ô�Ú#öNï Ô�ô�îöNÕ�Ö¦ÒD×qÏ�áì ÉËlÎ�þ�ï ÝN×qÖ¦Òdô�ÔRÜ¿ÛNï ×�ÒD× ì á É<áRÜWÔAêNÙ ×!ó ÔRÕ�ÚNÝ¿Ù Ú¿þ�Ï°×�üRÔRÚ�öNÐRÖ¦×qÜW×qÚ�Òqáì ÉËlÎ�ð³Ô�ï ï ØòdÔRÔÝ|û Ö�Ù ÚNÝ×qÛN×qÚ�Ý×qÚ�ÒLÖDÒDÕ�ÝNÙ Ô�Ö�ÚNÔIÒlÖ¦Ô�Ù ÚNÝN×qÛN×qÚNÝ×qÚ�ÒAáì ÉËlÎ�ð³Ô�ï ï ØòdÔRÔÝ|û Ö�Ù ÚNÝ×qÛN×qÚ�Ý×qÚ�ÒLÖDÒDÕ�ÝNÙ Ô�Ö�ÚNÔIÒlÖ¦Ô�Ù ÚNÝN×qÛN×qÚNÝ×qÚ�ÒAáÌ°Í³ãLþ�Í³â!ÉNÌ°ËlÎ¹õ>â.Ë>å ì ßwâ>Þ°Ì°ÚNÝNÔRÚ×qÖ�Ù ÐRÚ�ó Ù ï ÜªÙ ÚNÝNÕNÖDÒDÏ¦Ø[àNÔRÛ�×qÖÛ�Ù ÚNÚ×qÝ#ÔRÚ#ö�ï Ôô�îöNÕNÖDÒ¦×qÏ�áì ÉËlÎ�Ê�×qô�î�÷!Ô�ÜWÜ�Éô�à�ã�Ù Ö¦ÒAÿ���Ù ô�à|á�òdÔ�Ú#ö�Ø"'Ü�áNð³Ô�Õü�à|áì ÉËlÎlõ�â.Ë.å ì ßwâ>Þ�ð³Ô�ï ï ØòdÔRÔÝPò³ÏDÙ ÒD×qÏ¦Ö'ï ÐIÜW×qÚ�Ò¹ÖDÔRÏDÏ°Ø�Ö¦Ò�ÐAÒD×�ÔIóó�Ù ï Ü�áì ÉËlÎ<þ�ÖDô�ÐRÏ�ÚNÔRÜ¿Ù ÚNÐIÒDÙ ÔRÚNÖ³ó Ô�Ï�ö�×qÖ¦Ò�ó ÔRÏ¦×qÙ ü�Ú�ó�Ù ï Ü#áä�â>ß	��ËwÍ!�aÎWä³×qÏDÜWÐRÚ;ó�Ù ï Ü�ó ×�Ò¦×qÝ�ÐRÖ4ÔRÛ�×qÚNÙ Úü¶ÐIô�Ò
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Abstract. In the Internet era, huge amounts of data are available to
everybody, in every place and at any moment. Searching for relevant
information can be overwhelming, thus contributing to the user’s sense
of information overload. Building systems for assisting users in this task
is often complicated by the difficulty in articulating user interests in a
structured form - a profile - to be used for searching. Machine learning
methods offer a promising approach to solve this problem. Our research
focuses on supervised methods for learning user profiles which are pre-
dictively accurate and comprehensible.
The main goal of this paper is the comparison of two different approaches
for inducing user profiles, respectively based on Inductive Logic Program-
ming (ILP) and probabilistic methods. An experimental session has been
carried out to compare the effectiveness of these methods in terms of clas-
sification accuracy, learning and classification time, when coping with the
task of learning profiles from textual book descriptions rated by real users
according to their tastes.

1 Introduction

The ever increasing popularity of the Internet has led to a huge increase in
the number of Web sites and in the volume of available on-line data. Users
are swamped with information and have difficulty in separating relevant from
irrelevant information. This leads to a clear demand for automated methods able
to support users in searching the extremely large Web repositories in order to
retrieve relevant information with respect to users’ individual preferences. The
problem complexity could be lowered by the automatic construction of machine
processable profiles that can be exploited to deliver personalized content to the
user, fitting his or her personal interests.

Personalization has become a critical aspect in many popular domains such
as e-commerce, where a user explicitly wants the site to store information such
as preferences about himself or herself and to use this information to make
recommendations. Exploiting the underlying one-to-one marketing paradigm is
essential to be successful in the increasingly competitive Internet marketplace.
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Recent research on intelligent information access and recommender systems
has focused on the content-based information recommendation paradigm: it re-
quires textual descriptions of the items to be recommended [3].

In general, a content-based system analyzes a set of documents rated by an
individual user and exploits the content of these documents to infer a model or
profile that can be used to recommend additional items of interest.

In this paper we present a comparison between two different learning strate-
gies to infer models of users’ interests from text: an ILP approach and a näıve
bayes method. Motivation behind our research is the realization that user profil-
ing and machine learning techniques can be used to tackle the relevant informa-
tion problem already described. Our experiments evaluated the effects of the two
above mentioned methods in learning intelligible profiles of users’ interests. The
experiments were conducted in the context of a content-based profiling system
for virtual bookshop on the World Wide Web. In this scenario, a client side util-
ity has been developed in order to download documents (book descriptions) for
a user from the Web and to capture users feedback regarding his liking/disliking
on the downloaded documents. Then this knowledge can be exploited by the two
different machine learning techniques so that when a trained system encounters
a new document it can intelligently infer whether this new document will be
liked by the user or not. This strategy can be used to make recommendations to
the user about new books. The experiments reported here investigate also the
effect of using different representations of the profiles.

The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes
the ILP system INTHELEX and its main features, while the next section in-
troduces Item Recommender, the system that implements a statistical learning
process to induce profiles from text. Then a detailed description of the experi-
ments is given in Section 4, along with an analysis of the experimental results
by means of a statistical test. Finally, Section 5 draws some general conclusions.

2 INTHELEX

INTHELEX (INcremental THEory Learner from EXamples) [2] is a learning
system for the induction of hierarchical theories from positive and negative exam-
ples which focuses the search for refinements by exploiting the Object Identity [8]
bias on the generalization model (according to which terms denoted by different
names must be distinct). It is fully and inherently incremental: this means that,
in addition to the possibility of taking as input a previously generated version of
the theory, learning can also start from an empty theory and from the first avail-
able example; moreover, at any moment the theory is guaranteed to be correct
with respect to all of the examples encountered thus far. This is a fundamental
issue, since in many cases deep knowledge about the world is not available. In-
cremental learning is necessary when either incomplete information is available
at the time of initial theory generation, or the nature of the concepts evolves
dynamically, which are unnegligible issues for learning user profiles. INTHELEX
can learn simultaneously various concepts, possibly related to each other, and
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is based on a closed loop architecture — i.e. the learned theory correctness is
checked on any new example and, in case of failure, a revision process is activated
on it, in order to restore completeness and consistency.

INTHELEX learns theories expressed as sets of DatalogOI clauses (function
free clauses to be interpreted according to the Object Identity assumption). It
adopts a full memory storage strategy — i.e., it retains all the available examples,
thus the learned theories are guaranteed to be valid on the whole set of known
examples — and it incorporates two inductive operators, one for generalizing
definitions that reject positive examples, and the other for specializing definitions
that explain negative examples. Both these operators, when applied, change the
set of examples the theory accounts for.

A set of examples of the concepts to be learned is provided by an Expert, pos-
sibly selected from the Environment. Examples are definite ground Horn clauses,
whose body describes the observation by means of only basic non-negated predi-
cates of the representation language adopted for the problem at hand, and whose
head lists all the classes for which the observed object is a positive example and
all those for which it is a negative one (in this case the class is negated). Single
classifications are processed separately, in the order they appear in the list, so
that the teacher can still decide which concepts should be taken into account
first and which should be taken into account later. It is important to note that
a positive example for a concept is not considered as a negative example for all
the other concepts (unless it is explicitly stated).

The whole set of examples can be subdivided into tuning and test exam-
ples, according to the way in which examples are exploited during the learning
process. Specifically, tuning examples, previously classified by the Expert, are
exploited to build/refine a theory that is able to explain them. An initial the-
ory can also be provided by the Expert. Subsequently, such a theory, plus the
Background Knowledge (if any), is checked against test examples and, in case
of incorrectness, the cause of the wrong decision can be located. Test examples
are exploited only to check the predictive capabilities of the theory on new ob-
servations. Conversely, tuning examples are exploited incrementally to modify
incorrect hypotheses according to a data-driven strategy. In particular, when
a positive example is not covered, a revised theory is obtained in one of the
following ways (listed by decreasing priority) such that completeness is restored:

– replacing a clause in the theory with one of its generalizations against the
problematic example;

– adding a new clause to the theory, obtained by properly turning constants
into variables in the problematic example;

– adding the problematic example as a positive exception.

When, on the other hand, a negative example is covered, the system outputs
a revised theory that restores consistency by performing one of the following
actions (by decreasing priority):

– adding positive literals that are able to characterize all the past positive
examples of the concept (and exclude the problematic one) to one of the
clauses that concur to the example coverage;
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– adding a negative literal that is able to discriminate the problematic example
from all the past positive ones to the clause in the theory by which the
problematic example is covered;

– adding the problematic example as a negative exception.

An exception contains a specific reference to the observation it represents, as
it occurs in the tuning set; new incoming observations are always checked with
respect to the exceptions before the rules of the related concept. This does not
lead to rules which do not cover any example, since exceptions refer to specific
objects, while rules contain variables, so they are still applicable to other objects
than those in the exceptions.

It is worth noting that INTHELEX never rejects examples, but always refines
the theory. Moreover, it does not need to know a priori what is the whole set of
concepts to be learned, but it learns a new concept as soon as examples about
it are available.

We were led by a twofold motivation to exploit INTHELEX on the problem
of learning user profiles. First, its representation language (First-Order Logic)
is more suitable than numeric/probabilistic approaches to obtain intuitive and
human readable rules, which are a highly desiberable feature in order to under-
stand the user preferences. Second, incrementality is an unnegligible requirement
in the given task, since new information on a user is available each time he issues
a query, and it would be desirable to be able to refine the previously generated
profile instead of completely rejecting it and learning a new one from scratch.
Moreover, a user’s interests and preferences might change in time, a problem
that only incremental systems are able to tackle.

Since INTHELEX is not currently able to handle numeric values, it was not
possible to learn preference rates in the continuous interval [0, 1] like in the
probabilistic approach. Thus, a discretization was needed. Instead of learning a
definition for each of the 10 possible votes, we decided to learn just two possible
classes of interest: “likes”, describing that the user likes a book, and its opposite
“not(likes)”. Specifically, the former (positive examples) encompasses all rates
ranging from 6 to 10, while the latter (negative examples) included all the oth-
ers (from 1 to 5). It is worth noting that such a discretization step is not in
charge of the human supervisor, since a proper abstraction operator embedded
in INTHELEX can be exploited for carrying out this task. Moreover, it has a
negligible computational cost, since each numeric value is immediately mapped
onto the corresponding discretized symbolic value.

Each book description is represented in terms of three components by using
predicates slot title(b,t), slot author(b,au), and slot annotation(b,an),
indicating that the objects t, au and an are, respectively, the title, author and
annotation of the book b. Any word in the book description is represented by
a predicate corresponding to its stem, and linked to both the book itself and
the single slots in which it appears. For instance, predicate prolog(slott,
slottitleprolog) indicates that the object slottitleprolog has stem “pro-
log” and is contained in slot slott; in such a case, also a literal prolog(book)
is present to say that stem “prolog” is present in the book description.
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Also the number of occurrences of each word in each slot was represented
by means of the following predicates: occ 1, occ 2, occ m, occ 12, occ 2m. A
predicate occ X(Y) indicates that term Y occurs X times, while a predicate
occ XY(Z) indicate that the term Z occurs from X to Y times. Again, such
a ‘discretization’ was needed because numeric values cannot be dealt with in
INTHELEX. Note that all the predicates representing intervals to which the
value to be represented belongs must be used to represent it; thus, many such
predicates can be needed to represent the occurrences of a term. For instance, if a
term occurs once, then it occurs also from 1 to 2 (occ 12) times and from 1 to m
(occ 1m) times. Figure 1 shows an example for the class likes. Given the specific
value in the example, all the intervals to which it belongs are automatically
added by the system by putting this information in the background knowledge
and exploting its saturation operator.

likes(501477998) :-

slot_title(501477998, slott),

practic(slott, slottitlepractic),

occ_1(slottitlepractic),

occ_12(slottitlepractic),

prolog(slott, slottitleprolog),

occ_1(slottitleprolog),

occ_12(slottitleprolog),

slot_authors(501477998, slotau),

l_sterling(slotau, slotauthorsl_sterling),

occ_1(slotauthorsl_sterling),

occ_12(slotauthorsl_sterling),

slot_annotation(501477998, slotan),

l_sterling(501477998),

practic(501477998),

prolog(501477998).

Fig. 1. First-Order Representation of a Book

3 Item Recommender

ITR (ITem Recommender) [1] is a system able to recommend items based on
their textual descriptions. It implements a probabilistic learning algorithm to
classify texts, the näıve Bayes classifier. Näıve Bayes has been shown to perform
competitively with more complex algorithms and has become an increasingly
popular algorithm in text classification applications [6, 4].

The prototype is able to classify text belonging to a specific category as
interesting or uninteresting for a particular user. For example, the system could
learn the target concept ”textual descriptions the user finds interesting in the
category Computer and Internet”.
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Bayesian reasoning provides a probabilistic approach to inference. It is based
on the assumption that the quantities of interest are governed by probabilistic
distributions and that optimal decision can be made by reasoning about these
probabilities together with observed data.

In the learning problem, each instance (item) is represented by a set of slots.
Each slot is a textual field corresponding to a specific feature of an item.

The text in each slot is a collection of words (a bag of word, BOW ) processed
taking into account their occurrences in the original text. Thus, each instance is
represented as a vector of BOWs, one for each slot.

Moreover, each instance is labelled with a discrete rating (from 1 to 10)
provided by a user, according to his or her degree of interest in the item.

According to the Bayesian approach to classify natural language text docu-
ments, given a set of classes C= {c1, c2, . . . , c|C|}, the conditional probability
of a class cj given a document d is calculated as follows:

P (cj |d) =
P (cj)
P (d)

P (d|cj)

In our problem, we have only 2 classes: c+ represents the positive class (user-
likes, corresponding to ratings from 6 to 10), and c− the negative one (user-
dislikes, ratings from 1 to 5). Since instances are represented as a vector of
documents, (one for each BOW), and assumed that the probability of each word
is independent of the word’s context and position, the conditional probability of
a category cj given an instance di is computed using the formula:

P (cj |di) =
P (cj)
P (di)

|S|∏
m=1

|bim|∏

k=1

P (tk|cj , sm)nkim (1)

where S= {s1, s2, . . . , s|S|} is the set of slots, bim is the BOW in the slot sm of
the instance di, nkim is the number of occurrences of the token tk in bim.

In (1), since for any given document, the prior P (di) is a constant, this factor
can be ignored if the only interest concerns a ranking rather than a probability
estimate. To calculate (1), we only need to estimate the probability terms P (cj)
and P (tk|cj , sm), from the training set, where each instance is weighted according
to the user rating r :

wi
+ =

r − 1
9

; wi
− = 1− wi

+ (2)

The weights in (2) are used for weighting the occurrence of a word in a document.
For example, if a word appears n times in a document di, it is counted as
occurring n·wi

+ in a positive example and n·wi
− in a negative example. Weights

are used for estimating the two probability terms according to the following
equations:
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P̂ (cj) =

|TR|∑
i=1

wi
j

|TR| (3)

P̂ (tk|cj , sm) =

|TR|∑
i=1

wi
jnkim

|TR|∑
i=1

wi
j |bim|

(4)

In (4), nkim is the number of occurrences of the term tk in the slot sm of the
ith instance, and the denominator denotes the total weighted length of the slot
sm in the class cj . Therefore, P̂ (tk|cj , sm) is calculated as a ratio between the
weighted occurrences of the term tk in slot sm of class cj and the total weighted
length of the slot.

The final outcome of the learning process is a probabilistic model used to
classify a new instance in the class c+ or c−. The model can be used to build a
personal profile including those words that turn out to be most indicative of the
user’s preferences, according to the value of the conditional probabilities in (4).

In the specific context of book recommendations, instances in the learning
process are the book descriptions. ITR represents each instance as a vector of
three BOWs, one BOW for each slot. The slots used are: title, authors and tex-
tual annotation. Each book description is analyzed by a simple pattern-matcher
that extracts the words, the tokens to fill each slot. Tokens are obtained by
eliminating stopwords and applying stemming. Instances are used to train the
system: cccurrences of terms are used to estimates probabilities as described in
Equations (3) and (4). An example ITR profile is given in figure 2.

4 Experimental Sessions

In this section we describe results from experiments using a collection of textual
book descriptions rated by real users according to their tastes. The goal of the ex-
periment has been the comparison of the methods implemented by INTHELEX
and ITR in terms of classification accuracy, learning and classification time,
when coping with the task of learning user profiles.

4.1 Design of the experiments

Eight book categories were selected at the Web site of a virtual bookshop. For
each book category, a set of book descriptions was obtained by analyzing Web
pages using an automated extractor and stored in a local database. Table 1
describes the extracted information. For each category we considered:

– Book descriptions - number of books extracted from the Web site belonging
to the specific category;
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Fig. 2. An example of ITR user profile

– Books with annotation - number of books with a textual annotation (slot
annotation not empty);

– Avg. annotation length - average length (in words) of the annotations;

Several users have been involved in the experiments: each user were requested
to choose one or more categories of interest and to rate 40 or 80 books (in the
database) in each selected category, providing 1-10 discrete ratings. In this way,
for each user a dataset of 40 or 80 rated books was obtained (see Table 2).

On each dataset a 10-fold cross-validation was run and several metrics were
used in the testing phase. In the evaluation phase, the concept of relevant book is
central. A book in a specific category is considered as relevant by a user if his or
her rating is greater than 5. This corresponds in ITR to having P (c+|di) ≥ 0.5,
calculated as in equation (1), where di is a book in a specific category. Simmet-
rically, INTHELEX considers as relevant books covered by the inferred theory.
Classification effectiveness is measured in terms of the classical Information Re-
trieval (IR) notions of precision (Pr), recall (Re) and accuracy (Acc), adapted
to the case of text categorization [7]. Precision is the proportion of items classi-
fied as relevant that are really relevant, and recall is the proportion of relevant
items that are classified as relevant; accuracy is the proportion of items that are
correctly classified as relevant or not.
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Table 1. Database information

Category Book Books with Avg.
descr. annotation annotation

length

Computing & Int. 5378 4178 (77%) 42.35
Fiction & lit. 5857 3347 (57%) 35.71
Travel 3109 1522 (48%) 28.51
Business 5144 3631 (70%) 41.77
SF, horror & fan. 556 433 (77%) 22.49
Art & entert. 1658 1072 (64%) 47.17
Sport & leisure 895 166 (18%) 29.46
History 140 82 (58%) 45.47

Total 22785 14466

Table 2. Number of books rated by each user in a given category

UserID Category Rated books

37 SF, Horror & Fantasy 40
26 SF, Horror & Fantasy 80
30 Computer & Internet 80
35 Business 80
24c Computer & Internet 80
36 Fiction & literature 40
24f Fiction & literature 40
33 Sport & leisure 80
34 Fiction & literature 80
23 Fiction & literature 40
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Table 3. Performance for ITR and INTHELEX on 10 different users

Precision Recall Accuracy
UID ITR INTHELEX ITR INTHELEX ITR INTHELEX

37 0,767 0,967 0,883 0,5 0,731 0,695
26 0,818 0,955 0,735 0,645 0,737 0,768
30 0,608 0,583 0,600 0,125 0,587 0,488
35 0,651 0,767 0,800 0,234 0,725 0,662
24c 0,586 0,597 0,867 0,383 0,699 0,599
36 0,783 0,9 0,783 0,3 0,700 0,513
24f 0,785 0,9 0,650 0,35 0,651 0,535
33 0,683 0,75 0,808 0,308 0,730 0,659
34 0,608 0,883 0,490 0,255 0,559 0,564
23 0,500 0,975 0,130 0,9 0,153 0,875

Mean 0,679 0,828 0,675 0,4 0,627 0,636
(0,699) (0,811) (0,735) (0,344) (0,68) (0,609)

Table 4. Learning and Classification times (msec) for ITR and INTHELEX on 10
different users

Learning Time Classification Time
UID ITR INTHELEX ITR INTHELEX

37 3,738 3931,0 0,851 15,0
26 5,378 8839,0 0,969 20,0
30 8,561 51557,0 1,328 53,0
35 9,289 30338,0 1,423 55,0
24c 7,502 29780,0 1,208 44,0
36 5,051 12317,0 0,894 19,0
24f 4,532 18448,0 0,848 19,0
33 5,820 14482,0 0,961 25,0
34 7,592 73708,0 1,209 42,0
23 4,951 1859,0 0,845 20,0

Mean 6,2414 24525,9 1,0536 31,2

As regards training and classification times, we tested the algorithms on a
2.4 GHz Pentium IV running Windows 2000.

4.2 Discussion

Table 3 shows the average precision, recall and accuracy of the models learned
in the 10 folds for each user. The last row reports the mean values, averaged
on all users. Since the average performance for ITR is very low for user 23, we
decided to have a deeper insight into the corresponding training file, and noted
that all examples were positive, thus indicating possible noise in the data. This
led us to recompute the metrics neglecting this user, thus obtaining the results
reported in parentheses.

In general, INTHELEX provides some performance improvement over ITR.
In particular, it can be noticed that INTHELEX produces very high precision
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even on the category “SF, horror & fantasy”, taking into account the shortness
of the annotations provided for books belonging to this category. This result is
obtained both for user 26, who rated 80 books, and for user 37, who rated only
40 books. Moreover, classification accuracy obtained by INTHELEX is slightly
better than the one reached by ITR. On the other hand, ITR yields a better
recall than INTHELEX for all users except one (user 23).

For pairwise comparison of the two methods, the nonparametric Wilcoxon
signed rank test was used [5], since the number of independent trials (i.e., users)
is relatively low and does not justify the application of a parametric test, such
as the t-test. In this experiment, the test was adopted in order to evaluate the
difference in effectiveness of the profiles induced by the two systems according
to the metrics pointed out in Table 3. Requiring a significance level p < 0.05,
the test revealed that there is a statistically significant difference in performance
both for Precision (in favor of INTHELEX) and for Recall (in favor of ITR), but
not as regards Accuracy.

Going into more detail, as already stated, ITR performed very poorly only
on user 23, whose interests turned out to be very complex to be captured by
the probabilistic approach. Actually, all but one rates given by such a user were
positive (ranging between 6 and 8), that could be the reason for such a behaviour.
With respect to the complete dataset of all users, the accuracy calculated on the
subset of all users except user 23 becomes statistically significant in favor of ITR.

likes(A) :-

learn(A),

mach(A),

intellig(A),

slot_title(A, F),

slot_authors(A, G),

slot_annotation(A, B),

intellig(B, C),

learn(B, D),

occ_12(D),

mach(B, E),

OCC_12(E).

Fig. 3. Rule learned by INTHELEX

Table 4 reports the results about training and classification time of both
systems. Training times vary substantially across the two methods. ITR takes
an average of 6,2414 msec to train a classifier for a user when averaged over all
10 users. Training INTHELEX takes more time than ITR, but this is not a real
problem because profiles can be learnt by batch processes without noise for users.
In user profiling application, it is important to quickly classify new instances,
for example to provide users with on-line recommendations. Both methods are
very fast in this regard.
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In summary, the probabilistic approach seems to have better recall, thus
showing a trend to classify unseen instances as positive; on the contrary, the
first-order approach tends to adopt a more cautious behavior, and classify new
instances as negative. Such a difference is probably due to the approach adopted:
learning in INTHELEX is data-driven, thus it works bottom-up and keeps in the
induced definitions as much information as possible from the examples. This way,
requirements for new observations in order to be classified as positive are more
demanding, and few of them pass; on the other hand, this ensures that those
that fulfill the condition are actually positive instances.

Another remark worth noting is that theories learned by the symbolic system
are very interesting from a human understandability viewpoint, in order to be
able to explain and justify the recommendations provided by the system. Figure
3 shows one such rule, to be interpreted as “the user likes a book if its annotation
contains stems intellig, learn (1 or 2 times) and mach (1 or 2 times)”. Anybody
can easily understand that this user is interested in books concerning artificial
intelligence and, specifically, machine learning.

In a commercial Web site perspective, the probabilistic behavior should be
preferable. It could be used in developing recommender systems exploiting the
ranked list approach for presenting items to the users. In this scheme, users spec-
ifies their needs in a form and the system presents a usually long list of results,
ordered by their predicted relevance. On the other hand, the ILP approach could
be adopted in situations when the system transparency is a critical factor and
it is important to provide an explanation of why a recommendation was made.

From what said above, it seems that the two approaches compared in this
paper have complementary pros and cons, not only as regards the representation
language, but also as concerns the predictive performances. This naturally leads
to think that some cooperation could take place between the two in order to reach
higher effectiveness of the recommendations. For instance, since the probabilistic
theories have a better recall, they could be used for selecting which items are to
be presented to the user. Then, some kind of filtering could be applied on them,
in order to present to the user first those items that are considered positive by
the symbolic theories, that are characterized by a better precision.

5 Conclusions

Research presented in this paper has focused on methods for learning user profiles
which are predictively accurate and comprehensible. Specifically, an intensive
comparison between an ILP and a probabilistic approach to learning models of
users’ preferences was carried out. Experimental results highlight the usefulness
and drawbacks of each one, that can suggest possible ways of combining the two
approaches in order to offer better support to users accessing e-commerce virtual
shops or other information sources. In particular, we suggest a simple possible
way of obtaining a cascade hybrid method. In this technique, the probabilistic
approach could be employed first to produce a coarse ranking of candidates and
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the ILP approach could be used to refine the raccomandations from among the
candidate set.

Currently we are working on the integration in INTHELEX of techniques able
to manage numeric values, in order to treat in a more efficient way numerical
features of instances, and hence to abtain theories with a more fine grean size.
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Abstract With the ongoing shift from off-line to on-line business pro-
cesses, the Web has become an important business platform, and for
most companies it is crucial to have an on-line presence which can be
used to gather information about their products and/or services. How-
ever, in many cases there is a difference between the intended and the
effective usage of a web site and, presently, many web site operators an-
alyze the usage of their sites to improve their usability. But especially in
the context of the Internet, content and structure change rather quickly,
and the way a web site is used may change often, either due to changing
information needs of its visitors, or due to an evolving user group. There-
fore, the discovered usage patterns need to be updated continuously to
always reflect the current state.
In this article, we introduce PAM, an automated Pattern Monitor, which
can be used to observe changes to the behavior of a web sites visitors. It
is based on a temporal representation of rules in which both the content
of the rule and its statistical properties are modeled. It observes pat-
tern change as evolution of the statistical measurements captured for a
rule throughout its entire lifetime and notifies the user about interesting
changes within the rule base. We present PAM in a case study on the
evolution of web usage patterns. In particular, we discovered association
rules from a web-servers log that show which pages tend to be visited
within the same user session. These patterns have been imported into
the monitor, and their evolution throughout a period of 8 months has
been analyzed. Our results show that PAM is particularly suitable to
gain insights into the changes a rule base is affected of over time.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Knowledge discovery is an iterative process that reflects the need of ex-
tracting knowledge from data that accumulate constantly [7]. The appli-
cation expert periodically invokes a data mining tool to extract patterns
from the data. Each invocation contributes new insights on the applica-
tion domain, enriching the expert’s domain knowledge and, occasionally,
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motivating her to revise her beliefs. As the expert becomes gradually fa-
miliar with the patterns being extracted, she is increasingly interested in
changes rather than in already known patterns. Especially in the context
of the Internet, content and structure change rather quickly, and the way
a web site is used may change often or even permanently, either due to
the changing information needs of its visitors, or due to an evolving user
group. Therefore, the discovered usage patterns need to be updated con-
tinuously to always reflect the current state. In the case of a heavily used
web site with thousands of users per day, the question arises how this can
be achieved with a reasonable effort.

One major problem is the large number of discovered rules, and the
identification of interesting patterns has become a widely discussed topic
[10,8]. Even for relatively small datasets this a problem and makes the
inspection of all rules impractical. In some cases, it may be possible to
assess the interestingness of rules manually or with respect to the ap-
plication context. However, there are a number of approaches that offer
potential solutions to this problem in an application independent manner
[22,13,14].

When data, as in the case of web-server logs, is continuously collected
over a potentially long period, the concepts reflected in the data will
change over time. Due to internal and/or external factors, the distribu-
tion and/or the structure of the dataset may change. This requires the
user to monitor the discovered patterns continuously, which is of partic-
ular importance for applications that timestamp data. One possible way
to deal with the temporal dimension is to use an appropriate partition-
ing scheme. However, if the partitions are too big or too small it may be
the case that important rules and/or changes are missed. Normally, par-
titioning is highly application depended. However, there is research into
formal methods for application independent partitioning of data. Chen
and Petrounias focus on the identification of valid time intervals for pre-
viously discovered association rules [10]. They propose a mechanism that
finds (a) all contiguous time intervals during which a specific association
holds, and (b) all interesting periodicities that a specific association has.
Chakrabarti et al. propose the discovery of surprising, i.e. unexpected and
therefore interesting, patterns in market basket analysis by observing the
variation of the correlation of the purchases of items over time [9]. The
underpinnings of that work come from time series analysis, so that the
emphasis is on partitioning the time axis into such intervals that the rule
statistics change dramatically between two consecutive intervals.
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In the last years, a number of methods and techniques for maintain-
ing and updating previously discovered knowledge have emerged which
are able to deal with dynamic datasets. A widely used approach is that
of incremental mining in which the knowledge about already extracted
patterns is re-used in subsequent periods. Originally, the emphasis of in-
cremental mining was on optimizing the miner’s performance from one
invocation of the miner to the next. Most of this research focuses on the
updation of association rules [11,2,21,23], frequent sequences [24], and
clusters [12]. They aim at efficiently updating the content of discovered
rules, thus avoiding a complete re-run of the mining algorithm on the
entire updated dataset.

The DELI Change Detector of Lee et al. uses a sampling technique
to detect changes that may affect previously discovered association rules
[18,17]. It invokes an incremental miner to modify the patterns if this
turns out to be necessary.

Ganti et al. propose the DEMON framework for data evolution and
monitoring across the temporal dimension [16]. DEMON focuses on de-
tecting systematic vs. non-systematic changes in the data and on iden-
tifying the data blocks (along the time dimension), which have to be
processed by the data miner in order to extract new patterns. The em-
phasis is on actualizing the knowledge base by detecting changes in the
data, rather than detecting changes in the patterns.

Another avenue of research concentrates on the similarity of rules and
on the statistical properties of rules by considering the lifetime of pat-
terns, i.e., the time in which they are sufficiently supported by the data
[15,9,10,16]. Ganti et al. propose the framework FOCUS for the compar-
ison of two datasets and the computation of an interpretable, qualifiable
deviation measure between them, whereby the difference is expressed in
terms of the model the datasets induce [15].

However, all of these proposals consider only part of a pattern, ei-
ther its content, i.e., the relationship in the data the pattern reflects,
or the statistical properties of the pattern. In [3], we took a first step to-
wards an integrated treatment of these two aspects of a rule. We proposed
the Generic Rule Model (GRM) which models both the content and the
statistics of a rule as a temporal object. Based on these two components
of a rule, different types of pattern evolution were defined. Additionally,
a simple monitor was implemented which used a user supplied deviation
threshold to identify interesting changes to pattern statistics.

Pattern change is usually caused by concept drift. As Kelly et al. point
out in [20], adaptive classification algorithms, such as adaptive Bayesian
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networks are designed to overcome concept drift by considering the impact
of each individual new record on the existing classifier and adapting it
accordingly. However, the rapid accumulation of records, as in web-server
logs, makes the consideration of the impact of each record ineffective.
Moreover, individual records that come in large numbers are noisy and
reflect trends only partially, especially for trends that manifest themselves
slowly, such as a change in preferences or demographics of a user group.

The problem of interestingness arises also when evaluating the changes
that have affected a rule. A commonly used approach to protect the do-
main expert from inspecting too many rule changes is the definition of
limits for e.g. the steepness of change for the observed statistical measure-
ments. When these limits are exceeded, the corresponding rule change is
considered to be interesting.

The temporal aspects of patterns are taken into account in the rule
monitors of [1,8] and [3,4,6]. In [8], Liu et al. count the significant rule
changes across the temporal axis. They pay particular attention on rules
that are “stable” over the whole time period, i.e. do not exhibit significant
changes, and juxtapose them with rules that show trends of significant
increase or decrease. Significance tests form the basis of the experiments.
In [1], upward and downward trends in the statistics of rules are identified
using an SQL-like query mechanism. Closer to our work is the research of
Liu et al. on the discovery of “fundamental rule changes” [19]: they con-
sider rules of the form r1, . . . , rm−1 → rm, and detect changes on support
or confidence between two consecutive timepoints by applying a χ2-test.
In our previous work [3,4], we model rules as temporal objects, which may
exhibit changes of statistics or content during the observation period, and
we focus on surprising changes, such as the disappearance of a rule and
the correlated changes of pairs of rules. In [6], we make the distinction
between “permanent” rules that are always present (though they may
undergo significant changes) and those that appear only temporarily and
indicate periodic trends, and discuss methods for identifying them in a
progressive study.

In this study, we present PAM, an automated pattern monitor, and its
theoretical underpinnings. In a case study on the evolution of web usage
patterns, we show how the mechanisms implemented by PAM can be
used to identify interesting changes in the usage behavior. In particular,
we discovered association rules from a web-servers log that show which
pages tend to be visited within the same user session. These patterns have
been imported into the monitor, and their evolution throughout a period
of 8 months has been analyzed.
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In the following section, we will introduce the theoretical framework
PAM is based upon and its architecture. In Sec. 3 our experimental results
are summarized. Sec. 4 concludes our study.

2 Theoretical Framework

In [5], we introduce the theoretical foundations of PAM which are briefly
described in the following. PAM builds on a temporal rule model which
consists of a rules’ content, i.e., the relationship in the data the pattern
reflects, and the statistical measurements captured for the rule.

2.1 Temporal Rule Model

As basis for the temporal representation of patterns the Generic Rule
Model (GRM) is used [3]. According to the GRM, a rule R is a temporal
object with the following signature:

R = ((ID, query, body, head), {(timestamp, statistics)})

In this signature, ID is a system generated identifier, which ensures that
all rules with the same body (antecedent) and head (consequent) have
the same ID. It is used to identify a rule non-ambiguously throughout its
entire lifetime. The query is the data mining query or similar specification
of values for the mining parameters. Note that query and ID are invariant
across the time axis. Contrary to it, the statistics may vary between
two timestamps. The statistics depend on the rule type: We currently
consider the support, confidence and certainty factor of association rules.
A detailed discussion of the components of the rule signature can be found
in [3].

2.2 Detecting Significant Pattern Changes

A mechanism that identifies changes to a rules statistic which exhibit
a particular strength we denote as change detector. We use the notion
of statistical significance to assess the strength of pattern changes. In
particular, we use a two-sided binomial test to verify whether an observed
change is statistically significant or not.

For a pattern ξ and a statistical measure s at a time point ti it is tested
whether ξ.s(ti−1) = ξ.s(ti) at a confidence level α. The test is applied
upon the subset of data Di accumulated between ti−1 and ti, so that the
null hypothesis means that Di−1 is drawn from the same population as
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Di, where Di−1 and Di have an empty intersection by definition. Then,
for a pattern ξ an alert is raised for each time point ti at which the null
hypothesis is rejected.
Example. Let sup(ti−1) = 0.1825 be the support of pattern ξ at time
point ti−1, i.e. over dataset Di−1. Let the number of sessions in Di that
support the pattern be 608 (successes) upon a total of 2914 sessions in
Di. We test the null hypothesis H0 that the support of ξ has not changed
significantly:

H0 : ξ.supi−1 = ξ.supi

H1 : ξ.supi−1 6= ξ.supi

At α = 0.01, the confidence interval ranges from 0.1896 to 0.2287. Since
the true support value at time point ti−1 is smaller than the lower bound-
ary of the confidence interval we reject H0 and state that the support has
changed significantly from time point ti−1 to time point ti.

These tests are applied to the set of all patterns that appear in a
given period. All significant pattern changes are additionally checked for
their temporal dimension, i.e., whether they are only of temporary nature.
We differentiate between two cases, (a) the value of the statistic returns
immediately to its previous level, and (b) the value remains stable at the
new level for at least one more period. For this purpose, we again use
the binomial test and check if there is a significant change in period ti+1

annulling the change in period ti. If so, the second change is not reported
to the user because it only represents the return of the measure to its
actual level. Instead, the significant pattern change is marked as a core
alert which may be used as an indicator for a beginning concept drift.

2.3 Heuristics for Detecting Interesting Pattern Changes

As opposed to the change detector, the heuristics are used to track changes
to the statistics of patterns starting at the time point at which they have
emerged for the first time, even if they are not continuously in the rule
base. Therefore, they can reveal potentially interesting changes also for
those patterns that do not satisfy the thresholds given in the mining query
in a particular period. Since the change detector is only aware of patterns
that are present in the rule base, this property may be of particular in-
terest to the analyst.

Occurrence-based Grouping. Patterns observed in a particular pe-
riod reflect the properties of the underlying dataset within this specific
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time interval. On the other hand, patterns that are present in each pe-
riod reflect (part of) the invariant properties of the population. If such
patterns change this may be of particular interest to the user.

We, therefore, group rules with respect to their stability over time and
use the term occurrence to denote the proportion of periods in which the
rule is present, i.e., the percentage of time points in which its statistics
exceeded the threshold values specified in the mining query. In particular,
let f be the frequency of appearance of a pattern, defined as the ratio of
time points at which the observed statistic measure exceeds the threshold
specified by the domain expert. The range of f is [0, 1], which we partition
into the intervals IL = [0, 0.5), IM := [0.5, 0.75), IH := [0.75, 0.9), IH+ :=
[0.9, 1) and Ipermanent := [1, 1]. Alternatively, Ipermanent can be set to
[0.9, 1] for large values of n, i.e. for a large number of discrete time points.
Then, we label a pattern ξ as L, M , H, H+ or permanent according to
the interval at which f(ξ) belongs. Patterns labeled as H or H+ are
characterized as frequent patterns, whereas L and M form the set of
temporary patterns.

Then, for a pattern ξ an alert is raised for each time point ti at which
the pattern changes the group it belongs to. Certainly, in order to assess
the reliability of patterns, a sufficiently long training phase has to be
passed through before meaningful group changes can be observed; in the
short run, this approach will be very sensitive to patterns that vanish or
emerge.

As already mentioned above, one important peculiarity of this ap-
proach is that it can identify many significant rule changes which cannot
be observed by significance tests. This is caused by the fact that this
method will raise an alert when a rule appears/vanishes in/from the rule
base. In such cases, changes to the statistics of a rule will usually be
significant. However, if a pattern disappears from the rule base its time
series is interrupted and a significance test cannot be applied.1

Corridor-based Heuristic. For this heuristic, we define a corridor
around the time series of a pattern. A corridor is an interval of values
which is dynamically adjusted at each time point to reflect the range of
values encountered so far. In particular, for a pattern ξ and a statistic
measure s, we compute the mean mi and standard deviation stddevi of
the values {ξ.s(tj)|j = 0, . . . , i}. The corridor at time point ti is defined
as the interval I(ti) := [mi−stddevi,mi +stddevi], having a width of one
1 One possible way to bypass this problem is to use the pattern monitor proposed in

[6] which computes the statistics of a rule directly from the underlying dataset.
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standard deviation in each direction of the mean. Then, for pattern ξ an
alert is raised for each time point ti at which the value of the time series
is outside the corridor I(ti).

The corridor-based heuristic takes account of the values already en-
countered for a given pattern. It is insensitive to oscillations of the time
series around the threshold value used to discover rules. However, it is
sensitive to changes that depart from past values but still remain in the
interval, and it can only be defined reasonably for late time points: at
time point t1, a pattern change is most likely to be signaled because the
mean and the standard deviation are not well-defined. Thus, the corridor-
based heuristic is more appropriate for a retrospective study of the data;
for a progressive study, a sufficient number of mining sessions must be
performed first. As in the case of the occurrence-based grouping of pat-
terns, this approach may also identify significant changes which cannot
be covered by significance tests because corridor violations are tracked
starting in the first period a pattern is visible. Therefore, an alert may
also be raised when the pattern has disappeared from the rule base. How-
ever, such changes may be important for the user, e.g. if the reason for
the disappearance is of interest.

Interval-Based Heuristic. For this heuristic, we partition the range
of values of the time series into intervals of equal width. In particular, we
consider the interval [τ,M ], where M is the maximum permissible value
per definition of the statistical measure under observation (e.g. support),
while τ can be either a threshold provided by the application expert or
the minimum permissible value per definition of the statistical measure.
This range is partitioned into k equal subintervals. Then, for pattern ξ an
alert is raised for each time point ti at which the value of the time series
is in a different interval than for ti−1.
Example. Consider a time series on rule support and a pattern ξ, whose
time series on support we denote as ξ.sup(ti), i = 0, . . . , n. Further, as-
sume that k = 4, i.e. the range should be split into four intervals. Then,
the range is [τsup, 1], where τsup is the support threshold specified in as-
sociation rules’ discovery.2 For τsup = 0.2, we would have four intervals,
namely I1 = [0.2, 0.4), I2 = [0.4, 0.6), I3 = [0.6, 0.8) and I4 = [0.8, 1]. A
pattern change is signaled for ξ at each ti, i ≥ 1 such that

ξ.sup(ti) ∈ Ij ∧ ξ.sup(ti−1) ∈ Ij′ ∧ Ij 6= Ij′ .

2 This threshold is part of the query in the signature of a rule.
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2.4 Identifying Atomic Changes

The change detector returns at each time point ti the set of all patterns,
whose observed statistic measure has changed with respect to the previous
period. Normally, this set will be large, and some of the patterns may be
correlated because they overlap in content. In such cases, it is likely that
their changes are due to the same drift in the population. Therefore,
we try to identify a minimal set of patterns that caused all change. For
this purpose, we consider the components of each pattern, assuming that
if a pattern change has occurred, it may be traced back to changes of
the statistics of its components. We use the term atomic change for a
change in a pattern which has no components that has itself experienced
a change.

According to a rule’s signature in Sec. 2.1, a rule has a body and a
head. We observe them together as components of a pattern ξ that corre-
sponds to the rule’s itemset. If a pattern change on ξ is reported at time
point ti, it may be due to a change of one or more of its components.
Therefore, at time point ti we consider all combinations of the elements
e1, . . . , elength(ξ) constituting ξ, i.e. c(ξ) :=

∑length(ξ)−1
j=1

(length(ξ)
j

)
com-

ponents, excluding ξ itself. The following algorithm is used to attribute
support changes of a rule to the support changes of its components:

Let d be the detector used to raise alerts for changes in patterns.
Let Ξ be the collection of patterns, for which an alert has been
raised by d.
We order the patterns in Ξ by length, keeping longer patterns
first. Then, for each ξ ∈ Ξ

1. For each component ζ of ξ with length length(ξ)− 1:
2. If ζ is in Ξ

then we mark ξ as “removed” and break the loop
else we continue with the next component.

Undeleted patterns in Ξ are presented to the application expert. The
algorithm assumes the base characteristic of association rules, namely
that if a rule is frequent, then all its components are also frequent. Hence,
for each pattern in the rule base produced at each time point ti, all its sub
patterns are also in the rule base. Since the detector considers all time
series, any pattern that has experienced a change at ti is placed in Ξ,
independently of its components. Thus, if a component of a pattern ξ is
found in Ξ, we attribute the change of ξ to it and ignore ξ thereafter. Since
the algorithm moves progressively towards smaller patterns, a component
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that was found to be responsible for a change in a pattern may itself be
removed.

2.5 Architecture of PAM

Technically spoken, PAM encapsulates one or more data mining algo-
rithms and a database back-end that stores data and mining results. The
general structure of a PAM instance is depicted in Fig. 1. The core of

Algorithms
Mining

External
Data
Sources

Flat Files

RDBMSs

RulesData

PAM Core

RDBMS

Results

Data
Rules
Queries

Figure 1. General structure of a PAM instance.

PAM implements the change detectors and heuristics described in the
previous paragraphs. When incorporating new data, e.g. the transactions
of a new period, these algorithms are used to identify interesting pattern
changes. The core offers interfaces to external data sources like databases
or flat files. In the database back-end not only the rules discovered by the
different mining algorithms are stored, but also the (transaction) data.
For example, in order to conduct significance tests it is sometimes neces-
sary to access the base data. Mining results are stored according to the
GRM which has been transformed into a relational schema. At present,
any mining algorithm implemented in the Java programming language
can be used within PAM.

3 Experiments

For the experiments, we used the log file of a web-server hosting a non-
commercial web site, spanning a period of 8 months in total. All pages
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on the server have been mapped to a concept hierarchy reflecting the
purpose of the respective page. The sessionized log file has been splitted
on a monthly basis, and association rules showing the different concepts
accessed within the same user session have been discovered. In the mining
step, we applied the association rule miner of the WEKA tools [25] using
minimum support of 2.5% and minimum confidence of 80%.

Tab. 1 gives a general overview on the evolution of the number of
page accesses, sessions, frequent single items and rules found in the re-
spective periods. The last three columns give the number of rules that
have emerged, remained in the rule base, or disappeared from one period
to the next. The first period corresponds to the month October. It can

period # accesses # sessions # freq. items # rules # new # old # disapp.

1 8335 2547 20 22 22 – –
2 9012 2600 20 39 27 12 10
3 6008 1799 20 26 13 13 26
4 4188 1222 21 24 12 12 14
5 9488 2914 20 14 1 13 11
6 8927 2736 20 15 6 9 5
7 7401 2282 20 13 5 8 7
8 9210 3014 20 11 3 8 5

Table 1. General overview on the dataset.

be seen that in periods 3 and 4 (December and January) the site was
visited less frequently than in other periods, although the number of dis-
covered rules remains comparably high. The number of frequent single
items is rather invariant, whereas the number of rules falls, especially in
the second half of the analysis.

In order to assess the stability of the rules found, we grouped them
according to their occurrence, i.e., the share of periods in which they were
present (Tab. 2). In total, there were 58 distinct rules but only 11 rules
are frequent according to the definition in Sec. 2.3, i.e. were present in at
least 6 periods. Due to the large proportion of rules which appear only
once or twice, there are strong changes to the mining results even for
adjacent periods, especially in the first half of the analysis (cf. Tab. 1).

3.1 Applying Significance Tests and Heuristics

All experiments are solely based on the support of rules, i.e., in order
to determine and assess rule changes only the support of a pattern was
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# periods present # rules share

8 3 100.0
7 4 87.5
6 4 75.0
5 2 62.5
4 2 50.0
3 6 37.5
2 15 25.0
1 22 12.5

Table 2. Rules grouped by occurrence.

analyzed. However, when analyzing changes to the confidence of a rule
the same methodology can be used. As pointed out in Sec. 2.2, we differ-
entiate between short and long-term changes to the statistics of rules. For
simplicity, we considered only two different scenarios in the experiments,
either the value returns immediately to its previous level, or it remains
the same for at least one more period (core alert).

The significance tests were applied to all cases throughout the entire
case study.3 In total, we observed 164 cases in 8 periods, from which 142
cases were checked for significance.4 17 support changes turned out to
be also significant, from which 4 changes were core alerts. Tab. 3 shows
the results of the significance tests and the results of the occurrence-
based grouping and the corridor-based approach.5 In the second column

approach # changes # significant # core alerts

change detector 142 17 4
occurrence-based grouping 49 12 3
corridor-based heuristic 107 32 6

Table 3. Results of the different approaches.

the number of raised alerts is given. Obviously, the number of alerts is
even greater than the number of cases to which the change detector was

3 The term case refers to the appearance of one rule in one period.
4 Cases from the first period cannot be checked for significance.
5 For the interval-based heuristic we determined only one interesting change. It turned

out that the support values of the rules were too small and that a large number of
intervals would have been necessary to get useful results. We therefore decided to
skip this approach.
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applied. We noticed that the intersection of changes identified by one
of the heuristics and the total number of cases throughout the analysis
amounted only to 33. This complies with our assumption from Sec. 2.3
that the heuristics also reveal interesting changes for patterns that are
invisible at the moment. Therefore, the change detector should be used
in conjunction with at least one of the heuristics.

As described in Sec. 2.3, the heuristics may be used only after a suf-
ficiently long training period. Due to the limited number of periods, we
used the first 4 periods as a training phase and observed group changes
only for the remaining periods. Fig. 2 shows examples of applying the
occurrence-based grouping of patterns and a time series of the corridor-
based heuristic. In the left figure, the horizontal lines at 0.5, 0.75 and
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Figure 2. Examples of occurrences and corridors.

0.9 represent the borders of the different groups of relative occurrence.
In the first period the pattern is present (occurrence = 1), in the second
period the pattern disappears and the occurrence drops to 0.5. However,
since the training phase is not yet finished we do not observe a group
change. In the remaining periods, the pattern is present and the occur-
rence grows, except for period 8 in which the pattern again disappears.
In the other figure, it is shown how the corridor reacts on the changing
support. In periods 5 and 7 we observe corridor violations. Although the
support value for the last period is also outside the corridor no alert is
raised. Instead, the alert in period 7 is marked as a core alert which may
signal a beginning concept drift.

In summary, there were basically two different results: on the one
hand, we had a small number of permanent patterns which changed only
slightly throughout the analysis. On the other hand, there were many
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temporary patterns, especially in the first half of the analysis, which
changed almost permanently. For example, it turned out that rules which
were present in only 2 periods were responsible for 31 corridor violations,
whereas the permanent patterns caused only 8 violations.

3.2 Detecting Atomic Changes

For the results of the change detector and the heuristics we decomposed
the rules and checked their itemsets for significant changes. Tab. 4 sum-
marizes the results of this analysis. Again, the number of (significant)

approach # changes # significant

change detector 59 28
occurrence-based grouping 50 21
corridor-based heuristic 143 73

corridor & interval 156 77

Table 4. Number of significant itemset changes.

changes is much larger for the heuristics. Interestingly, in this case it
seems sufficient to use only the corridor approach since it reveals almost
all significant itemset changes. It can be seen that, no matter which ap-
proach is considered, only about 50% of the itemsets in a pattern that
changed significantly also show significant changes.

4 Conclusions

In this article, we introduced PAM, an automated pattern monitor, which
was used to observe changes in web usage patterns. PAM is based on a
temporal rule model which consists of both the content of a pattern and
the statistical measures captured for the pattern. Moreover, we described
heuristics to identify not only significant but also interesting rule changes
which take different aspects of pattern reliability into account. We argue
that concept drift as the initiator of pattern change often manifests itself
gradually over a long period of time where each of the changes may not be
significant at all. Additionally, if a pattern disappears from the rule base
it is important to know why it disappeared. We presented PAM in a case
study on web usage mining, in which association rules were discovered
that show which types of web pages tend to be viewed in the same user
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session. Our results show that PAM reveals interesting insights into the
evolution of the usage patterns

Challenging directions for future work include the application of the
methodology to the specific needs of streaming data, and the identifica-
tion of interdependencies between rules from different data partitions. In
this scenario, each partition constitutes a transaction in each of which
a number of items (rules) appear. These transactions can then be ana-
lyzed to discover periodicities of pattern occurrence and/or relationships
between specific rules.

Acknowledgements: Many thanks to Gerrit Riessen for his helpful advice.
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Abstract. One of the gaps that has to be filled for the fully deployment of web 
activities is a closer human relationship with the user. This lack can only be 
dealt with understanding user online actions, which will make proactive and 
autonomous web behavior possible. In order to find out what navigators 
behavior looks like it is crucial to understand the semantics underlying their 
clicks. Being aware of current navigation patterns is not always enough. 
Knowledge about user objectives and session goals can be discovered from the 
information collected and tracked by web clicks. Nevertheless, information on 
these clicks has to be enriched with semantics if user behavior understanding is 
the ultimate goal. This paper presents an approach that provides an estimation 
of the end result of a user navigation in terms of site goals achievements. Once 
clickstream information has been enriched we propose to apply a method based 
on discriminant analysis in order to obtain two different results: (i) the relevant 
factors that contribute most to the success of a session and (ii) a statistical 
classification method to estimate the result of an ongoing session. In order to 
carry out this proposal, we also present the design of an agent-based 
architecture in which the role of each agent is deeply analyzed. 

1. Introduction and related works 

The Web is not only a technology to connect computers; it is also a new way of 
communication, cheaper and with greater location independency than the traditional 
one. This explains the amazing number of organizations that during the last decade 
have started their traditional activities in the Internet, designing and implementing 
web sites to interact with their customers.  
It is possible to say that the web is becoming one of the main communication 
channels for any kind of transaction, being commerce obviously one of its main uses. 
However, web-based activities loose direct contact with clients and, therefore, fail to 
achieve many of the features that enable small businesses to develop a warm human 
relationship with customers. This must not be understood as if those features cannot 
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be translated onto the web. In this sense, it is important to say that many enterprises 
have been very worried about getting hold of the identity of the navigator. In the 
traditional way of making business, a good CRM means providing a user with the 
right product at the right moment. What is important is not the identity of the user but 
his or her likes and dislikes, his or her preferences, the way he or she behaves. Thus, 
trying to have a good e-CRM, the behavior of the user has to be analyzed and for 
doing so the only available data are the clickstream. In this sense, most of enterprises 
are investing great amounts of money establishing mechanisms to discover internet’s 
user behavior. 

 
Based on data mining techniques many approaches [9,16,21,23,25,29,31,34,35,38] 
have been proposed for tracking and analyzing clickstream data in order to obtain 
most frequent paths. Most of them calculate user profiles taking this information into 
account. Nonetheless, just knowing most frequent patterns is not enough; it is of vital 
importance to combine this information with company goals with the intention of 
making this process more profitable for web site sponsors.  
Consequently, the challenge is to get, analyze and understand the behavior of every 
user that connects to the web site in order to improve information on the webhouse, 
make better decisions and take action. Based on annotations and ontologies, several 
methods and approaches have been proposed in order to take these site semantics into 
account [13, 26, 5, 17, 36, 19, 10, 33, 6]. A framework for web personalization that 
integrates domain ontologies and usage patterns is presented in [13]. Semantic 
information could be obtained from textual content included in the site or using 
conceptual hierarchies based on services [7]. An approach that takes into account 
associated information goals inferred from particular patterns and from information 
scent associated to linked pages is proposed in [11]. In [33] a site’s pages are 
classified according to their function: action and target pages. On the other hand, in 
[26] user actions are represented based on an ontology’s taxonomy. URL’s are 
mapped to applications events depending on what they represent (actions or content).  

 
In [20] we propose an algorithm that takes into account both the information of the 
server logs and the business goals improving traditional web analysis. In this 
algorithm, however, the value of the links is statically assigned. Although this 
approach is useful for finding the value of the path the user has taken, this value 
depends on the value of the links. In this paper, we propose a method based on 
discriminant analysis that makes it possible to establish factors that are relevant for 
determining the success or failure of a session with respect to business goals. Then 
based on these factors and applying a statistical classification method we provide the 
site administrator with a predictive model to estimate the result of an on-going 
session.  
Considering that we can have dynamic pages, the algorithm does not take the page or 
link the user has visited as parameters. It takes instead certain concepts (e.g., factors, 
actions) extracted from them that are interesting for the site.  
The key point in these approaches is how company goals are translated into 
parameters and values to be automatically managed during web server performance. 
These values are required to be able to predict the most valuable (in terms of the site 
goal) ongoing sessions. The different paths themselves are not the focus – what is 
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important is to discover, given a visited sequence of pages, the final result of the 
session and we propose to estimate this result based not on the pages the user has 
visited but on the semantics underlying these pages. 
The point here to be emphasized is that the proposed approach is very effective as we 
are dealing with a predictive algorithm whose model though it has been calculated 
off-line by analyzing past sessions, needs to be online to be applied. The predictive 
model not only estimates the result of the session but also identifies the relevant 
factors that make a session successful. With these values, we provide the site 
administrator with enhanced information to find out which action should be 
performed next in order to provide the best service to navigators and to be more 
competitive. This information can be applied as an important parameter for web 
server load balancing, priority scheduling or even web server acceptance. Many other 
performance and tuning parameters can be affected by this goal-oriented analysis. 

 
In spite of the huge volume of data stored in the web, the relationship between user 
navigation data and site effectiveness, in terms of site goals when trying to design 
“good pages” from the site users’ point of view, is still difficult to understand. Several 
approaches, models and measures [8, 34, 3, 15, 22] have been proposed in order to 
evaluate and improve the success of web sites. Decision-making criteria related to 
design and content of web sites are needed so that user behavior matches the 
objectives and expectations of web site owners.  
 
We propose to analyze how well a user’s navigation fits company aims, how accurate 
web site content reflects company’s purposes and how much web site structure 
contributes to achieve company’s goals. In order to carry out this proposal, we 
introduce in this paper an architecture based on software agents. Taking into account 
that software agents exhibit a degree of autonomous behavior and attempt to act 
intelligently on behalf of the user for whom they are working [27, 25], web agents 
included in the architecture deal with all tasks of the proposed method.  

 
In web domain, software agents have been used with several purposes: filtering, 
retrieval, recommending, categorizing and collaborating. Several systems based on 
filtering and searching agents have been proposed in order to assist site’s users [12, 
14, 30, 37].  
 
Based on knowledge represented by multiple ontologies in [28] agents and services 
are defined in order to support navigation in a conference-schedule domain. ARCH 
(Adaptive Retrieval based on Concept Hierarchies) [32] helps the user in expressing 
an effective search query, using domain concept hierarchies. 
 
Most of these systems have been  designed as user-side agents to assist users to carry 
out different kinds of tasks. The agent-based architecture proposed in this paper has 
been designed taking into account the business point of view. Agents, in our approach 
could be considered as business-side agents. 
 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the way web 
logs have to be enriched in order to extract the semantics that we need. In section 3 
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the proposed methodology to calculate relevant factors and consequently estimate the 
result of the session is further explained. Section 4 describes the agent architecture 
defined for the deployment of the method analyzed in the previous section. Section 5 
presents the experimental results obtained from applying the method. Section 6 
presents the conclusions as well as suggestions for further research.  

2. Preliminaries of the methodology 

Due to different points of view, organizations can define different business goals.  For 
example, the marketing department could be interested in the attractiveness and ease 
of use of the web site for the user and the department in charge of the design of the 
pages could be only interested in page design. In contrast, the sales department will be 
interested in the user buying some products. In order to capture this information, we 
assume that pages have been enriched with semantic information related both to the 
content (as already proposed in [6]) and to the business goals. In this paper we 
estimate, for each goal and for each viewpoint, the result of an ongoing session. In 
order to do so we assume that we already have information on past sessions and that 
these sessions have been already classified as success or failure sessions (a set of 
sessions is chosen as training set and classified by an expert). Then, based on this 
information we compute the end result of the session by means of a predictive 
algorithm that estimates the importance of visiting certain pages.  
In fact, the algorithm will not only take into account the url of the page itself but the 
semantics underlying such a page. In order for this to be possible, information on 
pages has to be enriched with information both related to the semantics of the page, 
from the point of view of its content, and to the business goals. 

 
Let Goals = {g1, g2, …,gs} represent the goals of a company  in a particular moment. 
Let Viewpoints = {v1, v2, …,vn} represent different point of views (e.g., marketing, 
sales). 
Let wjj be the function that assigns weights to each goal, where i represents the ith 
viewpoint and j the jth goal. We assume that weights are going to be assigned to 
different goals depending on the viewpoint.  
As this function is a weight function, it has the following properties: 

 0 ≤ wij= w (gi, vj) ≤ 1 where gi. ∈  Goals and vj ∈ Viewpoints 
  

1=
∈
∑
Goalsi

ijw
     

Table 1 shows an example of possible weight assignment.  
 

  Viewpoints  
Goals Marketing Sales Design 
Top of Mind  0.7 0,1 .05 
Awards 0.1 0,05 0.9 
High sales 0.2 0.85 0.05 
Total 1 1 1 

Table 1: Possible weight assignment 
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Let Ω = {α1 ,…,αm} be the set of pages of a web site. This set includes all pages that 
can be dynamically generated. 
We propose to assign semantics to each page. The approach has no problem with 
dynamic pages as the semantics is assigned to them when they are generated (it is not 
related to the url itself but to the content). According to Berendt [4], based on 
ontologies, an analyst can use several abstract criteria to order pages or groups of 
pages. In this sense, it is possible to have different ontologies associated to different 
points of view and business goals. We could also use content-based, service-based 
hierarchies [7] or domain knowledge contained in the site [13]. 
In our case, for each site and for each particular viewpoint we define the set of 
semantics (actions and/or contents) that are relevant to be studied by the site. Notice 
that this set of semantics can be modified along the site life depending on the things 
that are relevant to be analysed at each moment. According to this information, 
ontologies are defined.  
Nevertheless, in this paper we are not concerned about how the ontology is created 
and maintained but about the way we use this information to obtain a predictive 
model that, using the semantics of the pages, can compute the value of an ongoing 
session. We will use a granular approach so that the value of a session can be 
estimated taking into account the semantics of each of the visited pages.  
 
Once the logs have been enriched, sessions are classified as success or failure so that 
two tables, Enriched session and Results, are obtained. In order to do so, a training set 
of sessions is chosen and they are classified according to an expert, so that the result 
of the session is obtained. The same expert decides the relevant concepts (extracted 
from the ontologies)  to enrich each session.  
As a consequence, in the enriched session table, each tuple contains, apart from the 
session identifier, the concepts that are taken into account (i.e., information related to 
action, contents, design of the pages). For each piece of information taken into 
account, the session can only take values 0 or 1 to specify whether that action 
happened during the session or not. As we have already mentioned, this is a granular 
approach that takes into account relevant actions or behaviours at the site rather than 
in individual pages.  
On the other hand, it is also necessary to obtain a Results table that contains 
information related to the success or failure of each session from each point of view 
considered. This is innovative in the sense that the proposed algorithm will not only 
extract relevant concepts for the site but relevant concepts of the site depending on the 
viewpoint considered. This way, for each session and for each goal we will have a 
measure of how successful the session happened to be. Once this information is 
available, the proposed analysis is performed for each viewpoint and for each goal. 
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3. Proposed Methodology: Predicting an ongoing session success or 
failure 

For each pair (viewpoint, goal), a table is generated in which the attributes contain 
semantics extracted from the pages that can be visited during a session. The value of 
each attribute for each session will be 1 if the action took place in that session, or 0 
otherwise. The last column of the table specifies, according to an expert, if the session 
was a success or a failure for a particular (viewpoint, goal) pair. This table is directly 
obtained from combining the enriched session with the results tables described above. 
In a second step, we applied the stepwise multivariate predictive model to two sets of 
sessions  designated as successful and failure n1 and n2 , respectively. The basic 
strategy in discriminant analysis is to define a linear combination of the dependent 
attributes in our case representing semantic actions or concepts s1,s2, ...,st. So the 
equation will have the form:  

L= v1s1+ v2s2 +...,+ vtst. 
Once this equation is obtained, the success or failure of a session will be established 
on the basis of the value of  L obtained for that session.  





<
≥

predicted is failuresession  se  0
 predicted is successsession  0

L
L

If
 

Discriminant analysis is useful in finding the most relevant semantic concepts. In each 
step of the stepwise discriminant technique the importance of each attribute included 
can be studied. This is important not only because we will have the equation to 
estimate the value of a session in the future but also because the method provides the 
analyst with a criteria to understand which actions are most relevant for the success of 
a session from each viewpoint. The computation of the discriminant function has been 
done according to [18, 2, 1, 24] 
The model estimates the coefficients (values) of each attribute considered (semantic) 
for each pair of goals and viewpoint considered. 
 
From this result it is possible to establish the relationship between semantics and the 
result of the session. Those coefficients with higher positive value are associated with 
sessions ending successfully and those taking negative values are associated with 
failure sessions. So it would be desirable that pages visited by users in their sessions 
have semantics related to these coefficients associated with them.  
So the innovative aspect of the proposed approach has to do with both  the predictive 
model and the measure used to establish concepts or actions that happen during a 
session to make it successful from a certain site viewpoint. Notice that the number of 
relevant concepts (N1) will be much less than the number of pages N (N1<<N) in a 
web site, so that the problem of analyzing user session decreases in complexity, 
improving the performance of the methods used to analyze them.  
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4. Architecture Overview 

In order to deploy the methodology described above, it is necessary to define a global 
architecture, including the modules that deal with the method tasks. The main tasks 
are: 

1. Preprocessing: The result of this task is the Enriched Sessions table. 
2. Classification: The result of this task is the Results table. 
3. Usage of the predictive model. 
4. Refining stage: This task adjusts the model to new results. 

 
Web Mining tasks have been often implemented by agents. The agent paradigm offers 
desirable features such as autonomy, that is, the ability of acting itself and on behalf 
of others and proactivity, that is, the ability of acting in anticipation of future 
problems, needs or changes. These characteristics are very suitable in the scenario 
described in previous sections because of its dynamic idiosynchrasy. 
 
Thus, a multiagent architecture is proposed, which is composed of three different 
layers: 

1. Semantic Layer: This layer contains agents related to the logic of the 
algorithm or method used in the ongoing session value estimation. 

2. Optimization/Decision Layer: This layer contains agents responsible for 
optimizing or taking decisions depending on the estimated value. 

3. Services Provider Layer: This layer contains agents that provide several 
services to the rest of the agents. These services are generic and useful tasks, 
which are independent of the other layers and offer an interface, which may 
be used by any agent who asks for a service. 

Semantic Layer 

This level is fed directly by the session value estimation implementation. The agents 
of this layer deal with the concepts value estimation and its usage in the following 
sessions. This layer is a multiagent subsystem composed of different specialized 
agents. They are: 

• Preprocessing agents: These agents are responsible for enriching the 
sessions. 

• Classification agents: Although the classification of a session as success or 
failure is made according to an expert, it is possible to automate this task, 
through the usage of previous classifications and expert knowledge. 

• Estimation agents: These agents apply the stepwise multivariate predictive 
model. In a first phase, this operation is made offline. Nevertheless, the 
algorithm must be applied online in current web usage data to estimate the 
result of a session. 

• Refining agents: If the prediction of the used model is not successful, it is 
necessary to refine the algorithm with new information. This kind of agents 
must communicate with the estimation agents in order to inform them about 
the changes. 
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As we can see, using agents in the semantic layer provides dynamism to the algorithm 
deployment. 

Optimization/Decision-making Layer 

This layer includes agents that make decisions or optimize depending on the 
information supplied by the semantic layer. Although it is possible to build other kind 
of agents, we have defined the following agents with the aim of optimizing the 
accesses and personalizing usage of the web: 

• Prefetching agents: These agents prefetch most probably next visited web 
pages, depending on the session value, that is, giving priority to the sessions 
with a higher value. In this way, the web session load is more efficient and 
the user feels more comfortable with the web site. 

• Adaptive agent: These agents are responsible for building offers adapted to 
the preferences of the users. These offers may show as popups or web pages. 
Any other kind of personalization may be added to the logic of these agents. 

Services Provider Layer 

This level includes generic services used for assisting other layers agents. These 
agents are: 

• Data retrieval agents: These agents goal is to retrieve data from different 
information sources. These sources are heterogeneous (i.e., databases, files) 
and they have different types of information and access requirements. 
Therefore, these agents may delegate on specialized agents for different 
sources. 

• Locator agents: These agents aim to connect and communicate an agent with 
another one. For finding a given agent, the locator agents use its category, 
that is, the type of agent. If there are no available agents of this type, the 
system launches a new agent for serving this request. 

It is possible to add more services, implementing the corresponding agent and 
defining an interface with the rest of the architecture. 
Figure 1 represents the three layers of the proposed architecture and their 
relationships. Notice that there are  both internal and external relationships among 
different kinds of agents. The different information sources are also shown in the 
graphic. 
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Fig. 1:  Web-behavior agent-based architecture layers 

5. Case Study - Experimental Results 

In order to validate the proposed approach we have applied it to an e-commerce site 
with 2500 pages. We have preprocessed the log data from accesses to the server 
during a period of one month. After filtering out irrelevant entries, the data were 
segmented into 38058 sessions. We considered 20 goals, five points of view and 94 
semantic actions.  We are dealing with an online shop in which a set of historical 
sessions has been given that have been classified according to different viewpoints. 
As an example of these different viewpoints, the success criteria for one department 
(marketing) is that the user acquires a product while for another department (sales) the 
success criteria is given by the amount of benefit of the visit (amount sold).   
The main goal of the analysis is to estimate the result of a session. Additional benefits 
of the proposed approach are:  

 Establishment of the concepts or actions behind the visited pages (semantics) 
that are more relevant for the success of a session (i.e., those that contribute 
most to the site achievement of goals).  

 To provide on-line information to automatically make decisions on what 
motivates the user (e.g., automatic precatching, online offers and discounts). 

For each goal and viewpoint of the site, the value of each concept has been 
established and the results shown in table 2 have been obtained. Notice that it is a 
good model as it predicts the 93,3% of the successful sessions and the 82,2% of the 
failure sessions.  
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  Predicted 
Observed Success failure 
Success 93,3 6,7 
failure 17,8 82,2 

 
Table 2: Summary discriminant table 

 
The results for different viewpoints and goals considered in the experimental results 
are shown in table 3.  

Viewpoint 
  1    2    

GOAL  Predicted    Predicted    

1 Observed Success Failure Total Observed Success Failure Total Observed 

 success 93,3 6,7 100 Success 94,5 5,5 100 success 

 Failure 17,8 82,2 100 Failure 14,3 85,7 100 Failure 

  Predicted    Predicted    

2 Observed Success Failure Total Observed Success Failure Total Observed 

 success 85,4 14,6 100 success 87,7 12,3 100 success 

 Failure 12,5 87,5 100 Failure 14,6 85,4 100 Failure 

  Predicted    Predicted    

 
Table 3 : Sample of Summary tables 

 
The discriminant function obtained was:  

 
L=0,431 s1+,0,99 s1+  0 ,126 s2 + 0,751s3- 0,444 s4- 0,107 s5+0,119 s6+0,742 s7+ 0,306s8  
 
The proposed analysis made it possible to establish the relevant factors to take into 
account when analyzing sessions. Eight relevant concepts to estimate session results 
were obtained from the 94 initial number of concepts.   
In Figure 2, it is shown (Table 2) that most of the sessions were successfully 
classified. The in-depth analysis of the wrong classified sessions (Figure 3) helped the 
site sponsor recognize market niches. Note that it is more difficult to describe the 
wrongly classified examples as they are found in the edges.  
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In  83% of the combinations of goals and viewpoints the number of relevant concepts  
able to classify a session was 20 % or less of the 94 initial concepts.  
Finally, when goals were weighted according to each point of view taken into 
account, an aggregate perception of all goals was obtained for each point of view (i.e., 
the same session was successful for the Department of Marketing but not for the Sales 
Department).  

6. Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented an approach based on discriminant analysis that helps 
establish semantic factors (e.g., actions, elements) that are relevant for the success of 
a session. The methodology is also useful for classifying on-going sessions so that 
actions can be taken to motivate the user to stay longer in the site or to leave it. An 
innovative aspect of the approach is that the  semantics of the pages is established 
according to different goals and viewpoints so that the analysis can be done according 
to different criteria. Besides, an agent-based architecture has been defined with the 
aim of providing dynamism to method deployment. The proposed approach has been 
applied to an e-commerce site and the results not only helped establish on-line 
discounts and offers to visitors but also helped the site sponsors discover some 
market-niches.  
New challenges and future research directions address the problem of classifying 
sessions as success or failure and of having a measure of such success or failure. We 
are also working on a mechanism to automate this task. On the other hand, we are 
also analyzing how the sequence of events can be determinant in the success of the 
session. These open issues could be developed and addressed by multiple alternatives 
and the forecoming work on this approach will present them. 
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Abstract. Recommender systems help users to find objects or documents on web
sites. In many cases it is not easy to know in advance by whom and for what pur-
pose a web site will be used. This makes it difficult for many applications to define
adequate recommendations in advance. Therefore recommendations are typically
generated dynamically. Recommendations are based on analysis of user data (so-
cial filtering) or content (content-based) or a mixture of these. Current methods
optimise the quality of recommended objects (e.g. the probability that it is the
target of the user, or the estimated interestingness). Even with recommendations,
many steps are often needed to locate the desired information. This changes the
task to what we call “sequential recommending”: a series of recommendations in
which the user indicates his preference, leading to a target object. Here we argue
that in sequential recommending a series of normal, “greedy”, recommendings is
not always the strategy that minimises the number of steps in the search. Greedy
sequential recommending conflicts with the need to explore the entire space and
may lead to recommending series that require more steps (mouse clicks) from the
user than necessary. We illustrate this with an example, analyse when this is so
and outline a more efficient recommendation method.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems typically recommend one or more objects that appear to be the
most interesting for the current user (e.g. [2–6, 12]). These systems take information
about the current context (documents, screens, actions) that were selected by the user
and use this to recommend further objects. In practice, many recommending tasks need
more than one recommendation step. For example searching for information in an in-
teractive information system typically takes a number of steps. Even if the information
system provides recommendations at each step, a number of steps will be needed. This
has consequences for the recommending task and the applicable methods. During the
interaction, the recommender acquires information about the users goal. This informa-
tion can be used to generate better recommendings than can be found from the direct
context alone. We shall call recommending in which the recommender presents objects
it predicts to be the target or closest to the target greedy recommending. If it takes infor-
mation about the user (like the interaction history) into account we call it user-adaptive
greedy recommending. If recommending takes place over a series of interaction steps
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that ends with finding a target object, we call it sequential recommending in contrast
to one-step recommending. Most recommendation methods use a form of collabora-
tive filtering (recommending objects which were targets of similar users) or content
based filtering (recommending objects which are similar to objects which were posi-
tively evaluated before) or a combination of these techniques. In this paper we mainly
consider recommender systems which only use collaborative filtering.

In this paper we note two problems of greedy recommending. The first problem is
the inadequate exploration problem. The recommender needs data about users prefer-
ences. A recommender system generates recommendations but at the same time it has
to collect data about user preferences. Greedy recommending may have the effect that
some objects are not seen by users and therefore are not evaluated adequately. This may
prevent popular objects from being recommended. In section 3 we address this problem
and show how exploration can be integrated in a recommender system.

The second problem is that in sequential recommending settings, greedy recom-
mending may not be the most efficient method for reaching the target. In a setting in
which the user is looking for a single target object, a criterion for the quality of rec-
ommending is the number of links that needs to be traversed to reach the target. We
can view recommending as a classification task where the goal is to ‘assign’ the user to
one of the available objects in the minimal number of steps. It is intuitively clear that
“greedy sequential recommending”, presenting the most likely target objects, may not
be the optimal method. For this setting, a more efficient method is binary search: us-
ing information about the user that makes it possible to eliminate half of the candidate
target objects.

This means that to minimise the length of the path to the most interesting object
it is better to start recommending objects with a lower probability of being the user’s
target, but with a higher informational value. For example, if two operas are the most
popular objects on a site that recommends music, it may still be better to recommend
one prototypical opera and one prototypical rock song.

In section 4 we address the second problem. We propose a new strategy based on
binary search and show in an example that this strategy can under certain circumstances
improve the results of greedy recommending. The last section contains conclusions and
suggestions for further research.

2 The inadequate exploration problem

Recommenders based on “social filtering” need data about users. Unfortunately, acquir-
ing the data about user preferences interferes with the actual recommending. There is
a conflict between “exploitation” and “exploration” (e.g. [9]). In [11] we showed that
greedy recommenders might get stuck in a local optimum and never acquire the optimal
recommendation strategy. The possible paths through the site which the user can take
are determined by the provided recommendations. The user is forced to click on one of
the recommended objects even when his target object ct is not among the recommenda-
tions. The system observes which object is chosen and infers that this object was indeed
a good recommendation. It increases the chance that the same object is recommended
again in the next session and the system never discovers that ct would have been an
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even better recommendation. Objects that are recommended in the beginning will be-
come popular because they are recommended, but highly appreciated objects with a low
initial estimated appreciation might never be recommended and the system sticks with
a suboptimal recommendation strategy.

To make sure the estimation of all content objects becomes accurate it is neces-
sary to explore the entire preference space. The system always has to keep trying all
objects even if the user population is homogeneous. One way to perform this kind of
exploration, is to use a ε-greedy method [8]. Here the assumed optimal objects are rec-
ommended with probability 1-ε and a random other object with probability ε. By taking
ε small, the system can make good recommendations (exploitation), while assuring all
objects will eventually be explored. Note that this agrees with the empirical observa-
tions in [10], where it is suggested that recommendations should be reliable in the sense
that they guide the users to popular objects. But also new and unexpected objects should
be recommended to make sure that all objects are exposed to the user population.

3 Suboptimality of greedy sequential recommending

Greedy recommending may not be optimal for sequential settings. In this section we
analyse the performance of three recommending methods. To enable this analysis we
define a specific recommending setting.

3.1 Setting

Although recommending is a single term for the task of supporting users by recom-
mending objects from a large repository, there is actually a wide range of recommenda-
tion tasks. We focus on one particular recommendation setting to compare the effects of
three recommendation strategies. We keep the setting as simple as possible to show the
differences between different recommendation strategies but the arguments still hold
for more realistic situations. The setting we use has the following properties:

– The recommender recommends elements from a fixed set of content objects:
{c1, · · · , cn}.

– Every user is looking for one particular target content object, but this is not neces-
sarily the same object for each user.

– In each cycle, the system recommends exactly two content objects to the user.
– After receiving a recommendation the user indicates for one of the objects “My

target is X.” or ”X and Y are both not my target, but object X is closer to what I am
looking for than Y.”.

– If the user has found his target then the interaction stops else he receives two new
recommendations.

In this setting the main task of the recommender is to find at each step two content
objects to recommend.
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3.2 Three recommenders

We distinguish three approaches to sequential recommending:

– Non-user-adaptive recommending
– Greedy user-adaptive recommending
– Exploratory user-adaptive recommending

Since these methods rely on data about the preferences of users, an important aspect
of the recommendations task is to acquire these data. Non-user-adaptive recommender
systems only need statistical data about the user population as a whole. Methods which
adapt to individual users also need to keep track of the preferences of the current user
of the site. In the following sections we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of each of these strategies. Specifically, we specify when greedy user-adaptive recom-
mending is better than non-user-adaptive recommending and when exploratory user-
adaptive recommending is better than non-user-adaptive recommending.

The analysis uses the following scheme. At each step, the recommender presents
two objects. The user may accept one of these or may prefer one over the other, af-
ter which the recommender presents two new objects. At each presentation there is a
probability that the target was presented, resulting in 0 additional presentations. If the
user does not accept the presented objects then these are excluded and recommending is
applied to the remaining objects. In case of binary choice, we can estimate the number
of steps to the target as the amount of information:

I =
∑

i

Pi log2 Pi (1)

Here i ranges over all objects. This can be interpreted as the minimal number of bits that
is needed to identify the target. It approximates (nearly) optimal strategies and gives an
optimistic estimate for poorer strategies. The effect of presenting an object to the user
on the expected path length can be expressed as:

(Pobject1 + Pobject2) · 0 + (1 − Pobject1 − Pobject2)
∑

i

Pi log2 Pi (2)

Here the first term denotes the probability that the user accepts object 1 or 2. If
the user accepts one of the two presented objects then no more steps are needed. The
second term consists of the remaining probability and its estimated path length.

Our main point is to demonstrate that greedy recommending is not always the op-
timal method for this problem. We base the discussion on the simple case of a domain
in which objects can be scaled on a single dimension (see [1] for an overview of scal-
ing methods). One-dimensional scaling methods take a (large) number of ratings or
comparisons of objects by different persons as input and define an ordering such that
each person can be assigned a position on the scale that is consistent with his ratings
or comparisons. In our case we are dealing with comparisons acquired during earlier
recommending sessions that need to be acquired during a learning phase.

It is often not possible to construct a perfect scale. Many domains have an underly-
ing multidimensional structure. In this case a multi-dimensional scaling method can be
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applied. Here we restrict the discussion to the one-dimensional case because our goal is
just to demonstrate the principle. Once items are scaled, persons can be given a position
on the scale that corresponds to their favourite object. This means that we also obtain a
probability distribution over the scaled items.

3.3 Non-user-adaptive sequential recommending

The first recommendation strategy that we will discuss is non-user-adaptive recom-
mending. This is a greedy method that does not use information about individual users.
It recommends objects ordered by the marginal probability that the object is the target.
This strategy is often implicit in manually constructed web sites. The designer estimates
which objects are most popular and uses this estimate to order the presentation of ob-
jects to the user [7]. A recommender that uses this strategy needs data to estimate for
each object the probability that it is the target.

We can estimate the number of steps that the non-user-adaptive sequential recom-
mender needs with equation (2). For this recommender method, Pobject1 and Pobject2

are at each step the probabilities of the objects with highest marginal probability that
were not presented before.

3.4 Greedy user-adaptive sequential recommending

User-adaptive recommenders collect information about the current user during a ses-
sion and use this to generate personalised recommendations. In our setting the only
available data about the preferences of a user is a series of rejected objects and prefer-
ences that come out of interaction logs. A greedy user-adaptive recommender system
always recommends the objects with the highest probability of being the target object
given the observed preferences. If the user has indicated a preference of c1 over c2 and
c3 over c4 et cetera, a greedy user-adaptive recommender recommends ci with maximal
P (ci = target|c1 > c2 & c3 > c4 & . . .). If the preference of one object changes the
probability that the other object is the target, this strategy can reduce the expected path
length compared to non-user-adaptive recommending as illustrated by the following
example. Suppose a recommender system recommends pieces from a music database
consisting of operas and pop songs and in the first cycle the system has recommended
the opera ’La Traviata’ and the song ’Yellow Submarine’. If the user indicates that he
prefers ’La Traviata’ over ’Yellow Submarine’, it becomes more probable that the user
is looking for an opera than a pop song, even if more people ask the database for pop
songs. In the next step a user-adaptive recommender would use this information and
recommend two operas. A non-user-adaptive recommender system on the other hand
would recommend the same two objects as when the user had chosen the pop song.

This recommender method also needs data to estimate the conditional probabilities
of all objects or to predict the best object. Obviously, estimating the conditional proba-
bilities needs far more data than the marginal probabilities. Like the previous method,
this second method is greedy, because it always recommends the object with the highest
estimated conditional probability of being the target. In the example above, this means
a greedy user-adaptive recommender would recommend the two most popular operas.

For this method we get the following expression for the expected path length:
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(1 − Pbest) ·
∑

i

Pi log2 Pi − Pnext best · (
∑

i<mid

Pi log2 Pi +
∑

i>mid

Pi log2 Pi) (3)

Here mid is the point between best and next best. The difference with the previ-
ous method is that the greedy user-adaptive sequential recommending selects best and
next best on the basis of the users preferences indicated in earlier presentations instead
of (only) on the basis of marginal probabilities. This means that Pbest and Pnext best

will be higher at each step and the third term will be lower because the probabilities Pi

are likely to vary more from 0.5.

4 Exploratory sequential recommending

The third recommending method is based on the idea that sequential recommending
can be viewed as a kind of classification, the task is to assign the user to the object that
matches his interest, and is based on binary search. Exploratory sequential recommend-
ing consists of repeating the following steps until the target has been found:

1. Find a point such that the sum of probabilities objects on both sides is equal: the
“center of probability mass”.

2. Within each subset, find the object with the maximum probability of being the
target.

3. Present these to the user as recommendations.
4. The user now indicates which of the presented objects he prefers and whether he

wants to continue (if neither of the presented objects is the target).
5. If neither of the presented objects is accepted then eliminate all objects on the side

of the midpoint where the least-preferred object is located.

This is a form of standard binary search. It needs a way to eliminate the objects that are
closer to one presented object than to the other. If this is available then we get for the
expected path length the following:

(1 − Pbest) ·
∑

i

Pi log2 Pi − Psymmetrical ·
∑

i<mid

Pi log2 Pi (4)

or
(1 − Pbest) ·

∑

i

Pi log2 Pi − Psymmetrical ·
∑

i>mid

Pi log2 Pi (5)

where the choice depends on the users preference. Here symmetrical refers to the
object that is at equal distance from the center of probability mass but here the sum
ranges only over the objects that carry half the probability mass. In the last term i ranges
over either the part above or under the “center of probability mass”. This expression
clearly shows the difference with the greedy method: the first term 1 − Pbest is equal
for both methods because they both present the object with the highest probability of
being the target. The second term is on average smaller for the exploratory method
because it is the next most likely object from a subset and not from the whole set, as in
the greedy method, where Pi effectively ranges over all i.
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5 Comparison of the methods

In terms of equation 1, the methods differ in the probability that the target is presented
and in the expected length of the remaining steps. Here our goal is to demonstrate
that “greedy” methods are not optimal in the sense that they do not always lead to
recommendations that minimise the number of steps until the target is found. Intuitively,
greedy methods maximise the probability of an immediate hit and neglect the expected
length of the remaining path where non-greedy methods minimise the total expected
path length!

We illustrate this with an example. Suppose in a domain objects can be scaled per-
fectly on a single dimension. The probability distribution of objects being a target of
the user is skewed. For argument sake we take a linear function, starting with the most
popular object (highest probability) and ending with the object with the lowest proba-
bility. In this case, both the non-user-adaptive sequential recommender and the greedy
user-adaptive sequential recommender will recommend the objects starting at the high-
est marginal probability and following the scale down until the object with the smallest
marginal probability.

The exploratory sequential recommender will recommend the objects with the high-
est marginal probability but the second object will not be the second best but the one
with the lowest marginal probability! In terms of equation (1) we get the following esti-
mates for the number of items that need to be presented: Non-user-adaptive sequential
recommender:

(Pbest + Pnext best) · 0 + (1 − Pbest − Pnext best) ·
∑

Pi log2 Pi (6)

If we disregard the first term and the common part of the second term, we get:
Greedy user-adaptive sequential recommender:

(1 − Pbest) ·
∑

Pi log2 Pi − Pnext best ·
∑

Pi log2 Pi (7)

Exploratory sequential recommender:

(Pbest + Psymmetrical) · 0 + (1 − Pbest − Psymmetrical) ·
∑

Pi log2 Pi (8)

Consider what happens in the first step. The difference in expected path length after
one presentation is the difference between:

log2 Pi − Pnext best ·
∑

Pi log2 Pi (9)

and
log2 Pj − Psymmetrical ·

∑
Pj log2 Pj (10)

This shows that in qualitative terms, exploratory sequential recommender is going
to be better if Psymmetrical is larger than Pnext best and the average remaining path
length is smaller. This happens when differences in marginal probability are smaller and
the number of objects is larger. In the extreme case of a uniform distribution the non-
user-adaptive sequential recommender cannot choose between objects. The behaviour
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of the greedy user-adaptive sequential recommender and the exploratory sequential
recommender is as in the skewed-distribution example, but the probability of being the
target will be small for (best and) next best and the remaining path length term large.
The path length of the exploratory sequential recommender is likely to be smaller than
of the greedy user-adaptive sequential recommender.

When data or prior knowledge are available on the (conditional) probabilities that
an object is the target then the formulae can be used to predict the effect of different
methods on the expected path length.

This illustration uses a set of objects that can be perfectly scaled on a single di-
mension. This is of course an exception. Scales will not perfect and many problems
involve more dimensions. In this case a more general approach is needed. This is pro-
vided by multi-dimensional scaling, which amounts to a form of clustering. Instead of
using feedback on recommended objects to eliminate part of a one-dimensional scale,
we use feedback to eliminate half of the clusters.

6 Discussion

Our analysis of sequential recommending shows the following:

– For any recommender system it is necessary to not immediately start recommend-
ing but to make sure that the entire space is presented to users and evaluated. In
practice this can be achieved in different ways, for example by including a ran-
dom component in the recommender or by systematically exploring the space in
the initial stage of the application. In this case the user should understand what the
”recommender” is doing (and that its goal is ultimately to help the user commu-
nity).

– Greedy recommending is not always the method that finds the target in the mini-
mal number of interactions (or mouse clicks). Exploratory recommending can be
shown to be better under certain conditions that can be specified. It seems that when
recommending sequences are short, the difference between greedy and exploratory
recommending is small. Large sites can benefit most from exploratory recommen-
dations because in each step the set of potential target objects is reduced more than
for greedy recommending. This prevented that unpopular objects become unreach-
able by requiring too many mouse clicks.

There are a number of issues that need further work. One is the combination with
content-based methods. These can be used to model the space in which sequential rec-
ommending works and it can be used alone or together with the scaling approach above
by the exploratory recommender. Other issues are different forms of recommending.
Here we restricted the discussion to a specific recommender setting. We believe that
that the principle used above is also relevant for other recommending settings, although
details may be different. For example, if more than two objects are presented application
of the binary search principle is more complicated and if ratings are used, a different
method is needed but the approach remains the same.
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